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4. DECLARATION 
4.1' Fo~ commercial 8 confid~nce the identification of the 
,clients ref-erred to, in the ease studies have been wi,theld, 
, as well as photographs of the products. ' " 
4.~ The case'studiea are all from:th~ personal files ,of,~he 
author in the cap'acity o'f an Industrial" Design Consultant. 
Cas~s ~, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, '13, 14,' 16, 17, 19 and 20 ~ere 
carried out while, the a~thbr was Research Fellow at Hornsey 
Co.llege of Art, later Middlesex Polytechnic'.' Cases 1,~, 3, 
11, 12, 15, and 18 were carried out within the author's 
,:'private practice. 
In: all the' cases the author. was" the principal Industrial 
Designer involved. 
, 4.3 None of the academic materia~ contained 'in the thesis 
has,been used before, except,as indicated in "the formal 
acad~mic listings, (Appendix 12.3). 
"" " ' 
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5. SUMMARY " ." 
This thesis concerns visual assessment methods that occur in 
the dealings of the Consultant Industrial Designer with his 
The present situation of, Industrial Design consultancy in 
the United Kingdom is outlined in the introduction. This 
is followed by information on visual assessments. This 
information is presented' from ·field data in the form of case 
studies from the personal files of the author. There are 
twenty case studies from six different companies, all 
. trading in electronic goods. There are thirteen case 
studies of engineering goods, and 'seven case studies of 
consumer goods. In all case studies'presented, the author 
was the principal Indu5trialDesigner involved. In the 
reporting of the case studies all occasions of· visual 
assessment are prominently noted~ Supplementary 
information is presented from desk data in the form of 
published works. This data is classified into subjects on 
designers, the design process and techniques of 
visualisation, presentation and assess~ent. Thi~ 
'information is analysed into the main constituents that 
contiibute to the visual assessment methods, organised into 
a simple form and summarised. This summary is then 
synthesised into· a number of models that describe the 
contributing constituents of vistial assessment. 
The conclusions are presented as a series of models .that 
describe the visual assessment methods urider consideration. 
In the appendices are listed the formal academic submissions 
that sUPRlement this thesis (Figs. 1 and 2). 
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Figg 1. Block diagram Eepresenting the research activities 
discussed in this report. 
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/" ,6. INTRODUC TI ON 
6~1 This thesis concerns visual assessment methods that 
occur in the dealings'of the Consultant Industrial Designer 
with his industrial clients~ , ". 
The objectives of. the research' were:. 
1. ,To examine the activity of a Consultant Industrial 
Designer in his dealings with Industry through a .case study 
investigation . 
2. To record the occasions and conditions when visual 
assessments take place. 
. ~, 
3. To correlate this information, supplement'ed by desk 
data from published sources, and.to establish patterns of 
activity. 
4.' To set out a model for the visual assessments as stated. 
6.2, Information for,this report has been collected through 
field research in the form of case studies, ~upplemented by 
desk research from published sources. Field data may be 
collected by .one; or a c~mbination of three methods, 
o~servat'ion, experimentation ,and sample survey (Ref. 1~).· 
'The author has used the obs~rvation approach in the form 
case studies where he was the principal consultant, 
industrial designer involved. For precedence in thi s 
approach,to academic design research, attention is drawn to 
the work of Hykin (Ref. 2). 
6.3 Before this research commenced the author was already 
a ,practising Industrial Design consultant. At this time he 
became' aware of the critical nature of the clJent visual' 
assessment stage in the desi,gn consultancy pro cess, and the 
lack of objective information available on the'subject. He 
decided therefore to collect case study information in the 
, ' 
hope that it would lead to an understanding of the nature of 
the client visual assessment stage. At the commencement he 
expected the trend in dat'a ,analysis to eventually show a 
move towaTds determining several methods of visual choosing 
that could be used by the designer and client. However, 
data eventually showed that other factors, and other visual 
assessments had equal significance. 
9 
/ 
When' field work was started the ,author had v'e'i'y little 
guidance on procedures to be' adopted when seeking case 
study data. Although some case histories had been used to 
'promote Industrial' Design act iyt ty most of them had been 
:r:ecorded r'etrospectively and were superficial. In the 
absence of any use'ful precedent the author decided 
detailed project files on all the case studies' ap-d 
the relevant informat'ionat a later date. 
to keep 
abstract 11 
, IIjIi 
The author gradually be6ame aware that there was a body of 
informatio~ that he would be unable to obtain from the 
c'lient. This information was ei th~r on company policy or 
the clien~'s pe~~onality and, pos~tion within' the company. 
When attempts were made to solicit this information they 
,were met with indifference, hostility or ridicule. 
During, the academic course work for this project the author 
,was intro,duced to the' work of Baker (Ref. 1) and Hykin 
(Ref. 2) on field data and case ,studies respectively., These 
proved td be of 'great sup~ort to'the project. 
On analysing the detail ed proj ect fiies, inf0rn:tat ion '~on 
financing and design methods was omitted. The author 
, ' 
recognises that proj ect fi:nancing and proj ect des,ign 
methods are both crucial to project success and are 
fascinating research projects in thei.c own right. However, 
" they are outside the ,scope of thj~ research proj ect. 
The final sifting of field data co~enced' by j.dentifying 
the visual stages within ~~ch design.process and 
constrricting the chronology of the process around them. 
These stages were then used as the basis of the detailed 
analysis. The'desk data was analysed in a similar manner. 
This analysed data was summarised and used as a basis for 
synthesising ,the constituents of visual assessments. In, 
a similar manner th~ synthesised data is summarised and 
used as a basis for the Conclusions. 
Finally, conclusions are presented ~sa series of models 
whiqh .describe the visual asses'sment methods under 
consideration (Figs. 1 and 2). 
6.4 Industrial Design in the United Kingdom is usually 
,10 
, . "",-
taught at colleges of art and design and at polytechnics. 
The Society of Industrial Art,ists and Designers is the 
professional body for Industrial Designers. The Design 
Council is the.national promotional body, with the 
International Council of Soci,~ties of Industrial Design 
being the international promotional body. 
As' a Consultant Industrial Designer the author currently 
believes that Industrial Design is desi,gning products for 
industrial production, ,which in pr~ctice usually means 
adding appeal to the product. This appeal is in the main, 
visual appeal, and in the minor, workability, usability 
,~!ld. cost appeal. The author acknowledges that workability 
:appeal is within the practice of engineering design, 
usability appeal is within the practice of ergonomics and 
cost appeal within the practice of value engineering 
(Fig. 3). 
The author has found that "The Usual Service and Methods 
of Charging for Product Design' (Ref. 3) published by the 
, 
S.I.A.D. serves asa useful introduction to the theory of 
product industrial design consultancy. The publication 
states that theusual.~ervic~s pro7ided by the consultant 
product Industrial Designer are:-
1. Briefing 
The designer will first obtain from the client a full 
briefing on the deslgn required, the market for which it 
is intended, and the desired selling price and/or 
manufacturing cost; He may, on occasion, be asked to 
prepare his own brief' from information the client gives 
him. He will make himself conversant with the client's 
manufacturing facilities. The commission and brief must be 
confirmed in writin~before proceeding. If the brief 
specifies a number of alternative designs for the client's 
choice the designer is entitled to charge a proportionally 
higher fee. 
2. Report 
The designer may be asked to prepare a report(s), either 
before a design programme has been commissioned or at any 
11 
, . .~' . , -.. ,~ . 
stage during the design programme,,' The ,commission' for' a 
report,must be confirmed in writing before proceeding. 
3. PP) gramme 
The design project can normally'be' considered in 'stages, 
wi th a proportion of, the fees to be"'agreed in advance 
payable on completion of each stage. 
4. Stage A 
Design Proposals: The designer submits his design, 
proposals in model ,and/or drawing form to the client for 
approval. 
5. Stage.B 
Modification and Development of Design Proposals: The 
·extent of this work will depend upon the complexity of the 
", design. in question. The des:j..gner works in close conjunction 
with the client's productio'n or development staff to 
achieve a satisfactory final form. 
'6. Stage C 
Drawings:' The designer is responsibl.e for ensuring that 
d~velopment drawings are prepared with such full size 
details and specifications as may be necess'ary to ensure 
the proper' int~rpretation 'of his intentions. He may work 
with the'client's draughting office or he may detail the 
work in hi's own office., 
7. Stage D 
:' Prototype's: The designer will ad~Tise on or participate in 
the'manufacture of prototypes as agreed with the client 
< '. , ~,' 
,be~orehand. A record should be kept of all' modifications 
made or suggested during this: work and copies retained by 
both parties. 
8. Stage E 
First Production Batch: The designer should check and 
approve the client production detail drawings for,correct 
, in'terpretation and specification of his requirements, but 
unless specially agreed will not be responsible for detailed 
dimensional and specification checking. The designer is 
available for advice during production of the first batch, 
and should be consulted on any modifications, that might 
prove advisable • 
. 9. Modifications 
The client may not make modifications or alterations to the 
,12 . 
designs without the consent of the designer (Fig. 5). 
In 1968 the Council of the SIAD appointed a Commission on 
Professionalism. 
Their report (Ref~ 4) evidenced grass root opinions on the 
practice of Industrial Design from members and Industry. 
6.5 The foregoing paragraph~ set the §cene on ~ases for 
visual assessment methods 'which may'be used by designers 
in Industry. The subse9.uent report ,states the findings 
of the author on visual assessment methods us'ed by def:?igners 
in Industry. 
,.; 
'.,'. 
-., ' 
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7. FIELD DATA 
. .....v 
Th:t?sL-field data ~ presented<"as case study reports from the 
personal files of the author in the capacity of an 
. Industrial Design Consu):"tant •. :. The' cases. are presented as 
a series of chronological events in which the visual 
,assessments are cat'alogued. Extraneous info'rmation., has 
been omitted, and commercial in confidence information has 
been removed. The remaining information is used to narrate 
the events around the visual assessments. The cases are 
titled by an alphabet designation for the name of the 
company, 'together ,vi th the type of product • 
. ,.-,:'-_ .. , 
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7. 1 C'ompany A Product Freeze.rs .-.. ~ 
Background: the Company was conside~ing, re-styling and 
marketing an existing imported range of. freezers. The 
',Industrial' Designer was a,lready acting as a consul tant to 
the' Company. 
7.1.1 . Company location meeting .. 
, People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Product: Planning Manager 
Produc,t Planning Hanager"s Assi,st'an:t/TVs 
',' Appliance Manager 
;;:'Applia:q.ce Manager's' AS,sistant/Product Planning 
Room:- Large conf~rence/display'room, pverhe~d winddws 
'only',' p,ermanent artificial sup'plementary lighting. 
The existing range of freezers was presented and varioris 
.appearance 'a~~ectg' disc~ssed. It was decided that the 
, product,ion. terms of reference allowed for possible changes 
'in colour and trim styling! The Industrial Designer was 
asked t? prepare a range of ' colour and trim styling schemes; 
a further 'meeting was called for four weeks' later. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 1.1. 
by: Ipdu,strial' Designer + 5 marketing men 
in: Company conference room' 
method: SuhJecti ve ,appraisal with verbal conuuehts 
,of: Existing range of products 
7.1.2 Design studio: the Designer tentatively se1ected a 
range of colours f~om the British Standard and Company 
colour ranges. A presentation diagram was drawn up. 
1S" 
I 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 1.2 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: . Colour cards 
". , . 
Over a period 'of two weeks and-through a prolonged period of '. 
colour card, shuffling twelve colour schemes were decided 
upon'. 
These colour schemes were mounted on a display she'et. 
VISUAL ASSESSIvIENT 1.,3 
.by: IIidustrial Designer 
in; .· .. Design studio 
~ethod:: Subjective appraisal 
of: Colour c~rds 
" 
, ~ " 
7;1.3" Companylocati6n meeting: people present, ,as 
.previous meeting. 
... 
'Rooni:- S'mall Product ~lanning Man~ger' s office, high side 
window only, permanent artificial supplementary lighting. 
The three sheets ~f twelve schemes were pinned 'to one wall. 
There was no immediate response. from those present. ,This 
'was verbally noted by the Product Planning.Manager. 
It was generally decided that. none of the pres~ntedcolour 
schemes were visually exc'i ting but it was admitted that 
'~he meeting was judging small colour cards and the intended 
coloured product was much larger. The Designer. solicited 
a target range of colours from'those present and it was 
decided that the Designer'would present a smaller number 
of colour schemes but on much larger displays. The 
Designer considered the meeting to be a flop and his 
colours to be too timid. 
19 
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" 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT '1.4 
by: Industrial Designer'+ 5, marketing men 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appearance with verbal comments 
of: Displayed ~olour cards 
~ . ' 
7.;.4 ,Design studio: still using the BS colour card but 
with the addition of an ICI car colour pack a target range 
of c'olour schemes was de'cided upon. These 'were made up on 
large sheets of ~ard. 
VTSUAL ASSESSMENT 1.5 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective' appraisal 
qf: Colour ~ards 
7.1.5 Company location meeting: people present, as 
previous meeting. 
Room:- 'Product Planning Manager's small office. 
The four colour scheme sheets were pinned to one wall, 
again" there was no immediate response from thos~ present. 
It was decided to make no decision on colour schemes at 
this point but that the' Appliance Manager would consider 
and make a decision later. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 1.6 
by: Industrial Designer + 5 marketing men ' 
in: Company office , 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
'of: Displayed colour schemes' 
7.1.6 Meeting at the Appliance Division 
20 
", 
~ 
'·People present:-
Industrial Designer 
• ,.,0-,",.-
Industrial Designer',s Associate 
Appl iance ~fanager 
,- .. { 
Appliance Manager's Assistant/Prod~ctPlanning 
Room:- Appliance Manager's office 
The Appliance Manager described to."the designer the 
critical position. the project was, in now, in that in"eight 
'days' time' a meeting,'was to be held in Norway to 'discuss 
future product, planning and styling o~ freezers. Therefore 
a iully styled up model of ~ freezer had to be built, 
-assessed by the Appliance Manager and transported to Norway 
for the meeting. The last four colour schemes were brought 
, :out .. and' shuffled about the floor and' wall. The Appliance, 
Manager then decided on one of the schemes. The re-styling 
of the'trim'was left to the'Designer with instructions that 
, ." . 
no·, cont:rol compo~ents were tO"'be al tered. It was agreed 
',- " 
, .' that' the Desig'ner could cannibalise a-: brarid· ~ew ex'isting 
freezer and that in six days,'time.th0re-styled freezer 
,would 'Qe assembled in the Appliance Division', assessed by 
.the Manager' a~d' ~hipped' that night to, NorWay with the 
Appliance Manager as "Fragile: Excess Baggage". 
~ -.~ .~." . '- - -.;.. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 1.7' 
by: Industrial Designer + 'associ:ate + 2 marketing men 
in: Compa~y o+f~ce 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
of: Displayed colour schemes 
7.1.7 Design stUdio: the ~ork-lpad was divided into two 
main areas, th~ re-colouring of the freezer and the re-
styling of the trim. It was. decided· that in view of the 
----short ·time period only one design solution to the re-styling 
of the trim was to be considered and implemented. Without 
prior assembly and'assessment all the bits and pieces were 
delivered by the Designer to; the Appliance Division. 
7.1.8 Meeting at the Appliance Division: same as previous 
company meeting. 
21. 
'The Industrial Designer and the Appliance' Man'ager' s 
Assistant/Product Planning assembled thefre~zer. As the 
assembly 'was completed the Appliance Nanager came in to 
look at' the,freezer. The Appliance Manager was immediately 
impressed visually and decided that thestyl.ing and colour 
'scheme were correct and impressive. He sa~d that this 
resp,onse' was totally subjective ,and a," good gut feeling", 
',he immed:(~tely ordered,: the freezer to ,be qil3as.,sembled. and 
packed' in expanded polystyrene; for delivery to Norway.: The 
, ./ 
Designer then presented the written specific~tionfor the 
schemes and the meeting was ended. 
,VISUAL ASSESSMENT "'1. 8 
by: Industrial Designer +. 2 marketing men 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal. comments 
of,: Prototype appearance mod~l 
7.1.9 'Note: It was later reported babk to the Designer 
,that the meeting in ~orway was a-huge suc6ess largely 
attributed to'the presentation of a fully-styled and 
coloured-up freezer. 
VISUAL,ASSESSMENT 1.9 
by: C~mpany personnel 
in: ~Company location 
, \", 
" method: Not knmVll' .' .".",',~~. ", 
of: Prototype appearance model and possibly other designs 
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, 7.2 Company A Product, Blenders 
Background:, the Company was considering'marketing a 
modified imported blender. The Industrial Designer was 
already acting as a consultant' to the' Company. 
7.2.1 A meeting was held at the C<:>mpany,location to 
,d'iscuss an imported blender. 
, 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
'Product'Planning Manager 
Appliance Manager 
.' -.,". " 
,Appliance Manager's AsSistant/Product Planning 
Room:- Product PlanHing Manager's small office', high, side 
windows only, permanent artificial supplementary lighting. 
The'existing imported blender was presented, a re-styled 
, . 
version of the blender was also presented and the marketing 
'plan for the blenders was' discussed., Essentially, this 
plan stated that the existing imported blender was not to 
be sold in this country, that the re~styled version was to 
,be marketed now for High Street sale the following year 
and that product planning wished to consider the next 
generation of blenders. The 'Desibner was asked to keep the 
same blender motor and jar capac~ty but to upgrade the 
appearance in terms of shape, colour, graphics and control. 
VISUAL ASSESS~~NT 2.1 
by: Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
in: Company location 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal directions 
of: Existing range of company 'products 
7.2.2 Design studio: the Designer drew up'a matrix of 
appearance, shape, colour, graphics. and controls. 
The Designer also decided to present this information' in 
terms of block models. Specifications for' full block 
models were subjectively selected from the matrix, and 
constructed. 
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VISUAL ASSESSHENT 2.2 
by: Industrial Designer only 
-in: Design studio 
'method: ,Subjective appraisal' 
of: Design options on a,diagram 
, ~ .. ' .. ' \, : '.- ": ~.' 
7.2.3 Company location meeting: as previous meet~ng. 
Unfortunately, the 'Appliance Ma~ager and his 'assistant, 
were s~ddenly cailed,to another 'meeting at a different 
location so the models were re-packed and taken with them 
on the understanding that they would consider the models 
and ,make a decision later. 
'7.2.4 Meeting at the 4ppliance Division 
, ' Peop~e present.:,-
Industrial Desi~ner 
App~iance Manager 
Appliance Manager's Assistant/Product Planning 
Room:- . The Appli'ance Manager's office with good window 
, 'lighting. ' 
The, Appliance Manager had decided that he wished to upgrade 
'the product to 'new specificationb, that the colour scheme 
shoul'd relate "to the freezer colour' scheme, that overall 
vis~ally ,the body size had to be reduced in relation to 
the jar size b~ing increased and the control function to be 
more visually obvious. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 2.3 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 marketing men 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal directions 
of: Coloured full size block models 
I 
7.2.5 Design studio: a new design matrix was dra1m up 
and a number of cardboard appearance models constructed. 
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'VISUAL ASSESSMENT 2.4 
by: Industrial 'De'signeT 
in: Design studio. 
methDd: Subjective appraisal 
Df: CardbDard appearance mDdels 
7.2.6 Meeting at the Appliance DivisiDn 
PeDple present:- ' 
'Industrial Designer 
Appl iance Ma~ager' s Assis'tant/PrDduct Planning 
RDDm':- Appliance Manager's A-ssistant' s Dffice. 
. '- .... 
. , 
)'The Appliance Manager's Assi,stant cDnsldered the Dbj ects 
", a~d r,equested a number Df al teratiDns and a meeting was 
called fDr the fDllowing,week. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 2 .. 5 
by: Industrial ,Designer + 1 marketing man 
in: CDmpany Dffice _ 
. - , 
methDd: Subjectjve appra'isal with verbal directiDns 
Df: Cardooard appearance,mDdels 
7.2.7' Design studio.: ,~ll the alterations suggested by the 
Appliance Manag-er's Assistant were drawn up and two. mDre 
cardbDard models cDnstructed. 
7.2.8 CDmpa,ny IDcatiDn meeting: at the Appliance DivisiDn '-," 
, ., 
PeDple pre~ent:-
, -
Industrial Designer 
'Appliance Manager 
Appliance Manager's Assistant/PrDduct Planning 
Sales Manager 
RDDm:- The Appliance Manager's Dff.ice' 
All mDdels were cDnsidered and Dnly Dne set Df 
specificatiDns chDsen. The Designer was asked to. prepare a 
better mDdel to. the new specific~tiDns with a back-up 
written specificatiDn. 
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VISUAL ASSESSHENT 2.6 
by: Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
in: Company office 
I 
method: Subjective appraisal, with verbal directions 
of:- Cardboard appearance models 
7.2.9 Design stud'Io: a design drawing for the new model 
was issued to a Modelma~er~ a written specification was 
drawn up and a -simple market' comparison'- table was written up 
al so. The model was collected from the r-Iodelmaker and 
as~essed visually in the design studio. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 2.7 
by:Indust~ial Designer 
in: Design studio 
m'ethod: Subj ecti ve appraisal 
of: A finished appeara~ce model 
.. 
7.2.10 Meeting at'the Appliance Division; same as 
previous meeting. 
The des-ign for the blender was subjectively judged to be 
successful and saleable. The Applia~ce Manager said 
that his gut feeling for the product was good. The rest 
of the meet~ng deterioFated into discussion of how the 
product was going to be marketed .. " 
,> • _,"., r. 
VISUAL ASSE$SMENT' 2.8 
by': Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
of: A finished appearanc~ model 
7.2.11 Note: The Designer was informed later that the 
model and the specification were being taken to the 
originalblend'er manufacturing company on the Continent. 
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7 ~ 3 Company A Product TVs 
Background: the Company was considering the design for 
the next generation of TVs. : The 'Industrial Designer was 
already acting as a 'consultant to the 'Company. 
7.3.1 , Company location meeting 
P~ople 'presen~:~ 
Industrial Designer 
Product Planning Manager, 
'~roducti6n Pla:nni~g Manager's,Assistant/TVs 
Room:- Product Planning Hanager's. small office. 
The existing rang~ of po~table ~Vs and the spe~ificatirin 
',for the new range 'was explained to the Designer. 
, 'A s'tYling range was' describ'ed 'also to the Designer in terms c-
"of se~ected exampl~s fro~ existing Europea~ TV 
manuf~cturers' colqured.brochures., The Designer was 
" 
asked, to ,present a'selectionof drawings. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT ,3.1 
by: Industrial Designer' + 2 marketing mer!. 
in: Company ciffice 
" 
method: 'SubJ ecti ve' appraisal with verbal d,irec:tions 
of: Existing products" manufacturers' brochures and 
product planning charts 
7.3.2 Design studio: a number of loose tentative design 
matrices were drawn up. 
VISUAL ASSESSHENT 3.2 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: , Design matrices' drawings 
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-From these matrices twelve appearance drawings··construc·te·d 
and mounted in display folders . 
. VISUAL' ASSESSMENT 3.3 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal' 
of: 12.appearance drawings 
., ~";'-
•• ~. t, : ' 
7.3.3 Company location meeting: same a's previous meeting. 
'Alltwelve drawings were pinned xo one wall and the Designer 
asked 'to explain th.em. The Marketing Manager was called 
'into, the meeting and the Des{gner was asked again to explain 
.the drawings to him. The verbal comments and opinions of 
the Marketihg Manager were noted •. :The UK Sales Manager was 
call~d then into the meeting~ The Designer was re~uested 
to exp~airi-tr.e drawings to him. His comments and. opinions 
were noted. also. The Marketing Manager an~ theUK Sales 
Manage.r.then left the meeting. ,The ·Designer and the 
. Product Planning Manager took then a'90nsensus of opinions. 
- . "Th~Designer was asked, tp construct· cardboard model s to 
meet the "consensus of- 9pinion specifications",. 
·VISUAL ASSESSMENT 3.4 
by: Industr~al Designer + 2-4 marketing men 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal based on a consensus of 
verbal opinions 
of: 12 appearance drawings. 
7.3.4 Design studio: a new set of specifications and 
matrices was constructed by the Designer. Using a selection 
, 
from these the Designer constructed three cardboard mpdels. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 3.5 
by: Industrial Designe~ 
in: Design studio 
, . method:' Subjective appraisal. 
of: Design drawings 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 3.6 
by: 'Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: 3 cardboard models 
7.3.5 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Produotion Planning Manager's Assistant/TVs 
Product Co-ordinator 
Divisional Engineer 
Project Engineer 
,.' 
Room:- Large conference/di'splay room, overhead windows 
only,~permanent artificial supplementary· lighting. 
The D{visional Indus·trial Designer presented the 
engine~ring specifications for the product and the Project 
Engineer presented CR tube with an· associated cardboard 
model of components. It was obvious immediately that the 
. marketing specifications had understated the size and 
weight of the product, also, control and ventilation' 
positions as derived fro~ the marketing specifications 
presented' considerable ~roblems in ~elation to heat 
dissipation. The Product Planning Manager's Assistant/TVs 
also r.e-specified aspects of the marketing requirement. 
The Designer was asked to reconstruct the cardboard models. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 3.7 
by: Indusfrial Designer +2 engineers + 2 marketing men 
in: Company location 
method': Subj ect'i ve appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: 4 cardboard models 
7~3~6 ,Design studio: a new set of specifications and 
matrices was drawn up by the DeSigner, two cardboard models 
were constructed but it was decided'by the 'Designer only 
to present one. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT, 3.8 
by: Industrial Designer' 
in: Design stUdio 
.method: Subjective ,appraisal 
of: Design drawings 
. :'- . ,~ 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 3.9· 
'by: I~dustrial Designer 
in: Destgn stUdio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: 2 cardboard models 
·:7.3.7 Company location meeting 
-People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Product Planning Manager 
Product Planning Managerts Assistant/TVs 
,.-, 
:' .~ 
Roo~:- Product Planning Managerts small 'office 
The cardboard model was presented. The Product Planning 
Manager said that the design appealed' to him immediately; 
he' was very pleased witk it and questioned the desigp on 
detailed points. It was decided to send the model down 
·-.-tu· Engineering Production for design detailing. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 3.10 
by: Industrial .Designer + 2 marketing men 
in: Company office 
" ......... \~/ .. - , - , 
method:- Subj ect i ve appraisal with verbal cOIJlIIlents 
of: A cardboard model 
• < .~. 
~ ,'. 
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7.4:. CDmpany B PrDduct MDdular Amplifier 
. BackgrDund: previous to. the Designer's invDlvement, a 
design.prDpDsal had.been submitted to. the client and lDSt 
in the CDmpany. On ... taking charge Df the prDj ect the 
Designer nDted that a prDper cD~Dur survey had nDt been 
carried DUt fbr th~ client so. the Desig~er made 
arrangements fDr the survey • 
. 7.4.1 Design Studio. 
P~Dpl&present:-. 
Industrial Design'er 
Industrial Designer's AssDciate 
The client had already accepted a tDnal cDlDur arrangement 
fDr the casing Df the amplifier and the Designers discussed 
arrangements fDr translating this tDnal' arrangement into. 
a cDlDur arrangement. FDur pairsDf cDlDurs were chDsen 
frD~ a cDllectiDn Df cDlDur cards. 
VISOAL ASSESSMENT 4.1 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 assDciate 
in: Design stUdio. 
methDd: Subjective appraisal wi'~h verbal discussiDns 
Df: . A selectiDn Df cDlDur cards 
MDdels were ~Dnstructed Df the casing with interchangeable 
tDps and frDnts giving sixteen permutatiDns. The finished 
mDdels were left lying arDund the stUdio. fDr a number Df 
days. AlthDUgh several peDple gave verbal preferences 
Dn the CDlDured mDdels, the DesignerallDwed no. firm 
decisiDn to. be made. A telephDne call was made to. the 
client (Chief Draughtsman) who. agreed tD'accept the 
cDlDured mDdels and cDnsider them. Arrangements were made 
fDr the mDdels to. be delivered. 
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VISUAL ASSESSHENT 4.2 
by: Design studio personnel 
in: Design studio 
, .,., 
method: Subjective appraisal with vernal dis~ussions 
of: 16 colOllr permutation models 
7.~.2 Company location: the Designer was casuaily ~isiting 
the Company to pick up some ~·test gear when he' was in"i ted 
·into the Product Planning Hanager's office. 
People 'present:-
Industrial Designer 
Industriai,.Designe'r i s As,sociate 
Product Planning Hanager 
Chief Draughtsman 
. Project Engineer, Hechanical 
Room:.- Product· Planning Hanager's small office in 
prefabricated wooden structure, one desk, . several chairs, 
large side windows. 
The Chief Draughtsman presented ,th'e proposed pre-production 
model'. The Designer informed t~e Product Planning Hanager 
that the proposed design was unsatisfactory and rather than 
mak~ on-the-spot criticisms, he offered to ta~e their 
model off site' and re-style it,. The Product Planning 
~Manager agreed to this but stressed the urgency of proposing 
a design freeze. The Designers said that they appreciated 
this, and would give full' attention to the job. Before 
leaving with the model the Product Planning Manager 
confided to the Designers that Marketing also considered 
.the pre-production design as u~satisfactory but needed 
external Industrial Design expertise to convince the 
engineering function of this~ 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 4.3 
by: Industrial Designer., + 1 associate 
+ 1 marketing man 
in: 'Company office' 
method: ,Subj ecti ve appraisal' 
'of: Pre-production model, 
". 
~ , 
> ,'-.0 ', .. 
+ 2 engineers 
, ,. 
".'~ ":. 
,7.4.3",Design Studio: the Designer arranged for a de'sign 
work-in to analyse the model and make fresh proposals. 
Peqple present:-
.. , 
Industrial Designer 
3 Industrial Associates 
Company Industrial Design Co-ordinator 
Room:-, La'rge design conferenc.e room, white painted. "Side 
windows on opposite walls. 
The' Company's model wa~analysed and fresh design proposals 
considered. Several 'alternative'proposals were considered 
but the Industrial' Designer ma~e the dec~sion on which 
, -
proposal~ were to be implemented •. The Designer,also rnad~ 
arrang~ments for the C~mpany model to be rebuilt to the new 
design specifications. He also made arrangements for a 
'number of a~ternative design solutions to be ,written 
up as an appendix to the report on the proposed new design. 
VISUAL ASSESSt-1ENT 4.4 . J 
by: Industrial Designer + 3 associates + 1 company manager 
in:, Des ign studio 
method: Subjective appraisal with,verbal comments 
of: Pre-production model 
Implementation of this took two' weeks and at the end of this 
time the finished' new model was kept in the Design Office. 
',-
\ 
~ . 
VISUAL ASSESStvIENT 4.·5 
by: Design office personnel 
in! Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
of: An appearance model 
7.4.4 Meeting at Company location 
People present:-
Industrial ·Designer 
3 Industrial Design Associates 
, Company Industrial Design Co-ordinator 
Chief Engineer 
Chief Draughtsman 
Project Engineer, Mechanical 
Project Engineer, Electrical 
Product Planning' Manager 
Two Marketing personnel 
," " 
Room:- Large conference room in the' same wooden 
prefabricated structure with a large ~onference table and 
seats, side windows only. 
The new appearance model was presented by the design team 
and, reviewed verbally. The CompanY, .. representatives agreed 
Unanimously that the product was far'more exciting visually 
than the previous "monstrosity" and was saleable. Detailed 
discussion followed on the implementation of the design 
proposals. At this point in the meeting the two Project 
Engineers began describing a new mechanical system of 
·construction that was considerably simpler and cheaper. 
The Chief Engineer wanted to know in great detail why the 
new appearance model was so exciting and the Designer with 
great difficulty tried to explain to hi~. The Chief 
Engineer decreed that the Industrial Designer should work 
in parallel with his engineers on the· new design 
construction. The Designers accepted chassis construction 
to work on, agreeing that they would try to make a new 
constructi'on as visually pleasant as their previous design 
proposal. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 11.6 
by: ,Industrial Designer + 3 associates + 1 manager + IJ: 
engineers + 3 marketing men 
, 
in: Company conference' room 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal ~omm~nts 
qf: An appearance model + new constructional,model 
7.4.5 Design studio~ at·the design, studio the'Designers 
exa~ine~,the project ~6 date and made an appraisal of the 
cuirent'situation~ 'The Designer listed all the new design 
decisions that had to. be taken and made proposals for ' 
presenting these decisions to the"client • Twc' struc"tural 
moaels were made ~howing major proposals and'~~tailed 
solutions tp various design probl~ms~ . The Desjgner 
telephoned the, Chief Draughtsman and a meeting,at the 
" 'Gompany location was set up. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 4.7 
by: Design studio personnel 
in: Design studio 
methqd: Subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
of: 2 structural models 
7.4.6 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
3 Industrial Design Associates 
Chief Draughtsman 
Project Engineer, Mechanica~ 
'Project Engineer, Electrical 
Room:- Foyer on a large wooden structure which displayed 
examples of the Company's present range of equipment. Side 
,windows only. 
The Designer outlined tbe problems with which they were 
faced and showed the two models. The Chief Draughtsman 
detailed some of the new development to' date and agreed 
", ' , . - ,-
·'0 
to take noti,ce ,of some of the Industrial Design proposals', 
and the mee~ing broke up. 
Note: The Des~gner considered the meeting to be 
unsatisfactory. 
I '. , • 
' .... - .... .:: 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 4.,8 
,by: Industrial Designer + 3 associates + 3 engineers 
in:. Company foyer room 
method: Subjective appraisal with verb~l discussions 
of: 2 structural models 
, ;; '" .':. : 
·After the meeting the Chief Draughtsman said they had 
carried ,out an on~site survey of the coloured models and 
.~tter much searching through his project file he eventuallY 
gave ·the·Designer$·a co~y of the results. The results of 
the. survey had indicated that the 'colours at present being 
considerefr·for the- model were those most.favoured in the 
survey. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 4.9 
by: COID,pany engineers' 
in: Company location ",,'. 
method: Subjective appraisa'l su~vey. 
of': 16 colour permutations modeis 
.' ... > . 
7.4.7 Design studio: the Designers again r~-assessed 
the situation and the major difficulties with which they 
were faced. This hinged upon a constructional problem. 
Several alternative methods were considered and a structural 
model.was designed and built incorporating some of these 
proposals. A meeting with the Chief Draughtsman was 
arranged by telephone at the Company location • 
.. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT -4::.10 
by: Design studio personnel 
in: Design studio 
method: SubjectiYe appraisal 
of: A structural model' 
',.: 
7.4.8 Company location meeting: as previous Company 
me.eting. 
'1·" ... 
The alternative construction methods were demonstrated to 
,the ,Chief Draughtsman and the engineering production 
difficulties discussed. The Chief Draughtsman agreed to 
take notice of, the new proposals and the meeting broke up., 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 4.11 
by: Industrial Designer + 3 associates + 3 engineers 
in: Compa.ny location 
method:, Subjective ~ppraisal with vp.rbal discussions 
of: A structural model 
A Company Industrial Design Seminar was being organised 
and'the Product Planning Manager had agreed to bring along 
the new production model and give a paper on the case 
history of the project~ 
7.4~9 Design Seminar: location, Nash House 
Room:- Very large ground floor conference room with large 
side windows., 
Before the commencement of the Seminar the Industrial 
Designer and the Product Planning Manager examined the pre-' 
production model and agreed that it was satisfactory. The 
Designer did notice a number of design details that he 
, would have liked to have changed but decided to make no 
comment as the design freeze had been initiated and the 
design changes could have been considered as alternatives 
rather than improvements. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 4.12 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 marketing man 
.in: Hired conference room 
method: Subj ect i ve appraisal with verbal" "discussions 
of: Pre-production model 
7.4.10 The following month the design" was participating 
in a colour science and computing course and had the 
opportuni ty to carry out some o'bjec"tive" assessmen"ts of the 
colours used, or nearly used, on the product. 
.' . . 
The resul ts of this objective assessment were not passed i' /J 
on to the cl ient. ,;;.1 "" 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 4.13 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: "Colour science laboratory 
method: Objective assessment 
of: Colonr sampl es " 
• 
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.. 7. 5 . Company C Product High'Frequency Amplifier 
Backgrourid: the Compan~was considering the visual 
upgrading 6f an existi~g~highfreque~cy' ampiifier at no 
extra production cost.. The design team was already in 
informal contact withtlie Company. 
7.5.1 Company> location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
2 Industrial. Design Associates 
Chief Engineer 
Senior Engineer, Mechanical Design 
Senipr Engineer, Electrical Design 
Engineer, ~echanical Design 
Room:- Large conference room, side wind~ws, permanent 
artifi'cial' supplementar.y lighting • 
. ' The existing High Frequency Amplifi.er was presented and 
discussed. The production method was detailed and the 
number.·of components that were not critical to being 
'-' 
changed also listed. The Designers were supplied with 
components for the construction of two amplifier cases. 
Y·ISUAL ASSESSMENT 5.:l 
by:' Industrial Designer + 2 assoc'iates + 4 engineers 
in: Company conference room 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: An existing company product 
7.5.2 Design studio: after due discussion in the design 
studio specifications for two models yereselected. It 
was·-decided to reconstruct the two cases to these 
specifi.cations<. The two models were constructed, and the 
Chief Engineer was invited to the d~sign studio to inspect 
the models. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 5.2 
by: Industrial Designer + associates .1' ,: •• 
in: Design studio 
method: Subj ecti ve . appr<;ti'-sal with' verbal discussions 
of: 2 appearance models 
7.5.3 Design studio: the Chief Engineer came and 
inspected the models and found them interesting.visually 
but was uncertain ab~u~ the implementation ~f the proposed 
changes. Some time later the Designer was requested to 
have the two models delivered to the Company; this wa~ 
carried out. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 5.3 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 engineer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: 2 appearance models 
j.5.4 No further actiom has beeli taken on the project. 
" I, ;-
.. 
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7.6 ~qmpanyC Product Telephone, Linesman's Box 
Background: the Company wished to have il~ustrated how"'_''''F 
an existing product could have had greater visual' impact· 
if Industrial Designers had been called in at an earlier 
stage of the product development. The' Industrial-Design team 
had been previously employed by the Company. 
7.6.1 Company location,meeting 
People present:-
. Industrial Designer' 
Two Industrial Design Associates 
Chtef Engineer 
.--.) 
Senior Engineer, Mechanical Desig~ 
Engineer, Mechanical Design 
. Senior Engineer, Electrical Design 
Engineer, ·Electrical Design 
.Room:- Large conference' room, side windows, permanent 
. , 
.artificial supplementary lighting. 
- . 
- The existing telephone linesman's box was presented and 
discussed. It was stated .that the major customer for this 
.. . 
product held rigid control of equipment practices. The 
,Designers were asked to re-style the product to meet 
customer requirements and an alternative to meet Company 
re~uirements •. The Designers were given drawings and 
specifications for the existing telephone linesman's box. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 6.1 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 5 engineers 
in: Company conference.room 
method: . Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: An existing company product 
7.6.2 Design Studio: after 'due-discussion in the design 
studio a number of variables were isolated and alternative 
design solutions constructed for these variables. 
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VISUAL ASSESSHENT 6.2 
by: Indus~rial Designer + associates 
in: Design studio 
method: Subj~~tive app~aisal with verbal discussion 
of: An existing product, and design sketches 
Two models were,constxucted, one to meet customer 
requirements the oth'er to meet" Company requirements. 
7.6.y· Company. location meeti~g: same as previous 
Company meeting. 
The Senior Mechanical Engiriee~"presented the latest version 
by the Company of the telephone linesman's box. The 
Designer, afte~ telling the story of the indus~rial d~sign 
.-development presented both models of their telephone 
-, 
linesman~s box. It was unanimously agreed by the meeting 
, . . 
that the two jndustrially designed models were visually 
more impressive and graphically more intelligible than the 
Company product, and that in future, the Chief Engineer 
would consider calling in industrial design expertise at 
,the start of new product development •. It was decided also, 
at that stage that It ,;ould be- tuo difHcul t to Implement , 
any of the.proposed industrial design recommendati~ns. Th,e 
two mod~ls were returned to the design studio and the 
Company showed litt'le further interest in them. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 6.3 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 5 ~ngineers 
in: Company conference room 
method: Subj ecti ve appraisal with vel'bal discussions 
of: 3 appearance models 
" 
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7.7 Company D· Product Power Supply 
Background: the Industrial Designer had been acquainted 
wi th the existing produc·t for some time and had been 
'commenting upon the fact that the labelling on the product 
was not to 'Company graphic s~andards, badly laid out, and 
lacked visual impact. The Designer had been requested by 
the' Division Manager to, arrange a me~ting with the Chief 
Engineer ,in charge of the product to discuss the label. 
7.7.1 Meeting at Company Location 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Industrial Designer's Assistant 
Chief Engineer 
'Room:- Chief Engineer's office, side windows, badly 
cluttered desk ,and filing cabinets! 
The Chief .Engineer was very belligerent abo~t any "artist" 
telling him that the design of his·product was inadequate 
and requested, the Designer to show him what was wrong and 
if anything was wrong, to try and put it right. 
7.7.2 Design Studio: a photographic enlargement was 
made of the product and analysed. A matrix was constructed 
of alternative schemes that were adequate and visually 
more pleasing. These were laid out on a large sheet in 
such a manner that closely simulated the existing produ?t. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 7.1 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: A photo analysis of the (existing product, and a 
sheet o~ design proposals 
"~ , 
7.7.3 Meeting at Company location: circumstances the 
same as fdr previous meeting. 
The photographic enlargement of the existing product was 
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"presented ·to the Chief Engineer and the deficiencies 
discussed. Then the sheet qf alternative design· solutions 
was presented, the Chief Engineer was impressed visually 
with the analysis and work done by the Designer and called' 
in, the Division Manager to·,tpe fueeting. Then the' 
Designer explained all again fo,.the Division~Manager, who 
was also visually impressed. The Division Manager.called 
in then the· Marketing Manage,r, publicity Manager and 
Pro'j ect Engineer. Again the Designer explained"everything 
to those present. The Division Manager and the Chief 
Engineer decided the aspects of:the alternative design 
solut~6ns that they required and the Designer was asked 
to make up a dummy product for those :requirements. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENTS 7.2 
by: 'Indus'trial Des;,fgner + 1 assistant ,+ 2 ,engineers 
+ 2' marketing'men +" 1 manager' 
in: Company office 
method: Sub,jective appraisal with verbal comments 
of: A photo analysis of the existing product, and'~ 
sheet. of design proposals 
7.7.4 - Design Studio! the Company specified requirements 
were assimilated by the Designer and' a'number of. design 
solutions constructed. One of the de~ign solutions was 
chosen then by the Designer and dsed to construct a 
du~y product. 
VISUAL ASSESS~1ENT T.3 
by:. Industrial Designer 
in: Desig~ stUdio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: A dummy product 
7.7 .• 5 Meeting at Company· location 
People present:-
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Industrial Designer 
Chief Engineer 
Project Engineer ';-, . 
Room:-' Chief Engineer's, office. 
The dummy product was presented by the Designer, both the 
Chie,f Engineer and the Project' Engineer examined, the dummy, 
care{ullY,and made a number of minor cr,:iticisms. The 
Designer was asked to remake the'dummy~ 
vtSVAL ASSESSMENT 7.4 
by:, _In~ustrial Designer '+ 2 engineers 
in: Company office 
method:,' Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of:, A dummy product' 
7'.7 ~6 Design Studio.: another dummy was constructed 
incorpora~ing solutions to thes~criticisms. 
" 7.7.7' Company meeting: same as previous Company meeting. 
"Again, both the Chief Engineer and 'Project Engineer made 
mi~or criticisms and the Designer was requested ,to draw 
up-artwork for the-p:r;inter but at the same time to 
constr'uct a dummy based, on this artwork for the Chief 
Engineer to ,check prior to the prcduct's going'into 
manufacture. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 7. 5 "~ 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 engineeri" 
in: Company office 
method: 'Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: A',dummy product 
7.7.8 Design studio:, twice-up artwork was made by the 
Designer and a dummy was produced based on this artwork. 
7.7.9' Meeting at Company location: as previous two 
46 , 
Company meetings. 
The dummy and artwork were approved by the Chief Engineer 
and the Proj ect Engineer undertook to' h'ave the new artwork 
in production. The Chief Engineer congratulated the 
"Industrial. Designer upon the quality of his, w·ork. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 7.6 
by: Industrial Designer + 2. engineers 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal ~ith verbal approval 
of: "A dummy product and artwork '. 
," 
7.7.10 Meeting at Company location: as previous Gompany 
meeting. 
The.Chief Engineer stated that now the new product was in 
production, he didn't like certain aspects of it. He asked 
if it would be possible to re-do the artwork and eliminate 
these deficiencies. The Designer,agreed that this would be 
possible and that he would undertake it but he did point 
out that the Chief Engineer had approved his previous work 
for production. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 7.7 , . 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 engineers 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective 'appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: An existing product 
,! 
7.7.11 Design Studio: twice-up artwork was re-made by the 
Designer and a dummy was produced based on this artwork. 
7.7.12 Meeting at Company location: as previous Company 
meetings. 
The dummy and artwork were approved by the Chief Engineer 
and the Project Engineer undertook to have the new artwork 
in production. The Chief Engineer congratulated the 
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Industrial Desi'grier again upon'_ the quality o'f his work. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 7.8 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 engineers 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal ·with. verbal cOIIllnents 
of: A dummy product and artwork 
7.7.13 Note: The .product is in manufacture now and there 
has bOeen no further criticisms • Divisional Marketing 
is very pleased with the visual impact of the product •. 
The Division Man ager' has also. stated that he is very 
pleased with the visual· simulations presented by .the 
Designer for assessment by the Management. 
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7~8 Company G.: ·Product Temperature Controller 
Background: the Designer was telephoned by a Senior Engineer 
and asked if he could do some "'lork on a temperature control 
,'unit that the Division was developing. The Engineer 
requested a meeting of the Senior Engineer, the Engineerin~ 
Manager' for th~"c.p.roduct and the Industrial Designer ~t .the·· 
-. design studio to "discuss the. project. This meeting .was 
arranged. 
7.8.1 Meetlng:at Design Studio 
People present:~ 
Industrial Designer 
Engin~ering Manager 
Senior E'ngineer 
Room:- Conference room' with permanent artificial 
supplement~ry, ljghting •. 
The Engineering Man~ger presented a model· of a working. 
temperature control unit, he specified what components were 
criti?al and could not. be changed or moved and that the 
product had to meet Company design specifications. It was 
decided that the D'esigner would examine the problem and 
.make recommendations. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 8.1 
by: IJ1.dustrial Designer. +' 2 engineers 
in: .Desig~ studio 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: Existing company product 
,7.8.2 1;>esig:a Studio: a number of design matrices were 
constructed and from these matrices two models were 'built . 
.. 
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VISUAL ASSESS~lliNT 8.2 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
" - ", 
method: Subjec'tive appraisal ,- " 
of: Design drawings, and 2 appearance models 
7 • 8 • 3' ,'Me e t ing 
People present :-, 
Industrial Engineer 
Engineering Manager 
Room:- the restaurant of a motel 
The meeting was held while the Engineering Manager was 
having breakfast as this was the only time h~ had free. 
The Designer presented both modets and the Engineering 
Manager was impressed visually. He could not decide on 
the spot which'of the design solutions or aspects of 'the 
d~sign he wo~ld 'like to see implemented. H0wever, he 
decided to retain the models and,consider the problem. 
I' 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 8.3 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 engineer 
in: A motel 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: 2 appearance models 
7.8.4 Design Studio: the Industrial Designer was 
telephoned by the Engineering 'Manager and informed that a 
new type of temperature controller was being built but that 
the outside appearance was the same as ,for previous ~ersions. 
He was asked if he would construct an appearance model and 
present it the following week at a stand that was being' 
erected at an exhibition. The Designer agreed to this and 
proceeded to construct a new, appearance model. 
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VISUAL ASSESS~illNT 8.4 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective app~aisal 
of: An appearance model 
7.8.5 . The appearance model was 
stand by the .Designer. 
.. 
7.8.6 Note: The Designer has 
the product's development from 
- ' 
.. 
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delivered to the exhibition 
had no further comments on 
the Division. 
" . 
. ' " 
· 7.9 Company E Product LEDs/Numeric 
Background: the Company had been developing Light Emitting 
,Diode display units over a period of years, and was about 
to consider the industrial design: aspects.. The Industrial 
Design team had been introduced to the Company by an 
associate ~ompany • 
7.9~1 . Design Studio meeting 
People preserit:-
Industrial Designer, 
Industrial Designer's ~ssociate 
Company Research Manager 
I . 
The:Research Manager outlined his problems of simulating 
the appearance of light emitting numerical displays, and 
~he,pr6blem of developing ,~eadable numerics with a 
considerable reduc:tion in costs by .the -remo,val of obsolete 
'dots and by the permutation of driver units. This problem 
'was discussed in great detail at the meeting~ The Designers 
undertook to look at' the problem a~d make a report. 
7.9~2 Design Studio: the Design~r studied the problem, 
and consequently produced a number of possible solutions. 
It was decided by the Designer to present the results in 
the form.of a report. First the:pages for the report were 
laid out. A meeting was arranged by telephone with the 
Research Manager. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 9.1 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Graphic design drawings 
7.9.3 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Research Manager 
.. 
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'Room:- Research Manager's office, side windows, 
conference table. 
'TIre Industrial Designer brief'ed the Research Manager on 
the work to date and the future work development. This 
future development was discussed.by the meeting. 
The Manager agreed to accept the report. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 90-2 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 manager 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: Graphic design drawings 
7.9.4 Design studio: the. report was constructed with the 
addition of some further design solutions and printed. 
Copies were delivered to the Company 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 9.3 
by: Industrial Designer + associates 
in: Design. studio 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: .A report 
7.9.5 Company location meeting: same as previous Company 
meeting. 
The Manager discussed the report and various design 
problems • 
.. VISUAL ASSESSMENT: 9.4 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 manager 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: A report 
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"7.9.6 Design studio: on examining the'n'ew problem the 
Designer decided that the number of permutations involved 
was too great ,to handle on paper and that, computer-aided 
permutation of' variables was requ,ired. A meeting was 
',- arranged by telephone with a Computing Engineer who had 
an interest in-design. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 9.5 
by: Industrial De'signer 
in:" Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of~ Design sketches 
7.9.7 ~omputer office meeting 
,People present:-
Industrial., Designer 
Computer Engineer 
Room:- N~rrow dingy office" side window~ 
The Des,igner discussed his problem with the Engineer ,who 
undertook some trial runs to assist the De.signer. It was 
decided that a full CAD programme could not_ be developed 
because of insufficient funds. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 9.6 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associ&ted engineer 
in: Computer-office 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: Graphic design sketches 
7.9.8 Des-ign Studio: the Computing Engineer forwarded the 
\ ,- . 
print-out to the studio. The Designer translated the print-
out into the appearance of a display and checked it out. 
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· VISUAL ASSESSMENT 9.7 
· by: "' -Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method:, ~ubj ecti ve appraisaL 
of: Graphic simulations 
~ - " ',,~ ",' , -
':,' .. 
. The resul ting permutation was documented, and a sli'de 
simulation made. This was evaluated at the studio. 
'A m~etfngwas arranged with the' Company. 
YISUAL ASSESSMENT·9.8 
by: . Industrial Designer ,+ associates 
in: ~,Design studio 
method: , Subjective appraisal with've~bal discussions 
'of: Pro,du'ct simulations 
7.9.9 Company l~cation meeting 
· People present:-
Industrial Manager 
Research Manager 
. ~ 
Room:- Research Manager's office., 
The Resea~ch Manager explained the work b~ the Industrial 
De~igner. The Manager undertook to discuss the problem 
with his engineers. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 9.9 
by: Industrial pesigner + 1 manager 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
of: Product simulations 
8.9.10 Note: No further""'\V'ork was done on the development 
-
of this, aspect of LEDs. 
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7.10 Company E Prodrict Loudspeaker ~' " :. .',-' . ~: '. 
Background: the C'ompany wished to develop a coluihn 
loudspeaker and had decided to t~ke industrial design 
advice •. The Industrial Design team had previously been 
emplo·yed by the Company. 
7 .10 •• 1 D~sign Stud·io: the Designer was telephoned .by a 
Senior Engineer and asked if it would be possible.for the 
Designer to assist the Senior Engineer in the development 
of cl column ·loudspeaker.· The Designer agreed that it would 
be possible and a meeting was arranged. 
7.10.2' Meeting at Company location 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Senior Engineer 
Room:- Open space electrical engineering laboratory, side 
windows, perrianent artificial supplementary lighting. 
The.Senior Engineer explained the principles and 
construction of existing; COlUl~lIl loudspeakers.· He explained 
that he was ·developing a ~ new principle for folumn . (. 
loudspeaker construction and wished the Designer to help 
w~th the industrial design promotion and prototype model 
construction. The Designer agreed that this was possible 
and he would assist. 
7.10.3 Design Studio: a matrix was 'drawn up for the 
appearance of the column loudspeaker and two card.board 
models constructed to indicate the size of the column 
loudspeaker. A prototype working model was also 
constructed 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 10.1 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Design sketches and models 
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y 7.10.4 Heeting'at Company location: same as 'previous 
Company location meeting. 
The Designer present£dthe working prototype model and the 
sketches illustrating the appearance of produc,tion models. 
The Senior Engineer'undertqok to test the prototype model. 
r--------------'----------------:-----"'""':"""':---., " 
VISUAL:ASSESSHENT 10.2 
byi Industrial Designer + ~ engineer 
in: Company laboratory 
method: Subject~ve app~aisal and discussion. 
of: Design sketches and models 
,7.10.5 Design Studio: the Designer was telephoned by the 
Senior Engineer and infor,med by him that the prototype 
working model appeared to be working satisfactorily but no 
further, meeting was arranged. 
, , 
'7.10.6 Note: No further work or developmentwa~ done on 
the project ~nd the Desi~ner learned later from other 
sources that the Company was no longer ,interested in 
developing and producing column loudspeakers • 
. , ;, 
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7.11 Company A Product Grill 
Background: the Company was considering re-styling and 
marketing ~n existing imported' electric grill. The 
Industrial Designer was already ac~ing as a consultant 
to the Company.. 
7.11.1 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Pibduct Planning Manager 
Appliance Manager 
Appliance Manager' s Assist8:nt/Pro~uct Plann,ing 
Room:- L~rge ~onference room/displa~ room, overhead 
windows only~ ~permanent artificial supplementary lighting. 
The- existing imported grill was unpac~ed and~assembled,by 
,the Appliance Man~ger',s Assistant. The Appliance Manager 
, 
explained that'they were thinking about marketing thi~ 
, , ' 
grill but , would, like it re-:styled for the UK market. After 
some discussion the Designer explained that it would'be 
possible to alter either the coritrol pan~l only, alter the 
pontrol panel a'nd the small components or to re-style the 
product completely. " The Appliance Manager decided that he 
would li~e to see a maximum r~-styl~ng without a complete 
, ' 
'redesigning. The Designer undertook to do this but would 
. .. ' 
not guarantee that the resulting design would be 
present at the meeting. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 11.1 
by: Induetrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
in: Company conference room· 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: Existing company product 
7.11.2 Design Studio: ' the existing product was examined 
and all the components ~hat could be altered within the 
existing specification were'detailed and alternative 
design proposals listed. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 11.2 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
.method: Subjective appraisal'" 
of: Existing company product and design sketches 
. .' 
The existing grill was rebuil!,t as the new model. When 
fully assembled in the design studio it was decided that 
the colour was wrong and the model was stripped down and 
re-coloured. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 11.3 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: An appearance model 
The re-assembled model was judged.by the Designer to bean 
improvement that lacked visual excitement. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 11.4 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Finished model 
7.11.3 Meeting at Company location 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Product Planning Manager 
Appliance Manager 
Appliance Hanager's AssJ.stant/Product Planning 
Room:- Product Planning Manager's small office, high side 
windows only, permanent artificial suppl~mentary lighting. 
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The mod~l was _ presented by the "De~signer to the "meeting. 
The model was judged to be a vast visua~ improvement and 
the Appliance Manager undertook to take the model to the 
European m~nufacturer. 
. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 11..5 
by: Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
in: Company office 
method: Subj ecti ve". appraisal with verbal comment 
of: Finished model 
7;11~4 Note: ~No further dev~lQpment was carried out on 
this"project a~d the Designer was informed later that the 
Appliance Manager was not considering marketing this type 
of grill :rroduct in the near future owing to a change in 
"marketing pol"icy. .: 
' •. h ' .. ' .. ' 
", 
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7'.12 Company D : Product Mul ti Meter 
Background: the Company was considering re-styling and 
'marketing ~n existing imported multi meter. The Industrial 
, 'Designer was atready acting as a consultant to the Company. 
7.12.1 Company location meeting 
P~ople present:-
Industrial'Designer' 
Division Manager 
Marketing Manager 
Project Engineer, 
Room:- Chief Engineer's office, badly clutt~red desk and 
f~ling cabinet~ side.windo~s. 
'The Division Manager ~howed~~ existin~ multi meter that the 
'Company proposed to market in the UK as t'he beginning ,of, a 
process of marketing instruments, until now the Division had 
only been concerned in, ,the marketing of components.' The 
Division Manager wanted the meter re-styled to fit in with 
the proposed livery of, future instiu~ents, and also to:be 
different from the existing Avo meters that dominate the' 
market. He also ~xplained that a model of the re-styled 
instrument was' to be' presented at a meeting the followin'g 
~onday at Company Headquarters in Brussels. The Designer' 
undertook, ·to do this but explained that 'there lv-ould be no 
time buffers for changing their mind about the design that 
he produced, also, that the design wouldhav'e to be 
delivered to someone going to this meeting before Monday 
and that the perso~ who, presented the model to the meeting 
,would only see the model and be briefed about it prior to 
the commencement of the, meeting. ,The Division Manager 
agreed to accept these limitations and arrangements were 
made for the model to be delivered to the Marketing 
Manager's house on Sund'ay the day, before the meeting in 
Brussels. 
• 
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VISUAL ASSESS~ffiNT 12.1 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 engineer + 1 marketing man 
+ 1 manager 
in: Company office .. :',-",:,,-
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: ' Exi sting c ompar..y pro duc t 
7.12.2 Design Studio: the design styling for the existing 
meter was analysed and 'units of change that would not 
deviate too much from the existing production process 
isolated. 
An existing Avo,meter was style/design' analysed. Th,e 
proposed heraldry' for the new instrument range was also 
~oted. Matrices were drawn up' for these three sets of 
information, and then analysed, to give a proposed solution 
, to the problem of re-styling the existing meter. A model 
was made of the meter in this new style and delivered to ' 
the Marketing'Manager's house as arranged. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 12.2 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: ,Subjective appraisal 
'Of: Existing company product 
Existing competitor product 
.Des1gn sketches 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 12.3 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subj~ctive appraisal , 
jof: Finished appearance model 
7.12.3 Meeting at Marketing Manager's house 
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People present:-
,Industrial Designer 
M~rketing Manager 
'.:. ,-
Marketing Manager's teenage son 
'" .' 
1 
Room:- Lar~e dining room, s,ide windows,. dull lighting. 
The Marketing Manager examined the model and was very , 
impressed with the q'llality of' the model and the proposed 
design solution'. 
He undertook to deliver the model to the· meeting the 
following day in Brussels. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 12.4 
by: Industrial Designer +-1 marketing man 
in: Marketing man's house 
meth~d: Subj ecti ve appraisal and,. comment 
of: Finished appearance ,model 
, , 
7.12'.4 Note:' The Designe:r:- was informed latEr that the 
model had impressed the meeting in Brusse~s and that it 
was proposed to ,implement the re-styl~ng. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 12.5 
by:- Unknown company per~onnel 
in: Unknown company location 
method: Unknown 
of: Finished appearance model 
, . 
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7.13 Company F : Product Ferrodot 10x7/A 
Background: an intermittent programme of work on the 
development of dot matrix fonts for the Ferrodot high speed 
magnetic ,print-out system ha~ been gbing on between the 
Design team and the Company for the previous two years. 
7.13.1 Com~~ny location meeting' 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
IIldustrial ·Designer's Assoc·iate 
Project Manager 
Room:- Narrow office, with side windows, filing cabinets 
with large padlocks. 
The Project·Man~ger had been requested by a client to 
'build a specifi~d prototype Ferrodot machine but before 
the: mach·ine ,was programmed the cl ient had to approve the 
final· form of the print-out. The Company'had a number of 
lash-up Ferrodot working parts an~ a tentative paper design 
on graph paper for a proposed font. ' The Manager explained 
that·~he machine being built had a dipole head thatprinied. 
. . . 
an oval 'dot, that in one state . of, the print":'out printed 
hori~ontally to the' characters and:' in the other state 
printed'vertically to the characters~ The Design team was 
asked if they c6ulq undertake ,to (A) design the proposed, 
" font, (B) simulate the print-out 1'0rm of th~ proposed font 
for client inspection, (C) sell the proposed font to the 
'client if the need arose. The Design team undertook to do 
this if access was given to the lash-~p Eerrodot machines 
for testing proposed font designs and access given also 
. to the Project Engineer. This was agreed by the Project 
Man8:ger. 
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VISUAL ASSESSHENT 13.1 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate + ~anager 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Drawings on graph paper 
7.13.2 Design Studio: at the design studio the Designers 
examined: the problem and decided how many components and 
variables were involved and what method should be used' to 
tackle the problem and what method should be tised for 
illustrating the problem. It was decided to use a total 
'divergent followed by convergent approach. This meant that 
all the variables were to be listed initially 'and b,y a 
process of negation.the final font would be targeted 
upon. It was also proposed that the final stages of 
targeting would be in the presence of the client. All the 
variables were listed. A number of these variables were 
negated by the Industrial Designers on the spot. This 
left a small 'number of variables that the Designers could 
not eliminate without first simulating them upon the 
Company's Ferrodot lash-up machines. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 13.2 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: 'Drawings on graph paper 
7.13.3 Company location-working visit 
People present:-, 
Industrial Designer 
Industrial Designer's Associate' 
Project Enginee~ 
Room:- Engineering laboratory containing lash-up Ferrodot 
machines, side windows. 
All the variables that the Designers could not 'eliminate 
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" were test printed on the lash-up F:errodot::-f'~lirchfne's, '·once 
with the head in a vertical dipoleposition"arid once:,with 
the head in a horizontal dipole positton. This activity 
continued for a full week as prograruning tDe machine by, 
, "hand was extremely tedioUs. The Rrogramm~p~ had to be done 
upside do'wn, back to front, relative to the final print-out 
of the character. Summary assessments were.made on the 
spot but no decisioris taken. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 13.3 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 1 designer 
'in: Company laboratory 
method: Subjective appraisal; and discussion 
ofi Print-out from a machine 
7.13.4 Design Studio~ the print-out from the machine 
' .. , 
was catalogued and phot6graphically enlarged. Th~ Designers 
'now ha~ a narrowrang~' of variables that existed i~ three 
forms, CA) actual'same-size print-outs, (B) photo~raphic 
,enlargements of actual priht-outs, (C) graphical' 
rep,res'entation of the character programming. ,Telephone 
arrangements were. made for a meeting with ~he clients by 
the Company~ 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 13~4 
by: Industrial, Designer + associates 
." 
in: Design studio ~ 
'method: ,Subjective' appraisal and discussion 
of: 'Actual machine print-out 
Photographic enlargements of the machine print-out 
Graphical r,epresentations of the character programming. 
7.13.5 Client location meetini 
People prese'nt:-
Industrial Designer 
Industrial Designer's Associate 
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\' .' Project Manager 
Client Manager' ' 
Client's Project, Engineer 
Room:- Office with overhead windows. 
, ' 
'- -. ,\ ; 
Under the verbal direction of the Industrial Designer all 
'the ,paperwork was examined, the problem was explained" and 
a number of visual inconsist,encies point,ed out, ,e.g. ,the , . 
possibility of conIusing '5' and'S', 'I' and '1' and 'B' 
and'S', etc •• Sttll under the verbal direction of the 
Designer it was decided to m~ke simple choices first and 
'. to target down ,to difficult choices. All choices that 
could not be made by arrangement were to be plac~d at the 
end. 
A. A~l choices were considered in an alphabetic~l order. 
B. All' simple choices were made and the eliminated choices 
,crossed off the paper. 
C. All not made choices we~ethen grouped into A/B choices 
.i~olated from,the character .set, A/B choices affected by 
the rest of the character set, and very diffic~lt choices. 
A/B choices isolated from the rest of the character set were 
made and the ,eliminated choices crossed off the paper. A/n 
" , 
choices affected by the'rest of the character set were made 
. , 
and the eliminated choices crossed off the paper: Very 
,'difficul t 'choices, were then considered and where possible, 
cho'ices were made and the eliminated choices crossed off the 
paper. 
Ttie ~emaining very difficult ch~ices were then examined, 
discuss~d,and decisions taken with the "difficulty of that 
choice being admitted by the meeting. and the eliminated 
',',~hoices, crossed off the paper. ' , 
"'The final set' of characters was then checked out by every-
-one at the meeting. No inconsistencies were found. The 
Design Team agreed to document the.final set of characters, 
to' give each cha:racter a reference number, and to distribute, 
this documentation to everyone present at,the meeting. 
The meeting then agreed to abide by the choices it had taken. 
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VISUAL ASSESSNENT 13.5 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 1 manager 
+ 1.client .manager + 1 client engineer 
in: Client of rice 
method: Subjective analytical appraisal with analytical. 
discussion 
o~: . Actual machine print-out 
Photographic enlargements of the machine print-out 
Graphical representations of the character programming 
7.13.6 Design Studio: the final 'set of characters was 
drawn ·up by the De'Signer and reference numbers given to 
each ·character. Copie~were posted to people present at 
the me~ting .. Ata later date the final character set was 
discussed with the Project Manager over the telephone and 
the final set verbally agreed upon. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 13.6 
by: Industrial ·Designer + associates 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective detailed examination and discussion 
of: Dr~wings on graph paper 
7.13.7 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Industrial Designer's Associate 
Project Manager 
Project Engineer 
Project Engineer's Assistant 
Room:- Projec~ Manager's office, narrow room with side 
windows, filing cabinets with large padlocks. 
The Project Manager explained that truth tables had been 
dra,m up for the final.character set. These were to be 
sent to a supplier who would make up the program. The 
Manager asked if the Industrial Designers could undeitake 
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this work., The Industrial· :pesigner a'greed to do this. The' 
Project Engineer explained then about t~uth tables ~nd how 
to draw them up • 
. 7.13.8 Design Studio: the Designer examined the problems 
of drawing up truth tables and decided to have a master 
grid made to. assist the uniformity of presentation. A grid 
was designed and printed. The Designer filled in the 
re'l~vant infor~atfon for each character in the grid. A copy 
df this information was sent to the Project Manager. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 13.7 
by: Industrial Designer + ass,oc~'ates 
in: CompanY'office 
method: Subjective' assessment of graphical details 
of: Drawings and patterns on graph paper 
7:13.9, Des,ign S:tudio:' the ProJect Manager telephoned later 
to inform the Designers that he was very pleased with the 
work; the' pr.esentatiori·was clear and concise and that he 
had fouIJ.,d very little error. The Manager also informed 
them that it was proposed to apply for a.patent on the font 
and could the DesIgners dream up some title. The Designers 
undertook to ·do,t6is. 
·7i13.10 Design Studio: the Designers realised that a 
system for titling Ferrodot fonts or dot matrix fonts was 
required, and a titling system was developed as follows: 
Name of System: (Ferrodot) 
Siz~, cif matrix, horizontal size and vertical size: 
Alphabet designation of series: (A) , 
Number of dots used if less than the matrix multiple: 
(35 therefore no~ applic~ble) 
Title 'therefore sums up to be: (Ferrodot 10x7/A) 
A letter was sent then 'to the 'client 'with this information. 
7 .. 13.11 Design Studio':· the Company Patent Officer 
telephoned to explain that he· was 'drawing up patent 
application form which he would send to the design studio 
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for the .Designers to sign. He also explained that as the 
application was for a novel design fon~ a United States 
Patent would h~ve ta be applied for .as it was impossible to 
apply for ~ British· Patent. 
7.13.12 Design Studio: the Designer duly' received, the 
patent application forms and' filled them· in'" These· were" . 
posted to the Company. Patent·Officer~ a copy being retain~d 
by the Designers and.a copy.being sent to the Project 
Manager •. 
. "., 
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" .. ;' 7.14 Company C : Eroduct PCM Regenerator'Unit 
Background: the C0mpany was alreaqy employing the"" Industrial 
Design team on another project. 
7.14.1 Company location meeting 
People present:~ 
Industrial ,Designer 
Two Industrial Design Associates 
\ 
Chief Engineer 
Senibr Engineer,'Mechanical Design 
Senior Engineer, Etectrical Design 
Two Engineers, Mechanical Design 
Two'Engineers, Electrical Design 
, . '~ 
Roo~:- 'Large conferenc~ room, side windows, ,permanent 
artificial suppl~mentary lighting. 
A meeting was being held at the Company location on the 
final presentation of a previous project then the Chie~ 
Engineer brought up thE subject of a new PCM rege~erator 
unit~ The Senior Engineer, Mechanical Design, left the 
room and returned'dragging behind him a cast iron housing 
unit on a dexion trolly. The'cam locked 'head of the unit was 
removed with great difficulty and the Chief Engineer 
explained that two regenerator units had to be housed in '!;he 
case with hand clearance for the Field Engineer to lock iri 
,the coaxial cables. The lid then had to shut with the cam 
lock. The Senior Engineer, Electrical Design~.then left 
the room and returned with a machin£d aluminium box, this, 
he explained was a working prototype of the PCM regenerator 
uni t. He then explained how, it worked and the difficul ties 
they were having. One of the Engineers, Mechanical Design, 
then explained a number of regulation~ concerning the 
amplifier housing and the other Engineer, Mechanical Design, 
produced a, set of engineering drawings for the housing. An, 
engineering drawing was also provided of the Company's 
working prototype. The Industrial Designer undertook to 
explain the problem in great detail and,to report back in 
four weeks. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 14.1 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 7 engineers 
in: Comp~ny confer~nce~·room 
method~ .Subjective 'appraisaL _and discussion 
'of: Existing product housing 
Prototype product 
Engineering drawings 
.. ~------------------------~------------------------------------~ 
7.14.2 Design Studio: ' at ttr'e design studio the Industrial-
_Designer and one of his associates examined the problem from 
basic principles -and began producing design matrix diagrams, 
they decided to call.a meeting at the design studio to 
develop the design·matrices. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 14.2 
by: Industrial Designer + associate 
in: Design studio . 
·method: Su~jective appraisal and discussions 
of: Eng~neering drawings and design stetches 
Design studio meeting 
People preserit:-
Industrial Designer 
Three Industrial Design Associates 
Room:- Design conference room· 
The Industrial Designer outlined the development of, the 
design_matrices to' the meeting. T~e.group then began to 
discuss the design matrices and develop them further; this 
included both rational and irrational design proposals~ 
The Industrial Designer considered a considerable number 
of the design matrix proposals as being silly and 
completely irrelevant, however, he decided that it would be 
in orde~ to keep tliese proposals for discussion with the 
client. He also made arrangements for aspects of the 
matrices to be constructed into volume models. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 14.3 
by: Industriai Designer + 3 associates 
in: Design studio conference room, 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of:, De,sign and engineering drawings 
, ' 
E~entually both engineering drawings, design matrix 
drawings,volume models and idea models were constructed. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 14.4 
by: Industrial Designer + 3 associates 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: Engineering drawings 
. Design'matrix,drawings 
Volume' models 
Idea models 
7.14~3 Company'location meeting: peopl~ present, same as 
previous, Company locatfon meetinb • 
The Industrial Designer outlined all the develo~ment work 
to date to th~ meeting. The Chier Engineer said',that he 
,thought the work was quite interesting, however, there 
appeared t~ be some gap between the Industrial Design~rs 
and his Product Development team and suggested closer 
working links between the two. The Industrial Designer 
agreed to this and arrange~ents were made. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 1'4.5 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 7 engineers 
in: Compa~y conference room 
method:. Subjective 'appraisal and discussions,' 
of: Engineering drawings 
Design matrix draw'ings 
Volume models 
Idea models 
7.14.4 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Industrial Design Associate 
Senior Mechanical Engineer 
Mechanical Engineer 
~oom:- A small bare cnnference room, side windows, centre-
table. 
The Senior Mechanical Engineer had ~lready arranged for the 
product casing and two wooden models of the regenerator unit 
with cables attached to be there. ,The Industrial Designer 
sugges,ted that ~he centre c.o,nference table be moved to the 
wall so that they could all get round the housing; This was 
done. The meeting spent the whole day working on the 
ergonomic assessment of stGring the two regenerator housi~gs 
in the case and the problems involve,d. A number of 
conclusions was reached and the Senior Mechanical Engineer 
agreed to have their wooden models altered. 
VISUAL, ASSESSMENT 1'4.6 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 2 engineers 
in: Company conference room 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: Wooden models and ergonomic aspects 
.. 
7.14.5' Design Studio: the Industrial Designer constructed 
a number of expanded polystyrene models that explained 
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some of the ~roblems and 'solutions to these problems. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT '14.7 
by:' . Industrial Des.igner 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appr~isal 
of: Volume and assembly model s'; 
7~14.6 Company location ~e~ting 
.People present:- / 
Industrial Designer 
2 Industrial Design Associates 
Senior MechaRical Eni~ine.er 
Mechanical Engineer 
Room:~ Same as preyious meeting 
The Senior Mechanical Engineer' outlined the modifications to 
th~ volume models a~d the Industri~lDesignerdemonstrated 
his expanded polystyrene models. The Industrial Designer 
"explained to the meeting that a1 though:the product was 
being developed around the housing, handling·of the 
product prior to ar~ival ~t -the'field site shorild 'also 
b~ considered and he asked the Scntor Mechanical .Engineer 
~o investigate the pre-field site ~rr~val life of the 
product. He undertook. to do this. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 14.8 
by: .Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 2 engineers 
in: Company conference. room 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: Volume models 
7.14.7 Company location meeting: people present, same as 
previous meeting. 
The Senior Mechanical Engineer outlined th~ life of the 
product from production to field site installation and 
after-installation servicing. The Industrial Designer 
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drew a logic diagram that detailed out all the ergonomic 
and design problems that this piesented. By this time it 
was becoming increasingly obvious 'that the possibility of 
storing the regen~rator units in the 'product housing was 
~ossible ~ut problem~,were developing in locating the 
regenerator un~t just prior to installation. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT' 1:4.9 
by: Industrial Des7igner + 2 associates + 2 engineers 
in: Crimpany co~ference room 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: Volume models and logic diagrams 
7.14"8 Company lo,cation meeting: same as previous meeting. 
Field site installation simulations were parried out and a 
systematic technique of installation was developed. The 
, , 
Mechanical Engineer ma~e a recor~ of this. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 14.10 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 associates +. 2 engineers, 
:in: Company conference room 
, 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: Volume models, logic diagrams and ergonomic 
simulations 
7'.14.9 Company Location: the Des igner was at the Company 
("\ 
locatipn to see the Chief Engineer on another subject when 
the, Senior Mechanical Engineer'came over to show him a 
" . recent development on the regenerator unit. He said that 
'although there was now a number of electromechanical 
problems still to be solved the project was coming along 
slowly but satisf~ctorily. The De~igner'discussed the 
'various odd details with him. 
, ' 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 1~.11 
by: ... Industrial Designer + 1 engineer 
in: Compan~ drawing office, 
meth'6d: Subj ective appr<;~.isal and discussions 
of: Prototype model drawings 
7.14.10 Company Location: the Designer was visiting a 
Company Mechanical Engineer on another subject when the 
Se~ior Mechanical Engineer showed him the recent 
developments on the regenerator unit and a new prototype 
unit that had just been delivered from· the workshop, 
various details were discussed. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT:· 14 ~ 12 
by: Industrial Designer + 1·engineer 
in:· Company· drawing office 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussion 
of: Prototype model 
7.14.11 The Industrial Designer hea~d nothing further 
officially on the project. However, when visiting another 
Company location he was informed the regenerator unit was 
in production. 
7.7 
'. ' 
" '7.15 Company A .Pr,oduct Radios 
Background: the Company was considering the design of the 
next: generation of r,adios. The Industrial Designer was 
.<already acting, as a 'consultant, to the Comgany • 
. ,7.15.1 Company location meeting 
People present~- ' 
Industrial Designer 
Product Planning Manager 
Product Planning Manager' s A~s~st'ant/TVs 
Pro'duct Plann;ing' Manager f s Assistant/Radios 
Room:- Product PIanning Manager's small office. 
The Product Planning Manager explained ,the, marketing ,plan 
for radios. ,Six radios were to be produced, and two'were, 
to be de~igned'by the Corisultant }nd~st~~al Designe~. He 
went 'on to explain that those to be designed by the 
Consultant Industrial Designer were to be built around the 
existing chassis of the present, radios but with larger 
'batteries. He al so~· specified:,; a marketing style' for these 
. radios and '8, ,timetabl~ for· design developme;t. The 
Desi~ner undertook to examine the problem and to' produce 
a number of presentation drawings. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 15.1. 
,by:' .Industrial D~sig~er + 3 marketing men 
in: C6mpan~ office 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: Existing company products . • J. ~ ,," 
7~15.2 Design Studi6: the Designer examined the chassis 
involved and drew up a diagram of, the chassis plus new' 
batt'ery size:s and app'earance dimensions. A diagram was 
produced of appearance.sizes and cqntrol orientation. 
The Designer drew' up then .anumber of presentation" 
drawings. T1vo cardboard model s were made based on two of 
the presentation drawings. 
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VISUAL ASSESSHENT 15;.2 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjectiye appraisal 
of: Presentation drawings and 2 cardbo'ard mod~'ls 
7.15.3 Company locatio~meeting: as previous meeting. 
,The ~resen~ation drawings were pinned ori to a wall and ~he 
cardboard models placed, on the table. The'Designer 
then explained his drawings and models and the types of 
decision that the marketing people had to make. The Product 
Planning Manager decided to call in the Marketing Manager. 
The Designer had to explain all again to him. A discussion 
ensued as to the merits of the marketing plan and the 
marketing plan was reconstructed on the spot. The Designer 
and the' Product, pianning Manager then explained to the, 
Marketing 'Manager about the very short 'time available before 
, . . ' -, 
the design freeze. It'was then agreed that. the Designer 
would revise his work to the new marketing plan on model 
A and present this information. Decisions would be taken 
on this model at the next meeting and specifications 
issued for an appearance model to be 'built. At the 
following meeting it was agreed that the Designer would 
revise his ,work to the new marketing plan on model B'and 
p~esent this information. 
VISUAL AS~ESSMENT 15.3 
by: Industrial Designer + 4 marketing men 
in: Company office 
method;' Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: Presentation drawings + 2 cardboard models 
7.15.4 Design Studio: the Designer reconstrubted his 
specifications for model A, re-drew his presentation 
drawings and produced two cardboard models • 
. , 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 15.4 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: .D~sign studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: P;resentation drawings + 2 cardboard models 
.7.15.5 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Iridustrial Designer 
Product Planning Manager 
Product Planning M~nager's Assistant/TVs 
. Room:- Product Planning Manager'. s· small office. 
, ; .' 
The presentation drawings were pinned to the wall and 
cardboard models laid on the .table. The Designer then 
explained his drawings and models and the decisions that 
had to be made at the meeting. The meeting examined the 
drawings and models, the Product Planning Manager made 
the decisions', which the Designer noted and he undertook 
to have an appearance drawing made up. 
VISUAL ASS~SSMENT 15.5 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 marketing men 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussion 
of: . Presentation drawings and 2 cardboard models 
7.15.6 Design Studio: the Designer drew up a design 
drawing for the Modelmaker. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 15.6 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
• 
of: Design drawing 
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7.15~7 Modelmaker's Studio 
People prescnt:-
Industrial Designer 
Modelmaker 
'.' " 
The design drawing was examined by the Modelmaker and the 
standard for the appearance model decided upon. The 
Modelmaker undertook to make, the mode~ in the time specifi~d, 
and'agreed to make allowances in his timetable for.<~odel B 
also. / 
'.'. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 15.7 
by: Industrial Designer + Modelmaker 
in: Modelmaker's studio 
method: Subjective app~aisal and discussions 
of: Design drawinis 
7.15.8 Design Studio: the Designer reconstructed his 
specific~tions for mode~ B, re-drew his presentation 
drawings and produced two cardboard models., 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 15.8 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of': Presentation drawings + 2 cardboard 'model s 
,< 
, < 
7.15.9 C0mpany location meeting: people present, as 
previous Company meeting. 
I 
The'presentatiori drawings,were pinned to the wall and 
cardboard-models laid on the table. The Des~gner then 
e~p~,ained- his drawings and models and the decisions that 
had to be made at, that meeting., The meeting examined the 
drawings al1d models, the Product Planning Manager made 
decisions which the De~igner noted and he_undertook to have 
. an appearance drawing made up. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 15.9 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 marketing men 
in: Compa~y office 
method: 'Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
o'f: Presentation drawings + 2 cardboard models 
7.15.10 Desigq Studio:' the Designer'drew up a design 
drawing for the Modelmaker. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT '15.10 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design'studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of:: ,Design drawing 
7.15.11 Hbd~lmaker's Studi~: ~s previous stridio meeting. 
The design drawing was ,examined by the Modelmaker and a 
numper of points queried.' The Modelmaker explained that 
the A model was going as planned and both models A andB 
would be completed on time. ' 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 15.11 
by: Industrial Designer + Modelmaker 
in: Modelmaker's studio 
method: Sub'jective appraisal and discussions 
of: Desien drawing 
7.15.,12 Desi~n Studio: the Designer monitored the progress 
of the model-making and answered various technical queries 
by telephone from the Modelmaker. 
7.15.13 Modelmaker's Studio: 
• 
same as for previous 
meeting. 
The Modelmaker presented the A and B models. The Designer 
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, , 'examined the models to see if they conformed to' his 
original specification and agreed to accept the models. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 15.12 
by: Industrial Designer + Modelmaker 
in: Modelmaker's studio 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: 2 finLshed appearance models 
7.15.14' Design Studio: the Designer wrote up a 
specification to back up both the models. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 15.13 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal. 
of: 2 finished appearance models 
7.15.15 Company location meeting: as previous Company 
meeting. 
The f.inished models were laid, on the table, the Product 
Planning Manager said that the designs appealed to him 
immediately and he was very pleased. The Designer was then 
asked to explain the written" specification. The Product 
Planning Manager decided then to call in the Marketing 
Manager an,d explained everything to him. 'The Marketing 
Manager said he was quite pleased and left the meeting. The 
Product Planning Manager undertook to deliver the models 
and specifications to design"production. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 15.14 
by: Industrial Designer + 3 marketi~g men· 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
of: 2 finished appearance models 
. . 
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7.16' CQmpany A Product Unit Audios 
Background: the Industr.ial Design Team'< had been 
commissioned by th'e:, Comp~ny to 'update their current range of 
unit audlos. 
7.16.1 Client location meeting 
People present:-
Product Planning Manager 
Industrial Designer 
Room:- Prqduct ~lanning Manager's office, side windows, 
de~k in ceritre of room. 
The Product Planning Manager was enquiring about the work 
to date ,on a nebulous brief project and expressed his 
militant desire to see results soon although he admitted 
that the brief was a very free on.e.: The Designer explai:r:te.d 
that design analysis was still taking place and a report 
woufd be issued. The Manager ·said that they preferred to 
make juqgment on models but were prepared to accept 
appearance drawings. The Designer undertook to develop 
, ' 
·some design proposals forthwith. 
·7.16.2 Design Studio: the Des~gtier examined the design 
analysis to date and drew up some proposals for new designs. 
Outline general arrangement design were drawn up and a 
number. of models constructed. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 16.1 
by: Industrial De~igner 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Design analysis sketches 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT i6.2 
by: Industrial'Designer 
in: Design studio. 
metho.d: . Subjective appraisal 
o.f: Appearance models 
7.16.3 Co.mpany Io.cation meeting 
Peo.nle present:-
Industrial Designer 
Industrial Designer's Associate 
Associated Company Industrial Design Co-ordinato.r 
Pro.duct Planning Manager 
Roo.m:- Product Planning Manager's small office, side 
windows, waist level' side bench space. 
The Associated Company Industrial Design Co-ordinato.r asked 
the Product Planning Manager. to leave the ro.om while the 
models were brought in and laid out as he thought so.me kind 
of dramatic presentation would be appropriate. The Product 
Planning Manager agreed to this and left the roo.m. The 
Industrial Designer brought the models in, unpacked them and 
laid them on the side windowspace.The Co-ordinator and the 
Industrial Designer's Associate examined the models for the 
first time and generally agreed that they were excellent. 
The Co-o.rdinator .insisted on covering the models with 
dustsheets and suggested that the Industrial ,Designer 
uncovered the models as he discusse~ ~ach shape of the 
pro.ject. The Industrial Designer reluctantly agreed to 
this. The Co-ordinator then invited the Product Planning 
Manager back into his office. 
The Industrial Designer's Asso.ciate made an intro.ductory 
speech and the Industrial Designer then began explaining 
the project work to date uncovering the models as he went 
along. The Product Planning Manager showed great interest 
in the collection of models and immediately telephoned the 
Marketing Manager and invited him to join them saying that 
he had 'something to knock his eyes out with'. The 
Marketing Manager arrived and was introduced to everyone 
and the Product Planning Manager explained the models to him. 
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The Marketing Manager then suggested that the 'Senior Audio 
Engineer be invited to join the meeting and the Product 
Planning Manager did this. The Senior Audio Engineer 
arrived and was introduced to everyone, and the Marketing 
Manager explained the, models-to him.' ,He said he found them 
quite exciting. The Product Planning Manager asked-the 
Marketing Manager how h~ thought the 'project should be 
, . 
developed. The· Marketing Manager and the Senior Audio 
Engineer then discussed details of the .development of a 
narrower range of units. Eventually the Marketing Manager 
'briefed the Industrial Designer on a narrower range of units 
that he would like to see. The Designer agreed ,to this and 
a date was arranged for the next meeting with the Product 
Planning Manager. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 16.3' 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate designer + 1 design 
co-ordinator + 1 enginee~ + 2 ,marketing men 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective apprais~l'and discussion 
of: Finished models 
7.16.4 ~esign Studio: the Industrial De~igner' examined 
·the new verbal specifications and constructed some diagr~ms. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 16.4 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of:, Design diagrams 
Three model s were des igned and eon's'tructed with a range of 
interchangeable coloured com~onents. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 16.5 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: SUbJective appraisal 
of: Finished appearance models 
. .:, . 
7.16.5 ' Company location meeting 
People present:-
Indtist'rial Designer 
Industrial Design Associate 
.. .,' .. '", , 
• I, (_"" 
Associated Company Industrial Design Co-ordinator 
Product Planning Manager. 
Room:- Product Planning'Manager's small office. 
The Industrial Designer unpacked and assembled the models 
and discussed them· with the Product Planning Manager. 
~The Industrial Designe~, then demonstrated the 
interchangeability of coloured components. The Product 
Planning Manager invited the Marketing Manager and Senior 
Audio' Engineer to attend the, meeting. When they had arrived. 
the Industrial Designer was allowed to explain the maels 
. ~ 
and interchangeability of coloured components o~ce more. 
The three Company personnel then discuss~d further 
developme~t for the range of units and also decided on a 
completely different set of colour components. Howeve~, the' 
Senior Audio Engineer could not decide exactly how many 
components would be involved. He agreed to work further on 
the concept and would inform the Designer later on. It was 
decided that the Designer would do no further work until he 
had heard from the Senior Audio Engineer. 
, 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 16.6 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 design associate + 1 engineer 
+ 2 marketing' men 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal and verbal discussion· 
of: Appearance models 
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-;~ , '7.16.6 Design Studio: some six weeks later the Industrial 
Designer was telephoned by the Senior Audio Engineer· and 
informed that there was a product planning meeting to be 
held the following day and could he attend with some 
_, 'ind~cation of his new designs.', The Designer informed him 
that he had not'received information concerning the exact 
number of components. The Engineer apologised for this 
and gave the details over the telephone. The Designer 
said'. that it ,would not be possible to attend the meeting 
- with ~odels and would a lifesize drawing do in~tead? The 
Engineer thought that this was satisfactor~.and apologised 
for the delay in supplying the relevant information. The 
Designer proceeded to-produce the' lifesize/ drawings 
designing the product as he proceeded. 
VIsuAL A'SSESSHENT 16.7 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: . F.inj shed 1 ife-s ize drawings 
7.16.7 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Product Planning Hanager 
Product Planning Hanager's ASSistant/Unit Audios 
Senior Audio Engineer 
Design Engineer 
Room:- Company office, large side windows, desk, several 
chairs. 
The IndustriEl.l: Designer presented the drawing to the meeting 
and this was discussed i'n great, detail. The'Audio Engine~r 
then presented a number of components that would be used on 
the product. 
At this point the meeting was joined by another engineer 
who also began discussing 
.. 
the shape, costing and ,funct ion of 
the product. The Product Planning Hanager's Assistant 
suggested that the drawings were insufficient upon which to 
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'make judgments and asked the Industrial, Designer, if i t:,would 
b~ possible to make two models each representing different 
aspects of unresolved situations. The Designer, agreed to 
this and t~e meeting broke up. Afterwards the Industrial 
Designer was informed that ,the latecomer to the'meeting had 
been the Company'~ Chief Engineer. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 1p.8 
by: Industrial Designer + 3 engineers + 2 marketing men 
in: Company office 
method: 'Subjective appraisal and detailed discussion 
of: Finish life size drawings 
7.16.8 Design Studio: the 'Industrial Designer began 
detailing out the drawings for the production models, 
resolving a number of design problems'as he progressed • 
. 
The Designer made arrangements for tbe models to be. produced. 
The Designer telephoned the Product Planning Manager and a 
meeting was arranged. 
VISUAL ;~SS£SSMENT 16.9 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Design detail drawings 
7.16.9 Company location'meeting 
People present:-
. 
Industrial D2signer 
Product Planning Manager 
• 
Product Planning Manager's ASSistant/Unit Audios 
Senior Audi~ Engineer 
Room:- Large conference/display room. Overhead windows 
only, permanent artificial supplementary lighting. 
. ,-
The Designer unpacked the models and arranged them on a 
central conference table., The meeting examined the models 
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and expressed great del'ight at a number of novel solutions, 
to desrgn problems._ They' beg~n d'iscussing:. the costing for 
\) . 
implementing these design solutions. The Harketing Haiiager 
walked into the meeting and expressed great satisfaction at 
the models he saw and cori'gratulated the Product Planning 
Hanager and left the room. The meeting carried on 
discussing the production,;·timescale for the models and the 
meeting eventually broke up. After the meeting the Prod~ct 
Planning Hanager privat'ely informed the Industrial Designer 
that he was very pleased with the meeting and the reaction 
from the Engineer and his Marketing Hanager. 
VISUAL ASSESSHENT 16.10 
by: Industrial Designer. + 1 engineer + 3. marketing men 
in: Company conference room 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
of: 2 appearance models 
. --~ ~. 
. . 
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7.17 - Company. A Product Lou~speakers " ~ " • " _ ," • ~ " r 
.. 
Background: the Company was considering designing a series 
of loudspeakers to match an exi'sting range of unit audios. 
The': industrial Designer was already acting as, a consul tant ,:, 
to the Company. 
7.17.1 Company loca~ion meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Product Planning Ma~ager 
Product Planning Manager's Assistant/Unit Audios 
Room:- Product Planning-Manager's small office. 
The Product Planning Manager explained that a series of 
. . 
loudspeakers was required.- This range was explained to the 
Designer. The Design~r queried the size of the louds~eaker 
drive units and the acoustic volumes required. The Manager 
said not to worry too much about the functional size as 
their engineer in loudspeaker acoust~cs would fit his 
specifications to the appearance design but the material on· 
the front of the loudspeaker had to be acoustically 
transparent and available on the market. The Designer 
undertook to do this work. 
7.17.2 Design Studio: the Designer examined the existing 
range of unit audio and noted the overall appearance styles 
and dimensions. A matrix was drawn up based on this 
information illustrating the types of loudspeaker 
arrangements possible. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 17.1 
,by: Industrial Designer 
'. 
in: Design studio 
me~hod~ ~ubjective appraisal 
of:. Existing product range 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 17.2:,' 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Desig~ studio' 
method: Subje'ctive ap:praisal~­
of: Design diagram sketches 
A series of models was detailed based on the information-
from the· matrix grid and marketing components'. The 
, 
M6delmaker was telephoned and he agreed to make the models. 
Design drawings for the models were posted to the Modelmaker 
and orders were placed for materials from the relevant 
suppl iers to be' del i vered to the Modelmaker' s stu·dio. 
VISUAL,ASSESSMENT 17.3 
by: Industrial Designer 
\ , 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Design drawings-
7.17.3 Modelmaker's Studio 
People present:-
Industria'l, Designer 
Modelmaker , 
Room:- Hodelmaker's workshop with woodworking machinery. 
The Designer examined the finished models and the Hodelmaker 
explained some of his difficulties in making, the models. 
The Designer took delivery of the models. 
VISUAL ASSESSHENT 17.4 
by: Industrial Designer + Modelmaker 
in: Modelmaker's workshop 
method:, ,Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
of: Finished models 
• 
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· 7.17.4- Design Studio: the Desi~ner added the final.:details 
to the models and dr.ew up a written specification. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 17..5 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Presentation models and written specifications 
7.17.5 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Product Planning Manager 
Product Planning Manager's Assistant/Unit Audios 
$enior Audio Engineer 
A:udio Engineer/Loudspeakers 
Room:- Large crinference/display roolli~ overhead windows only, 
permanent art~ficial supplementar-y ~ighting. 
The models were presented by the Designer and examined by 
the meeting. The Audio Engineer/Loudspeakers examined the 
sizes of all' the models' and stated that only one model 
presented serious difficulties to· Audio Engineering. The 
meeting was undecided as to which model to choose. The 
Marketing Man~ger walked into the meeting on some other 
business and on walking out said that he liked the models. 
The Product Planning Manager decided to make no decision on 
the models and let Audio Engineering examine .the problem 
in greater detail. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 17.6 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 engineers + 2 marketing men 
in: Company conference room 
method: Subjective ?ppraisal and detailed discussions 
of: Finished models 
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7.17.6 Note: The Designer has heard nothing further·on 
the project. 
'I'" '" .. ". 
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7.18 Company'D Pr6duct Bench Powe~~Supply .. I, 
Background: the Company had decided to develop a bench 
power unit. The Industrial Designer had previously been 
employed 'by the Company.. .' . , 
7.18.1 Design Studio: the Industrial Designer was 
telephoned by a Company Project Engineer and asked if he 
,could come to the Company ,location to discuss an industrial 
designprojec't and that the Division Manager had requested 
specifically the Industrial Designer's expertise as soon as 
possible. The Designer made arrangements for visiting the 
Company. 
7.18.2 Company location meeting·· 
Peopl:e present:-
Industrial Designer 
Project Engineer 
Rdom:- 'Project Engineer's desk in an open',plan office with 
other engineers around. 
·The P!oject Engineer outlined the project and showed some 
vague circuit design sketches. A book on radio valves was 
produced by the Engineer who said that he envisaged the 
product to be roughly the same size as the book •.. A . 
catal~gue in French of the buttons that the Company wanted 
to us:e was produced also. He said also there would have to 
be a heat-sink somewhere but not to worry about this for the 
time. being. The Project Engineer telephoned the Division 
Manager and a meeting was called to take place in his office 
forthwith. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.1 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 engineer 
.in: Company open plan office 
method: ,Subjective appraisal and detailed discussion 
of: Sketches and components 
7.18.3 Further meeting 
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People'present:-
Industrial Designer 
•. f ,I, ," •• , ,'1" " • '< " ~, •• 
Project Engineer 
Division Manager 
Marketing Manager 
Chief Engineer 
Room:- Division Manager's office, conference table,'side 
windows. 
The Division Manager expressed his concept of the product 
and how they wanted the product to resemble a desk 
calculator. He then produced an office desk calculator. 
The Designer asked him what the existing similar products 
looked like and the Chief Engineer left the meeting to 
obtain a bench power supply from one of his engineers in. the 
de'velopment laboratories. He' eventually returned wi tli .. one.. 
Both' the desk calculator and the berich power supply w~re 
discussed. The Division Manager closed the meeting by , 
expressing the urgency of deweloping the project and of 
producing an innovative product. The Designer undertook to 
get on ,with the work right away. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.2 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 engineers + marketing man 
+ 1 manager 
in: Company office, 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussion 
of: Existing products 
8.18.4 Design studio: at the design studio ~he Des~gnGr 
examined the problem a?d worked out the possibility of 
making a cardboard model that would embody the Company's 
concepts to date. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.3 
by: Industr"iai Des igner 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
, , 
of: Design sketches 
A cardboard model was constructe'd and the Designer 
telephoned the Project Engineer and meeting was arranged 
for the next day. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.4 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studiQ 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Cardboard model 
7~18.5 Company location meeting 
People present:-
,Industrial Des i,gner 
Project Enginier 
Room:- Project Engineer's desk in open plan office. 
The Industrial Designer showed the Project Engineer his 
cardboard model. The Engineer expressed great delight in 
this model and telephon,ed the Division Manager who said he 
would. come down to the Engineer's desk. He too expressed 
great delight in the cardboard model and said that he would 
take it to show the Company's Executive Director and' asked 
the Designer if he could return in two weeks' time to 
discuss further developments. The Designer agreed to this, 
and details were agreed with the Project Engineer. 
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VISUAL ASSESSHENT 18.5 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 engineer + 1 manager 
in: Compa~y.open plan office 
- 't •• 
'." . '.' ,. "method: Subjective "appraisal and verbal comment 
of: Cardboard model 
" ,-
" 
7.18.6 Company location mee;t,ing 
People pres~nt:-
Industrial Designer 
Project Engineer 
Division Manager 
Chief Engineer 
Room:- Division Hanager's o~fice. 
- ',' 
The Division Manag~r state~·that the Company's Executive 
Dir~ctor had seen the model but had offered"no value 
judgment on the mo~el except to approve further the total 
project. The Project Engineer outlined that they had 
obtained samples of ·the buttons from the French Company, 
and explained their interlocking arrangements~' The Chief 
Engineer expressed his view that for laboratory work the 
front control panel should' be angled. The Division 
Manager then outlined his proposal 'about making a product 
physically compatible with an existing Company product. A 
sample of the Company's produ9t was produced. The Designer 
undertook to examine the new proposals and report back. 
Arrangements 'were made for a further meeting. 
VISUAL ASSESSHENT 18.6 
by: Industrial Designer'+ 2 engineers + 1 manager 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussion 
of: Existing components and sketches 
7.18.7 Design Studio: • the Industrial Designer re-examined 
the project and gradually worked out new design proposals. 
The Designer found it possible to ,express these p~oposals in 
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terms of eight cardboard models and he constructed the eight, 
models. 
""',.,,,' '~. VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.7 .. 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Sribjective appraisal 
of: Design sketches and S cardboard models 
7.1S.S Company location meeting 
People'present:-
Industrial Designer 
Project Engineer 
General Manager 
Marketing Manager 
Room:- Marketing' Manager's office~ large ~oom with side 
windows, two abutting desks in th'e centre and only two 
chairs. 
The people present were all standing and moving around.' 
The Designer cleared the paperwork from the desks and laid 
out the eight models Ml~S but before the Designer could say 
anything tne General Manager said that he liked 'that one', 
M3, which the Designer didn't l;i:ke personally. The 
Designer stated that it would be a,much more sophisticated 
method of choosing if the General Manager' decided which of 
the design proposal models he didn't. like and remove these 
. , 
from the table to leave eventually one that would appear 
'more suitable than the others rather than immediately 
trying to choose one that at present appeared to appea~ to 
him. The General Manager agreed to this selection method 
and proceeded to select and remove those which did not 
appeal to him. 
From the possible choices of M1_S he removed M1 , M4 , M5 
leaving H2 , M3 , M 6 , M7 , MS· He removed M2 , M7 and MS then 
leaving M3 and M6 • He removed M3 ,then which left M6 • (M6 
was the favoured c~oic~ of the- Designer). 
The General Manager expressed great delight in this choosing 
method and replaced all the models on the desk top and 
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teleph6ned the Sales Maria~er to invite him to join,the 
meeting. When the Sales Manager arri~ed, the General' 
Manager outlined the project and asked the Sales Manager 
to choose from the eight models by removing those he didn't 
like. The Sales Manager prorieeded to do this. 
From the choice of M1_S he, removed M1 , MS and M7 , ,followed 
by M3 , then Mq , then· MS then M6 , leaving M2 ., 
The General Manager decided to' ignore the', Sales Ma,~ager:' s 
. . 
choice. and began to explain why t~at which he had chosen 
would be the best model to choose. 
The :General Manager then expressed his deS-ire to take the 
model to a European meeting the following Monday. The 
Designer expressed his displeasure at the' taking of a 
general card model to an important meeting and he offered 
to 'rebuild a more sophisticated cardbQa'rd model. The 
General Manager accepted his'proposal provided the model 
could be delivered to him on the' Monday morning. After 
some detailed.- discussion it, was agreed that the Designer 
would del ive.r the model to the Marketing ·Manager'.s home on 
Sunday afternoon. The Project Engineer obtained a number 
of supporting component.s for the mode1'. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT1S.S 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 engineer + 2 marketing men 
+ 1 manager 
in: Company office 
method: Subjecti,ve, but using a sophisticated decision 
process with verbal comments 
of: S cardboard models 
. ...., 
~7.1S.9 Design Studio: the Designer constructed a more 
sophisticated cardboard model. 
7.1S.10 Marketing Manager's home 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Marketing Manager 
Room:- Large dining room, side windows, dull lighting. 
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'The Marketing Manager examined the model and said that he 
would,deliver it to the General Manager the following 
morning. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.9 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 marketing manager 
in: Marketing man',s house 
method: Subjective appra'isal with'verbal comment 
of: A finished cardboard model 
7.18.11 Design Studio: the Designer was telephoned by the 
Chief'Engineer and ,asked to visit the Company to discuss the 
, , 
, -
proj ect fur.ther. T·he D'esigner agreed to this and 
.arrangements were made.' 
7.18.12 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Chief Engineer 
Replacement Project Engineer 
Room:- Chief Engineer's office" side windows, badly 
cluttered desk and bookcases. 
The Project Engineer outlined the fact that latest circuit 
developments were such that the case containing them would 
have to be bigger and a larger heat-sink would have to be 
added at the back., The 'Designer undertook the examination 
of 'the model '\vi,th a- view to making allowance for the new 
requirements. Arrangements were made for a meeting in the, 
same place the following week. 
7.18.13 Design Studio: the Designer made a number of rough 
cardboard models that confprmed to the new requirements. 
He examined these models, closeorie and proceeded to 
construct a more sophisticated model of this design. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.10 
by: IndustrialDesigner 
in: Design studio 
method: subjecti¥e appraisal 
of: Several rough cardboard. models 
7.18.14 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Chief Engineer 
Room:- Chief Engineer's office 
, ) ~ 1 
The model was examined by the Chief Engineer and he agreed 
with the "Designer's decrsions. The Division Manager was 
telephoned and he said he would come down to the meeting. 
The Division Manager ar~ived and said that he liked the-
design, and he left the meeting. The Chief Engineer then 
. . 
-expressed some concern at the speed. of -developments and the 
- . 
fact that he needed to settle down and think qui~tly about 
the project. The Desig~er invited him to his design studio 
to review the project. The Chief Engineer agreed to this 
and arrangements were made. 
VISUAL-' ASSESSMENT 18. tl 
_by: Industrial Design + 1 engineer + 1 manager _ 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussion 
of: Sophisticated cardboard model 
7.18.15 Design Studio 
People present:--
Industrial Designer 
Chief Engineer 
Senior Production Engineer 
The meeting·reyiewed the project and problems to date and 
produced two design solutions. The 'A' product which was 
the project under review at that moment and a 'B' product 
that showed the possible development of the 'A' product to 
. - . 
a more sophisticated product. The Chief Engineer decided 
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that he wanted to have a dramatic presentat~on of this new 
concept for a marketing meeting. He asked the Designer ~f 
he could make two sophisticated cardboard~models for the 
meeting. The Designer undertook to do ~his work. The rest 
of, the meeting was spent in detailing out the requirements 
for the 'A' and 'B' product models. Arrangements 'vere made 
for the Chief Engineer to set up a marketing' ~eeting,and 
for the Industrial:_Designer to meet with the Chief Engineer 
·on'the morning,before the, afternoon's meeting. The 'Designer 
proceeded to construct the two models. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.12 
~y: Industrial Designer + 2 engineers 
in: Design s,tudio 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
of: Design sketches 
7.18.16 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Chief Engineer 
Industrial Designer 
Room:- Chief Engineer's office 
The Chief Engineer examined the two models and expressed 
his pleasure .at seeing them. He telepho~ed the Division 
Manager and invited him to see the ne~ models. The 
Division Manager arrived in the office arid he express~d 
his great plea~ureCPn seeing the two models a~d approved 
the new concept behind the 'B' model. He left, the meeting 
then. The Designer and the Chief Engineer went to lunch 
and discussed their strategy for the marketing meeting 
that would follow after lunch. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.13 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 engineer + 1 manager 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal with verbal comment 
of: Two sophisticated cardboard models 
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7.18.17 Marketing meeting 
,People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Chief Engineer 
'Division Manager' 
Project Engineer 
Marketing Manager 
Marketing product Co-ordinator 
, " 
" , 
Room:- Large conference r'oom, ~ide windows, large 
conference table and adequate seating. 
The Chief Engineer outlined the project to date and 
presented the two new models to the meeting. The 
Marketing people sho~ed great interest in the new designs 
and expressed t~eir confidence in selling the product. 
Detailed arguments followed ~s to whether to launch the 'A' 
product first, or the 'B', product first, or both ,'A' and 
'B' together. It was decided to stay with the 'A' product 
for the time as the circuit development was only geared up 
for the '·A' produc t development. Then the Proj ect Engineer 
demonstrated a working circuit for the ~A' model. The 
Division Manage,r later,said that 'he was satisfied with the 
product and we should now consider how to manufacture and 
cost up the product. The Chief Eagineer qndertook to do, 
this. The meeting broke up ,and the Chief Engineer quietly 
advised the Designer that he would be contacted in the near 
future when the project development needed him next. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.14 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 engineers + 2 marketing men 
+ 1 manager 
in: Company conference room 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
of: 2 sophisticated cardboard models 
7.18.18, Design Studio: the Industrial Designer was 
telephoned by the Chief Engineer and invited to the Company 
to discuss new development on the project. 
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7.18.19 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Chief Engineer 
Industrial. Designer 
. Piojebt Engineer . 
'Room:- Chief Engineerl's office 
The Chief Engineer informed the Designer,that they had now 
costed up the product "~and that the cos.ting was· exceeding" the 
first estimates and that certain elements in the de~ign 
would have to be re-arranged to help reduce the cost. It 
appeared that the proposed push-bu:tton arrangement involved 
excessive time on assembly and the Chief Engineer proposed 
a more simplified form of assembly. The Chief Engineer said 
that he appreciated that this would affect considerably the 
present arrangement of the design,!, He also explained that. 
the heat-sink was possibly fnc~pable of dealing adequate~y 
with the heat dissipation problem, however, they were going 
to try some further tests on thi&. The Industrial Designer 
said that" he appreciated these probl~ills and would undertake 
to revise the design in the light of this information. He 
promised to return the following week with modified design 
proposals. 
VISUAL,ASSESSMENT 18.15 
by: Indus~rial Designer + 2 engineer~ 
in: Company location 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
of: Design sketches and components 
7.18.20 Design Studio: the Designer re-designed the lay-
out of the front control panels for the lA' and 'BI models 
and constructed two simpl~ cardboard models • 
• 
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VISUAL ASSESSHENT 18.16 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisql , .,' , '.. ... 
of: Design drawings and cardboard models 
7.18.21 Company location meeting 
People present:-
, 
'Industrial Designer 
Chief Engineer. 
Product Co-ordinator 
Room:- Chief Engineer~s'office 
The Designer showed the .Chief Engineer the two new models 
and'the Chief Engineer thought they were quite interesting.' 
. However, the proj ect' was beginning to. run behind schedul e 
and production had to be considered ~eriously an~ soon. 
The Designer expressed the notion that the prese~t 'ity-bityt 
development was the holding factor and that the Indus~rial 
Designer, Chief Engineer, and Senior Production Engineer 
. . 
should go and hide somewhere in the Company for a few days 
and pull the project back on to schedule. The Chief 
Engineer thought that this was a good idea and asked his 
secretary' to make arrangements for the following week. 
VISUAL ASSESSHENT ·18.17' 
by: Industrial.Designer + 1 engineer + 1 marketing man 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussion 
of: 2 cardboard models 
7.18.22 Design Studio: at the ,design 'studio the Designer 
reviewed the project to date and brush~d up on his 
knowledge of group thinking and problem solving techniques. 
He decided, however, not to use any specific technique but 
to rely on an amalgamation of.the essences of these 
techniques. He also collected sketching equipment such as 
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·A2 lay-out pads and felt-tipped pens for the meeting. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.18 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method:. Subjective appraisaF> 
of: Sketches on paper 
7.18.23 Company location meeting; 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Industrial Design's Associat~ 
Senior Productiorr-Engineer 
Chief Engineer 
- ,~ , 
Room:- Conference room near Senior Production Engineer's 
office. High side windows with utility furniture and 
blackboard. 
The Chief Engineer outlined the project concept and all the 
problems with which they were now faced without any view to 
a preconceived design. The Industrial Designer assembled 
all the product r~quirements and proceeded to interlock 
them together to see what resu~ted .. The resulting shape 
.in diagram for was. difficult to appreciate and the 
Industrial Designer offered to construct a model of it that 
night. The meeting broke up late and agreed to assemble 
next morning at the, same place. 
VISUAL ASSESSHENT 18.19 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 2 engineers 
in: Company conference room 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
of: Design sketches, com~onent~ and cardboard models 
1.18.24' Design Studio: lqter that evening and into the 
early hQurs of the morning the Designer constructed two 
~, 
models that expressed the concepts as decided by the 
,', , 
meeting;; The Designer-appreciated soon that the proposed 
design solution would not satisfy anybody. However, he 
thought it best to present the model 'to indicate that the 
present ideal solutions to the Chief Engineer's problems 
" ·were unsatisfactory·~ 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT .18.20 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio. 
methodi Subjective appr~isal 
of: Design sketches and cardboard models 
"' -
" ~ ., :"'~~' i '.' 
7.18.25 Company location meeting: same as the previous 
meeting. 
The Designer produced the models and as expected the Chief 
Engineer expressed his horror. It was decided to work 
backwards from this model to try and achieve another 
solution to the problems. It soon became apparent that 
there was-considerable wastage on some of the probl~ni· 
solutions and it was decided to eliminate this wastage. 
Paring off this. wastage led to a redistribution of the.r~st 
of the problem solutions. It was becoming apparent that 
an innovative design solution was developing. The Designe~ 
said if the emerging innovative solution was wrapped in 
advance clear functional styling then the problem solution 
would meet everyone's requirements. The Designer undertook 
to make a model of this backed up b"y several appearance 
sketches and to present this to the meeting the following 
morning. He made arrangements for his associate to do the 
appearance sketches at his home that night while he would 
construct ttre model,s in the studio. It was .appreciated 
between the designers that they would not see each other's 
work until the meeting the ~ollowing day.-
.. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.21 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate' + 2 engineers 
in: Company conference room 
;-
method: Subjective appraisal' and detailed discussions 
of: Design sketches and cardboard models 
,,' ,'. ;,.; 
7.18.26 Design Studi6: at the design studio'the Designer 
constructed a cardboard model. 
7.18.27 Company location meeting: same as previous meeting 
The sketch drawings were hung around the room and the 
cardboard model was placed on the table. The Chief 
Engineer expressed great delight in the, propose,d design 
solution and insisted on calling the Division Manager., The, 
Division Manager was shown the model and sketches. He was. 
hi~hly pleased and called i~ the Marketing Manager; the 
Marketing Manag~r arrived, and he was highly pleased too.' 
The Division Manager decided to take out design patent on 
the design and asked for allthe,riotation concerned; the 
new design was to be locked away and the model to be kept 
out of sight. He instructed the Pro'duct .Development team 
to tidy up the design and build a working prototype. 
ViSUAL ASSESSMENT 18.22 
by: Industrial Designer + 2 engineers + 1 marketing man 
+ 1 manager 
. ',",-
in: Company conference room 
method: Subjective app~aisal and ver~al comments 
of: Design sketches and a cardboard model 
7.18.28 Design Studio: the Designer was tel~phoned by the 
Senior Production 'Engineer and, asked to come in and see the 
prototype. The Designer agreed to this. 
7.18.29 Company location meeting 
People present:-
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Industrial Designer 
,Chief Engineer 
Senior Production Engineer 
Project Engineer 
Rbom:- Chief Engineer's office 
The Senior Production Engineer produced a prototype working 
model and the Project Engineer considered that the heat 
dissipation problem solution was working sa:,tisfactorily. 
The Industrial Designer, however, said'that the'present 
shape of the prototype model was not, totally satisfactory, 
and offered to build a solid wooden model coloured up to a 
proposed production 'colour. It was during discussion of the 
colour using colour cards that the Designer ,learned that the 
other three people present at the meeting were colour 
deficient; two of them refused to make any colour choice arid 
the'Chief Engineer insisted that the colour should be brown. 
The Chief Engineer aiso said that the weight and centre,of 
gravity of the p~ototype was such that it was difficult to 
pick up from the bench and he would like to see a handle on 
the object. The Project Engtneer also said that the handle 
could be used for stowing leads. The Designer undertook to 
consider all this and make quickly a block colour model. 
The Senior Production Engineer gave the Designer a set of 
general arrangement drawings. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.23 
by: Industrial Designer + 3 engineers 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal and discussions 
of: Working prototype model 
7.18.,30 Design Studio: the .Designer examined the drawings 
and decided to have a block wooden model made up by the 
Modelmaker. He telephoned the Modelmaker and discussed the 
project with him and made arrangements to go to the 
Modelmaker's studio. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.24 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal' 
of: General arrangement drawings 
7.18.31 Modelmaker's studio 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Modelmaker 
'.' :', -
The Modelmaker examined the engineering drawings and ,the 
cardboard model and 'recommend'ed several detailed changes. 
The Designer accepte'd these recommendations and the 
Mod'elmaker agreed to make the bloc~ model. 
" ' 
. VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.25 
,,·by: Industrial Designer + Modelmaker 
in: Modelmaker's studio 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
of: Engineering drawings and, cardboard model 
7.18.32 Design Studio: the Desrgner considered the graphic 
details ~f the front control panel and made up a control 
panel,drawi!ng. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.26 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subj e'ct i ve" appraisal 
of: Design sketches 
7.18.33 Modelmaker's Studio: same as previous meeting. 
The Modelmaker showed the Designer the block model and the 
Designer said it was satisfactory. 
",', ' 
VISUAL 'ASSESSMENT 18.27' 
by: Industrial Designer + Modelmaker 
in: Modelmaker's studio 
method:, Subjective' appraisal-and verbal comment 
of: Block model 
:;' ,. 
7.18.34 Company location meeting: same as, previous Compan~~ 
meeting. 
The Designer presented'the block wooden model and the 
meeting expressed satisfaction with it. The Chief Engineer 
decided that they needed a fully finished appearance model 
and they would use this model as a data'model for production 
and a selling model to the Company management. He examined 
. then the drawing of the graphics for the c'ontrol panel .and' 
maqe several al terations,. The Designer undertook to make up, 
a model and a full management meeting was arranged. 
At the close of the meeting the Company Patent Officer's 
Assistant arrived and the Industrial Designer signed a set 
of design registration application forms. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.28 
by: Industrial Desrgner + 3 engineers 
in:' Company office. 
method: Subjective appraisal .and verbal comment 
of: Design ~ketches and'block model 
7.18.35 Design Studio: the Designer examined the design 
i~ great detail and considered the making of an appearance 
model. The Designer telephoned the Modelmaker and made 
arrangements to visit him. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.29 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Design sketches "and compnnents 
7.18.36 Modelmaker's Studio: same as previous"Modelmaker's 
meeting. 
~ 
The Modelmaker and the Industrial Designer discussed the 
details of making the model. The" Industrial Designer 
undertook to provide finished artwork for the making of a 
silkscreen for the graphics and to provide several 
components for the model. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.30 
by: Industrial Designer + Modelmaker 
in: Modelmaker's studio 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
of: Design sketches and components 
7.18.37 Design Studio: the Desfgner re-designed the 
graphics for the control panel and telephoned the Chief 
Engineer about the ~omponents he required and about checking 
the graphics. The Chief Engineer said that an emergency 
" had arisen in the Company and that he would have to "devote 
him time to this "emergency. However, they arranged to meet 
late on Sunday near the Company lo~ation and the Chief 
Engineer would bring the comporients. 
7.18.38 Meeting at- a public house 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Chief Engineer 
Room:- Public bar 
The Chief Engineer handed the Designer an envelope 
containing the components. The Indust~ial Designer checked 
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the contents of the envelope. The.Chief Engineer examined 
the graphics and made several detailed,changes. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.31 • '" • ; f • ~ 
by: Industrial Designer + engineer 
in: Public house 
m thod: Subjective appraisal. and detailed discussions 
0.1: Design sketches and components 
7.18.39 Design Studio: the Industrial Designer drew up 
the artwork for the silk· screen and telephoned the 
Modelmaker and a meeting was arranged. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT .18 .• 32 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Artwork 
7.18.40 Modelmaker's Studio :'" s'ume as previous meet ing at 
Modelmaker's. 
The Designer gave the Modelm8:ker the artwork and components 
then they· discussed the pro.g:p·ess of the model. Arrangements 
were made for the Designer to collect the model. 
VISUAL ASSESSHENT 18.33 
by: Industrial Designer + Modelmaker 
in: Modelmaker's studio 
method: Subjective 'appraisal and discussions 
of: Artwork and ,components 
7.18.41 Modelmaker's Studio: same as p~evious meeting. 
The Hodelmaker presented the model and the Industrial 
Designer accepted it. 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.34 
by: Industrial'-' Designer + ·Modelmaker 
in: Modelmakers studio' 
method:. Subjective appraisal and verbal comment. 
of: Finished appearance model 
7.18.42 Company location meeting 
People present:-
"Lndustrial Des-igner" 
Industrial Designer's Associate 
Chief Engineer 
Room:- Chief Engineer's office 
"T~e Industria~ Designe! presented the model an~"the Chief" 
Engineer' expressed' his del ight. They called together a " 
meeting in the Di~ision Manag~r's·office. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 18.35 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 1 engineer 
in: Company office"'" 
method: Subjective appraisal and verbal comment 
of: Finished appe~ra~ce model 
7.18.43 Meeting in Division Manager's. office. 
People present:-
. Industrial Designer 
Industrial Design Associate 
Chief Engineer 
Division Manager 
Marketing Manager 
Sales Manager' 
Production Manager 
The Chief Engineer presented the model and the meeting" 
expressed delight. 'It was right', said the Division 
Manager and ordered pr~duction to start. He also order~d 
the sales promotion to start based on the appearance model. 
Production details were discussed. The Division Manager 
thanked the Industrial Designer for all his efforts. 
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VISUAL ASSESSHENT 18.36 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 2 engineers 
+ 2 marketing men + 1 manager 
in: Company office ",. . ~ . - ... 
method: Subjective appraisal and verbal comment 
of: Finished" appearance model 
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I. '7~19 Company C Product DatelModem 
Background: the Company was considering ~endering for a 
. . 
contract for the supply of a Datel"Modem. The Industrial 
Design Team had previously been employed by the Company. 
7.19.1 Company location meeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Chief Engineer 
'Senior' Engineer Mechanical Design 
Room:- Chief Engineer's office, side windows, conference 
table. 
Chief Engineer explained that the Division was considering 
tendering for the product and would like to call in some 
'industrial design expertise from the ,start. He-wanted to 
know if the Industrial Designer could undertake the 
preliminary appearance work and'later on allocate large 
periods of time to intensive work with his engineers on the 
·tender application. The Designer said that this was 
possible and was given some preliminary overall appearance 
dimensions to consider. 
7.19.2 Design Studio: the Designer' examined the problem 
and noted' the variables involved, Matrices were dra1ill up 
to these variables. It was·decid8d to build an appearance 
model based on a number of these variables to' give the' 
engineers some idea o~ the appearance and shape they would 
be working with. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 19.1 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio . 
method: Subjective apPTaisal 
of: Design sketches 
Subsequently the model was built and the Chief Engineer 
invited to the design stUdio to examine it. 
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VISUAL ASSESSIvIENT,' 19.2 
by: Industrial Designer 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective appraisal 
of: Appearance model 
7.19.3 The Chief Engineer came to examine th~ m6del and 
stated that he liked·',the appearance'of it. Unfortunately, 
he said, the tender specification had been re-interpreted and 
the appearance model no longer met the requirements. As 
the timetable was also being changed the Chief Engineer 
undertook to contact. the Designer when he was next required. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 19.3 
by: Industrial Designer +1 engineer 
in: Design studio' 
method:, Subjective appraisal and verbal discussions 
of: Appearance model 
7.19.4, Some considerable time later, when the Industrial 
Designer was heavily involved in other projects, the 
Chief Engineer telephoned to request his assistance. The 
Ind~strial Designer had to explain that he had now re-
allocated his time apd was no longer available. However, 
he offered the services of his associates' for the project. 
The Chief Engineer accepted this offer and another 
Industrial Designer took over ~he' project. 
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"7~20 Compa~y E Product LEDs/Alpha Numeric 
Background: the Industrial Design Team had already been 
employed by the Company on the development of numerics for 
-,-""" light emitting display units. , ',' 
7~20.1 Company locatibn ~eeting 
People present:-
Industrial Designer 
Industrial Des·igne~,' s Associate 
Res~arch Manager 
Room:- Research Manager's office, side windows, conference 
tab'le. 
The Research Manager outlined his need to develop 
simulations of the advancing trends in alpha numeric LED 
displays, to cover "various sizes, colours and large amounts 
of displays, various existing LED lash-up displays were 
shown to the Desi~nersand discussed. The Designer 
undertook to develop his thinking and produce some 
simulations, and a presentation technique. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 20.1 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 1 manager 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
of: 'Sketches and existing prototypes 
7.20.2 Design Studio: the Designers discussed the problem 
and wrote a brief that covered a list of the Research 
Manager's requirements. This was posied ~o the Research 
Manager. In his reply the brief had been slightly altered 
by the Research Manager. 
7.20.3 Design Studio: receiving the brief the Designers 
drew up matrices to cover the problems and developed various 
presentation techniques,. Two sets of presentation contents-' 
were decided upon, (colour X content) and (size X content). 
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VISUAL ASSESSMENT 20.2 
by: Industrial.Designer 
·in: Design studio 
method: Subj ecti ve appraisal" 
of: Design sketches 
. > ' 
: ',"-
A number of presentations were constructed and a. meet'ing 
arr,anged over the telephone. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 20.3 
by: Industrial Desl.gner 
in: Design studio 
method: Subjective .appraisal 
of: Constructed displays 
. , 
7.20.4 Company location meeting, 
location meeting. 
The Industrial Designer presented 
saIlie as previous 
the work to the Resear<.:p. 
Manager, who showed great excitement over it and called .jn 
an engineer. The Engineer spent all his time asking about 
costs. The Manager undertook to think about the work and 
to let the Designers know his thoughts. 
VISUAL ASSESSMENT 20.4 
by: Industrial Designer + 1 associate +ietigineer 
+ 1 manager 
in: Company office 
method: Subjective' appraisal and discussions 
of: Constructed displays 
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7.20.5 'Note: There has been no'further contact' with'-the 
Company on this subject, and it is be-lieved that 'development 
funds for this type of activity have dried up • 
. ' , ,-~:, .:... -:'''' ~.~, - ":'"'o.~' 
• 
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8. ·DESK DATA '/' ;', 
The desk data ha$l-been collected from published informatibn 
·and·is use~ to support the field data. 
.. 
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8.1' On Designers ,in·tndustry 
. 
8.1.1 Industrial Designers are employed by Industry eithpr 
as staff designers or as consultant designers. They 
. :,'~" . operate as ei iher onem~:m opel~at:ions or group, operations. 
This gives us four main groupings for designers in Industry: 
1. Single staff employment 
2. Group staff employment 
3. Single consultant employment 
4. Group consultant employment (Fig. 5) 
8.1.2 Potter (Ref. 5) divides Industrial Designers into 
five main groups: 
1. Impresarios, those who get work, organise others to do 
it, and present the outcome., 
2. CuI ture Diffuser-s, those who do competent w,ork 
effectively over a b~oad:field. 
3. Culture Generators, obsessive characters who work in 
back ,rooms and produce' ideas. 
4. Assistants, oft,en beginne:r:s but also a large group 
concerned with administration or' draughtsmanship. 
5. Parasites, those who skim off the cream of other 
people's work and make a good living by it. 
It should be added that any designer might shift ,from one 
role to another in the 'course: of his working life, or even 
during the course of a single' commission. Potter offers no 
value judg~ent, on these categories ~ except upon parasites, 
who he states are, alas, only too numerous (Fig. 6). 
8.1.3 The product Industrial Designer will be dealing in 
'Industry with: 
1. Consumer Products, which. will have an emphasis on the 
appearance of the product. 
2. Engineering Products, which will have an emphasis on 
the performance of the product (Fig. 5). 
8.1. 4 The Industrial personnel that the designer will ,be 
dealing with will be in' three m'ain groups. 
1. Engin~ering, who will be concerned with the making and 
the performance of the product. 
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Fig. 5 Diagram illustrating the matrix for designers by 
.. 
employment, operating and products. 
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2. . Marketing, who will be, concerned ,w.i th the selling and 
promotion of the product. 
3. Management, who will be concerned·with overviewing the 
( 
progress of the product. 
8.1.5 The practice of an Industrial Designer Consultant 
has been ,referred, to in print. These are from the Consultant 
Industrial Designer's viewpoint (Ref.6), and from the 
viewpoint of 'employers 'of consultants (Ref. 7) .. Henry 
Dreyfuss has related the history of his design consultancy, 
(Ref. 8) and Mayall has discussed how to use Industrial 
Design Consultants (Ref. 9) •. 
8.1.6 Using a case study approach. 
Michael Farr has used case histories to list how th~ design' 
progress should be managed from a consultant 'viewpoint 
(Ref. 10) and J. -Noel White has related case histories from 
the viewpoint of employer's and design management (Ref. 7). 
During a conference for management consultants and 
Industrial Designers at the Royal Society of Arts (Ref. If), 
. case histories were reported, to illustrate ~he practice of 
Industrial Design~ 
In one case study reported (Ref. 12) on the development of 
high speed photography cameras, the product had been 
finished 'except. the coat of paint' before a local 
industrial design consultant was brought in. 
L. Bruce Archer used case histories to illustrate the use 
of his check list of the embodiment of a hypothesis of the 
structure of the Design Act (Ref. 13). 
A case study from 'the practice of Henry Dreyfuss has been 
reported to illustrate a group practice in Product Design 
(Ref. 14). 
Three case studies have been reported to illustrate costings 
for design wo~k from design consultants (Ref. 15). 
8.1.7 The author has examined the reporting of the above-
mentioned case studies in Industrial Design • 
. Regretfully the reportage is not given in great detail. 
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Fig. 6 Diagram illustrating Potter's grouping of diagrams 
(Ref. 5). 
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8.2 On the Design Process .- . 
8.2.1 There are numerous methods to describe the design 
process. Love lists a comparison of four systematic 
design methods (Ref. 16). 
Woodson lists a comparison of nine problem solving processes 
(Ref. 17) and Hykin exa~ines engineering design methods in 
theory and in practice through~ case study approach (Ref. 
2). Baynes has illustrated a diagram of the~esign process 
as understood by a London schoolboy (Ref. 18) (Fig. 7) Hill 
lists a comparison of the-scientific method ~nd the~esign. 
method (Ref. 19) (Fig. 8) and Archer (Ref~ 13Yillustrates 
the main phases of design (Fig. 9). 
8.2.2 Dreyfuss illustrates eight fundamental steps between 
the· drawing board and assembly line for the' Singer Model· 
600. sewing machine (Ref. 8) (Fi"g. 10). 
1. Study competition 
Analyse models and illustrations 
2~ Familiarise oneself with the 
facilities. 
ciient's manufacturin~ 
3. Learn how the product will be used. 
4. After consultation with senior management, sales 
executives and engineers, develop a variety of idea sk~tches~. 
5. Study the design in three dimensions with rough clay 
model. , 
6. Ergonomic assessment. 
7. Close collaboration with client's engineers. Working 
drawings made and·checked again~t their pilot model.' 
8. Prototype model, identical to production model. 
8.2.3 Any total design process can Le divided into three 
.main phases, a be~inning, a middle 'and an end, with a 
pre-design phase, and a p~st-design phase. We may also 
compare these three phases to divergent, motoring and 
convergent activity • 
There are two other phases that the Consultant Industrial 
Designer will be concerned about. 
1. Before the pre-design phase, how the company contacts 
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the Consultant 
2. After the 
to employ the 
... '.',;.' . - , - . 
Industrial 
post-design 
Consultant 
Designer. 
phase,-wiIl the company continue 
Industrial Designer (Fig. 11). 
, '. '-.-
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Fig. 7 Diagram of the aesign process by a London schoolboy, 
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client's manufacturing 
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3 Study product in use 
~ 
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Fig. ,10 Diagram of Dreyfuss' eight fundamental steps for 
the sewing machine design (See ~.2.'2)~ 0 
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Fig. 11 Diagram of the~Consultant Industrial Designer's 
design process. 
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8.3_ On Techniques of _Visualisation 
8.3.1 Ashford (Ref. 6) lists a progression, of visu~lisations 
as: 
c' ',1. Sketches: ::::',: 
Rough doodling of pencil on paper 
Rough visualisation sketch of lead pencil on paper 
Rough visualisation sketch of chalk on tinted paper 
Diagrams 
Mechanical diagrams, illusion sketches using chalks 
2. Renderings: 
Based on accurate perspective drawing, that must give an 
illusion of the object, to be used ,for assessing the G.A. 
-drawing. 
3. Engineering drawing: 
General arrangement drawing, not cluttered with information. 
4.. Models: 
The simple progress or study,model. 
The highly finished but non-working presentation model. 
The fully working prototype. 
8.3.2 Mayall (nef. 9) discusses presentation in terms of 
pictorial drawings, ,preferably in colour, and models and 
of the 'illusioned' Engineering Drawing that is 
dimensionally correct, apropos an optically deceiving 
presentation drawing that he finds ,inexcusable. 
8.3.3 PQt ter (Ref._ 5) discu:sses drawings _ and model s for 
designers. '\fith drawings he lists: 
Diagrams which are, abstra,ct, partial, energetic, concerned 
to establish or convey ideas and values directly, thus 
having an analytical o~ lnterpTetive purpose. Usually 
have open conventions (excepting graphs and mathematical 
conventions), may be imprecise, or may be examining exact 
~uantities, usually have diagnostic function. 
Illustrations which are'depictive, .present appearances from 
which inferences may be drawing, are _often atmospheric in 
nature and persuasive in purpose, have closed conventions. 
Usually have prescriptive function; better for presenting 
conclusions than determining them. 
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Surveys which are records of measured and verifiable fact 
reduced to quantiti~s, though survey drawings may be 
accompanied by interpretive notes. Closed conventions. 
Diagnostic function. 
-Working Drawings which'are strictly purposeful, 51nd are -, ,,),~~ 
instructions. Use rigi,d but propuls'ive conventions (i.e. 
lead to required action). Many types according to purpose, 
occasion and recipie.nt. Prescri'ptive function. 
8.3.4 In a case study by Henry Dreyfuss and his team in 
designing a new range of tractors, the following 
visuali,sations were progressively produced (Ref. 14): 
1. t scale sketches 
2. t scale sketch model, including, essential engineering 
volumes. 
3. Ergonomic design of seating including' full scale 
seating mock-up. 
4. Full sized air brush designs"(flat drawing elevations 
only) • 
5. ,t scale model ingentously photographed to give an 
illustration of t'ru.e size in a true environment. 
6. Full size mock-ups of doubtful areas constructed 
sometimes to save costs' and time, a mirrored half model. 
,7. t scale finished models., 
8. Full size clay model 
9. Fibreglass, moulds taken to be shipped to factory ,for 
use on working prototypes. 
10. Detailed design and modelling of __ components. 
'11. Full size appearance mock-up. ,/ -~'---___ --'...w-~ K-
8.3.5 Van Doren (Ref. 20) lists a design progression of 
visualisations. 
1 •. Rough visualisation, 3-dimensional sketch drawings 
showing illustration of the de~ign. 
2. Renderings, defined as a carefully finished drawing 
representing a photographic illusion of the design. 
3. Clay'studies, full-sized models made in clay. 
4. Scale models, made in a material susceptible to a 
better surface finish than clay. 
5. Mock-ups, full scale model that has the fully finished 
illusion of the finished product. 
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. 6. Prototypes, full size model exact in every detail 
inside and out in production materials and finishes. 
7. Mechanical drawings. 
He illustrates this progression by showing pictures of the 
progress of a design in a capital goods area, a 4-pocket 
dough divider. He illustrates: 
1 •. the existing m~chine in use 
2. the existin~ machine at rest 
3. first life. scales 
4. a studio model 
5. a first rendering 
6. an oversimplified rendering 
7. a more detailed rendering 
.8~ a plaster presen~ation model 
9. a ~lay mod4fied model 
10. final design 
He also discussed consumer surveys and. hall tests as a means 
of getting consumer reaction to a proposed de~ign. 
8.3.6 Archer (Ref. 13) lists the range of means by which a 
design idea may be expressed (Fig. 12). 
8.3.7 Hill (Ref. 29) disc'usses Functional Visualisation, which 
involves picturing th~ function to be accomplished, 
devising methods of achieving the function, then assembling 
the hardware· necessary to support these methods, and 
. involves the qse of Ide~ Diag~~ms, with Idea Matrices, and 
conceptual sketches (Fig. 13). 
,' .. , 
8.3.8 Woodson (Ref. 17) discusses three types of models:-
1. Iconic, where the mOdel specifically looks like the 
original:. 
2. Analog, where the model specifically behaves like the 
. original. 
3. Symbolic, where the mode abstractly represents the 
principle of the original (Fig. 14) • 
• 
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-TYPE OF ANALOG EXAMPLES 
" 
l.A~form of words evocative words 
definitive statements 
patent specifications 
2. Symbolic logic Boolean algebra 
mathematical models 
3. Diagrams flow diagrams 
circuit diagrams 
" vector diagrams 
4. Sketches evocative sketches 
definitive 3ketches 
5. Formal drawings perspective 
" 
- renderings 
scale drawings 
6. Simple models block models 
, ' space models 
-
-
scale models 
- -
-7-.-Working -analogs- - ------ -- elect~ical anal<?gs-~ __ 
-- -- -
------ ..... -~-
-
rigs 
photoelastic models 
8. Prototype ~ 
-
; 
Fig. 12 Diagram of Ar~her's list of the range of means by 
which a design idea may be expressed (Ref. 13). 
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MET~ClI>~ o~ 
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MECHFlNICRL 
SWIM~ 
... ~
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RIDE * 
? 
. 
-5kHTE= ~ . 
? . 
C~NOE:.~ 
'OBE.~ 
?'.~ 
. . 
klT~ 
? 
CRR~ 
TRAIN t), J,,~ 
TUBE .~{ ~ Xl 
? S~IP~ 
HC>VER~­
SlED ~ :n~ 
? 
PLANE~ 
ROCK~ 
? 
Fig. 13 Typical Idea ~iagram from Hill's Functional 
Visualisation (Ref. 19). 
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I 
ICONIC MODEL: 
'specifically looks like the original' 
", -' 
Appearance model 
ANALOG MODEL: 
'specifically behaves like the original' ' 
Breadboard model 
SYMBOLIC MODEL: 
'abstractly represents the principle of the original' 
P t-- .., , I-- oJ I--- ~ 
, 
Co ~ ~ q I---
Block diagram 
'Fig. 14 Diagrams illustrating Woodson's three model 
types (Ref. 17). 
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8.4 On techniques of Presentation, 
8.4.1 
to the 
Van Doren (Ref. 20) discusses presentation of designs 
client and lists three rUles'for presentation. 
1. Be 
2. Be 
3. Be 
clear 
comprehensive 
brief 
' .... , .. 
", .-,"",.' ,,' 
He discusses four types of presentation. 
1. Research and analysis, 
2. :·Prel iminary sketches 
3. 'Renderings 
4. : Mock-ups and prototypes 
He further discusses presentatiOn to a full dress group of 
executives or to small groups of the product manager, a 
number of engineers and factory men. He recommends that it 
is good policy to show two or three design solutions and 
let the client exercise his prerogative of making a choice 
and d~scussing it with him. He states that to·show one 
solution anti to insist· that this is the only possible 
answer smacks of omniscience and it may offend the client. 
He also discussed the likelihood of the client or designer 
missing out information and aspects of the design 
development which lead to .confusing and exasperating 
situations as the work progresses. Situations where the 
. production manager takes· over the presentation of his design 
to executives of the client's organisatio~ are also 
discussed as is presentation in assembly rooms or auditoria 
as opposed to presentatio~s in a director's board room 
or permanent display room. He recommen'ds bringing one's 
own floodlighting and previous design d~velopments to 
counter awkward situations and recommends keeping 
gatherings as small as possible. He discusses a case of 
long drawn out meetings where those attending were 
, constantly being called away on other Company business and 
had the~ to be brought up-to-date._ 
He discusses human nature, personality clashes, company 
politics and humorous interludes. He contends that 
Marketing think in terms of 'has it appeal for the 
customer' and Engineering 'how shall we make it' and the 
conflict that this leads to. 
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Media Room Audience Advantage Disadvantage 
Condition Size 
·Flip Charts Lighted 10-15 Easily prepared. Difficult to use 
~ 
May be written before large. 
. 
on during group .. 
presentation. Difficult to 
transport. 
Viewgraph Lighted 10-30 Easily prepared. Difficult to 
Easy to file and achieve 
transport. effective colour 
and a variety 
of art work. 
Lantern Darkened 20-60 Colour and art Time consuming 
Slides work easy t~ to prepare. 
achieve. Must be shown 
Easy to file and in a darkened 
transport. room. e 
Movie Darkened .20-60 A highly Expensive. 
Projector sophisticated Presenter does 
presentation can not take an active 
be made. role. Too 
Is usu'llly permanent. 
impressive. 
Mock-Up Lighted 5-10 Shows workings Difficult to show 
and function of to a large group. 
parts. Difficult to 
Easy to transport. 
visualize. 
, 
.. 
Fig. 15 Diagram of Hill's visual display media (Ref. 19). 
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He recommends never to apologise for the desig~. 
8.4.2 Farr, (Ref. 21) discusses the presentation of the 
design sol~tion to senior executives. 
He. elucidates on how the meeting should be a formal affair 
and gives an exampl~ of a proposed agenda sheet. 
:He further recommends that a presentation. meeting should 
run., in a straightforward unpretentious manner; that the 
design manager shouid sit opposite the chairman so -that 
they can exchange 'eye clues' and that the new design 
model should not be displayed until the appropriate time 
so as not to distract the meeting. 
8.4.3 Hill, (Ref. 29) discusses how to sell ideas by 
planning and preparing a presentation. He lists the 
following rules for planning ~nd giving a pr~senta~ion~ 
1. Know the design. solution well and show enthusiasm for 
it. 
2. Point out its advantages as well as its disadvantages . 
. 3. Be prepared to accept criticism but at the same time.; 
stand up for the original concept. .. c 
4. Arrange the format in a manner that will make it easy 
for an aide to project illustrations and photographs. 
5. Construct a se:t of prompter cards (index size). 
6. Start on time, break on time, stdp on time. 
, 
7. Keep firm control during the critical examination 
p~riod but do not be a dictator •. 
8. The most important part of any critique is the selling 
and defending of your ideas. 
He lists visual display media as shown in the table (Fig. 
15). 
He also suggests the following check list for meetings: 
1. Sufficient chairs available and seating arrangement 
checked. 
2. Display material available. 
3 •. Chalk and eraser available for chalkboard. 
4. Projection equipmept and screen available (including 
spare bulbs). 
5. Trained projectionist available. 
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6. Arrangements made fof'coffee breaks. 
7. Pencils and paper ava~lable for note~taking. 
8. Person assigned tri take minutes. 
9. Ash trays available. 
":;, \·"10.' Podium, pointers, p:ublic-address system', available if 
needed. 
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"8.5" On Techniques of Assessment. {.',' :,,-,-,-..- . 
8.5.1 Bishop (Ref. 22) lists evaluation techniques as (Fig. 
16): 
1. Battleaxe,' divid-ing ideas by inspection into four" 
groups as: 
a. Rubbish - throwaway 
b. Well known - donc~ t _ forge~ 
c. Possible - store" 
d. That's it - develop further 
·2. T-chart, giving Good or Bad ratings to each 
characteristic. 
3. Decision Matrix, apportioning numerical values for each 
alternative to desired objectives and using the sums to 
show the best alternatives (Fig.17). 
4. Decision tr~es (Fig. 18). 
5. Optimisation a mathematical approach 
-
8.5.2 Jones (Ref. 23) lists methods 0f evaluation or 
convergence" as: 
1. Checklists, to enable designers to use knowledge of 
requirements that have been found to be relevant in 
similar situations. 
2.- Selection criteria, to decid"e how an acceptable design 
is to be recognised. 
3. Ranking and weighting, to compare a set of alternative" 
designs -using a common scale of measurement. 
4. Specification writing, to describe ari acceptable. 
outcome for designing that has yet to be done. 
5. Quirk's Reliability Index, to enable inexperienced 
designers to identify ~nreliability componenti without 
testing. 
8.5.3 Woodson (Ref. 17) discusses assessment in terms of 
decisions of optimisation, he lists:-
1. Optimisation as a selection process using all types of 
quaptative and qualitative criteria. 
2. Trade-off decision~; . when desirable optimising 
objectives conflict with other objectives. 
3. Optimising procedures; in guises of subjective, 
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graphical, analytical, algorithmic and empirical. 
8.5.4 Hill (Ref. 19) d~scusses assessment as:-
1. Optimisation; in terms of trade off, e.g. the best 
appearance at the lowest, cost. 
2. Subjective decisions; making the correct intuitive 
decision based on exper~ence. 
3. General principles; in terms of either certai~ facts 
that cannot be violated, or 'rules-of-thumb'. 
4. Graphical methods, based on assessment of engineering 
drawings. 
5. Analytical methods, based on mathematical questions. 
Hill also discusses Decision Matrices, 'as a guide to 
making the best decision regarding alternatives against 
specified ,criteria. 
8.5.5 Beakley & Chilton (Ref.24) discusses decision 
processes. They define'a decision as 'the selection of 
one alternative from a known set of alternatives' and 
states three types of decisions'. 
1. 'Decisions made under certainty 
2. Decisions made under risk 
3. Decisions made under,uncertainty 
They qUalify selection according to a 'principle of choice' 
and illustrate a 'General Decision Matrix' that is a 
matrix of 'controllable factors x uncontrollable factors' 
(Fig. 17). 
8.5.6 Archer (Ref. 13) discusses in the art of synthesis how 
to evaluate designs, in terms of feasibility testing, ,he 
lists two main types: 
1. Actual assessment i.e. to build a design,and test it. 
2. Paper assessment i.e. to calculate a design and 
evaluate it. 
Archer also elucidates about: 
1. Descriptive aesthetics, which deals with the empirical 
facis about perceivable qualities and the statistics of 
preferences. • 
2. Ethical aesthetics, which deals with 'good taste and bad 
taste, or appropriateness. 
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' ... '. ~~ , Case-law logic,' as an essential feature of value 
judgme~t based on the consensus of informed opinion. 
4. Appeal, using wine as an appeal object, he discusses 
the difference between: 
i I like' this, ct,,;' .' .-' J,,":.,-,;', 
','/ 
'" '. 
','" " 
ii I recognise that this conforms well to those criteria 
which are generally accepted to be the mark of good. 
5. Intu'i tion, he recommends that in the majority of cases' 
it is,far quicker and cheaper to handle the whole of ' the 
aesthetic side of design by intuition, provided that there 
is an adequate body ·of prior exper~ence to base it upon. 
8.5.7 The Author would like to make some mention of 
objective visual assessment techniques as used by' 
ergonomists. There are three main techniques that would be 
of use in' assessing industrial, or wide stimuli situations, 
,apropos clinical, or narrow stimuli situations. 
1. Eye Observation Cameras" pupilography, (Ref. 1). Where 
cameras are used to record the expan~ion and dilation of 
.; 
the pupils in response to visual stimuli, correlations being' 
drawn between pupil, expansion and visual excitement, and 
pupil dilation and,visual dullness. 
2. Eye ~ovement cameras, electro-oculography (Refs. 1, 25, 
26 and 27), where the movements of the eyeballs are 
recorded by skin electrodes and the direction of gaz~ 
, pinpointed. 
3. Time lapse cameras (Ref. '25), where time lapse cameras 
film the movements of people over a period of time. 
\ 
• 
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GOOD' I", ": BAD 
BATTLEAXE: 
RUBBISH WELL-KNOWN 
POSSIBLE THAT'S IT 
Fig. 16 Diagrams of Battleaxe and T chart from Bishop 
(Ref. 22). 
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Fig. 17 Diagram of a. General Decision Matrix from Beakley 
& Chilton (Ref: 24). 
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Original Problem (P 1) 
Proposed Solutions (SI) 
Proposed Solutions 
, to Sub-Problems (S2) S211 
Second Sub -Problems 
(P 3) 
" 
Proposed Solutions 
to Second Sub-Problems 
(S3) 
, key: 
,",. .," . 
_amJ __ IiIIl" .... paths of accepted solutions 
---- paths of rejected solutions 
P 
111 
':' , 
Fig. 18 Diagram of a decision tree by the author based on 
the work of HarpIes (Ref. 28). 
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9. ANALYSIS- " : ~ .~. 
9.1 General analysis of case studies 
-9.1.1 There are- twenty case studies from six different 
companies recorded over a period of th~ee years. Thirteen 
of the-case studies are concerned with engineering electronic 
goods, and, seven of the case studies with consumer electronic' 
goods. In total -171 units of visual assessment ~re 
recorded (Fig. 19). 
9.1.2 Where the products mentioned in the case studies are 
examined there is general scattering of' industrial de~ign 
aspects such as product, graphics, colour and shape (Fig. 20) 
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Case Company Engineering Consumer No.of No.of 
No. ABCDE F Goods Goods Stages Visual Assessments 
1 0 0 9 9 
2 0 0 11. 8 
3 0 0 7- 10 
4 0 0 10 13 
5 0 0 3 3 
6 P 0 3 3 
7 0 0 13 8 
8 0 0 6- 4 
9 0 0 10 9 
10 0 0 6 2 
11 0 0 4 5 
12 0 I 0 4- 5 
13 0 0 \ 12 7 
-p-t-14 0 11 12 
15 0 I 0 15 14 
-16 0 0 9 10 
17 0 0_ 6 -6 
18 0 0 43 " 36 
19 0 0 4 3 
20 0 0 5 4 
7 1 4 4 3 1 13 7 191 . 171 U) 
..... 
as 
.... 
0 
E-< 
Fig. 19 Diagram for th¥ general analysis of case studies 
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Aspec~s considered 
Engineering 
or Consumer Product Graphics Colour Shape 
Goods 
,,' . 
1 Freezers CG 0 - 0 0 0 
, 
2 Blenders CG 0 0 0 0 
3 TVs CG 0 0 0 0 
4 Amplifier EG 0 0 0 0 
; 
5 Amplifier EG 0 0 0 0 
6 Linemans Box EG 0 0 0 0 
7 Power supply ~ EG 0 
8 Temperature EG 0 0 0 0 Controller 
LEDs 
9 Numeric EG 0 0 
10 Loudspeaker EG 0 0 0 
11 Grill CG 0 0 0 0 
12 Metrix meter EG 0 0 0 0 I -
13 ~errodot EG 0 10 x 7 A ! 
14 
Regenerator 
EG 0 0 0 Unit 
15 Radios CG 0 0 0 0 
16 Unit Audios CG 0 0 0 0 
-
17 Loudspeaker CG 0 0 0 
- 18 Bench Power EG 0 0 0 0 Sllpplv 
19 Datel Modem EG 0 0 0 0 
20 
LEDs Alpha EG 0 0 Numeric 
r 
Fig. 20 Diagram for the general analysis of case studies 
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.. 9.2 Design progression an~lysis of the case studies~ 
9.2.1 We can examine the design progression of the case 
studies in eight main stages {illustrated in Fig. 21}: 
, .. 1. Previous Association; whether or not the C?mpany has 
consulted the Designer before. 
2. Industrial Marketing; involvement before the product 
and brief' are specified 
3. Beginning of the Design Phase .' 
4. Middle of the Design Phase 
I 
5., End of the Design Phase 
6. Industrial Production, such as de-bugging 
7. Industrial Marketing, such as promotion the product. 
8. Continue to be. Associated; whether or not the Company 
cont inue to consul t ,the Designer., 
. ~ -" .~ 
L 
Previous 
association 
2. 
Industrial 
marketing 
3. 
Beginning 
design 
phase 
4. 
Middle 
design 
phase 
5. 
End 
design 
phas~ 
6. 
Industrial 
Production 
7. 
Industrial 
marketing 
8. 
Continue to 
be associated 
Case numbers: 
1234567891011121314-151617181920' 
I I I -, 
I ! 
I I ! 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 
I I 
. [ 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
, 
-, 
i 
I 
\' 
- ; 
[ 1 11 i 1'[ 
I I·' I 
I 
I 
• 
I ! 
I ! I 
! ! : [ 1 I 
Fig. 21 Diagram af the design progression of the case 
studies. 
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9.3 Detailed analysis of the case studies 
(For full detailed analysis see Appendix 12.2) 
9.3.1 The subject of the visual assessments in the case 
studies may be summarised.as::",'.' 
1. 2 and 3 dimensional information 
2. 
,3. 
,2 and 3 dimensional ideas 
.0.------, Activities 
.', ;. J '. 
9.3.2 The reasons for the case study visual assessments 
may be summarised as:-
t To examine existing situations 
. 'L.- 'To brief the designer 
J To check the design progression 
~ To make decisions 
r 
,") To check before a client presentation 
To'present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To check'work other than the designers 
9.3.3 The personnel involved in the case st,udy'visual 
, assessm~nts may be summarised as:~ 
1. Industrial Designer 
2~ Industrial Designer's associates 
3.' Company management 
4. Company marketing 
5. Company engineers 
6. Company's client management 
7. Company's client engineering 
9.3.4 The environ~ents of the visual assessments, ,in the 
'case studies may be summarised as:-
i., Company location 
,2. Company asso6iated location 
3. Designer's location 
4. Designer's associated location 
,5. A neutral location 
9.3.5 The method of visual assessment in the case studies 
may be summarised as:-
1. By subjective appraisal 
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-2. By subjective appraisal + verbal comment 
3. By sophisticated subjective appraisal +- verbal comments 
4. By subjective appraisal + sophisticated verbal comment's 
5. By objective assessment 
'9.3.6 The stages in the design ~~ocess of th~ visual 
assessments in the case studies may be summarised as:-
1. Briefing the designer"'at the 'beginning by Management 
2. Briefing the designer at the beginning 'by Marketing 
3. Briefing the'designer at the beginning by Engineering 
4. Before a clientr presentation 
5. A client presentation 
6. A design process 
7. ,An engineering process 
8. Re-briefing the designer 
9. End of the design process 
9.3.7 The additional analyses of the ,visual assessments 
in the case studies may be 'summarised as:-
1. Unsuccessful meeting 
2. No check or assessment when expected 
3. 'Unexpected check or assessment 
4. Company make a visual assessment,before calling in a 
designer. 
5. Company make a visual assessment and do not inform the 
designer 
'6. Meeting increases in size during a presentation 
7. Work displayed- gradually during a presentation 
"8. Two meetings with assessment in immediate sequence 
-9. Designer has to clear a 'space for his work before a 
,presentation 
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9.4 Sophisticated choosing events in the case·studies 
9.4.1 During case number 7.13 Company F : Product Ferrodot 
10x7/A:-
<.:- .• ' " ,~ 
"7.13.5 Under ~he verbal direction of the Industrial 
Designer all the paperwork was 'examined, the problem was 
explained, and a number of visual inconsistencies pointed 
out e.~., the possibility of confusin~ '5' and '5', 'I' 
and '1', 'B' and '8', etc •• Still under the verbal 
direction of the' designer. it was decided to make simple 
choices first and to target down to difficult choices. All 
choices. that could not be made by agreement were to be. 
placed at the end. 
A. All choices were considered in an alphabetical order 
B. All simple choices were made and the eliminated choices 
crossed off the paper 
C. All not made choices were then grouped into A/B choices 
.isolated from the character set, A/B choices affected by 
the rest of the character set and very difficult choices. 
A/B choices isolated from the rest of the character set 
were made and the eliminated choi~es crossed off the paper. 
A/B choices affected by the rest of the character set were 
made and the eliminated choices crossed off the paper. 
Very difficult choices were then considered and where 
I 
. possible, choices were made and the eliminated choices 
crossed off the paper. 
The remaining very difficult choices were then examined, 
discussed and decisions taken with the difficulty of that 
choice b'eing admitted by the meeting and the eliminated 
choices crossed off the paper. 
-~he-~inal set of ~haracters was -then checked-out by 
everyone at the meeting. No inconsistencies were found. 
The Design Team agreed to document the final set of 
characters, to give each character a reference number and 
to distribute ~his documentation to' everyone present at 
the meet ing,. 
The meeting then agreed to abide by the choices it had taken" 
This may be summarised as:-
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TOTAL CHOICES AVAILABLE 
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I 
I 
A/B ' 
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I 
Accepted 
ACCEPTED CHOICES 
'A/B 
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/" 
A/B 
. Affected 
T 
Accepted 
Very " . 
'Difficult 
.. 
. , 
I 
I 
I 
Very 
Difficult· 
I 
, 
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Remaining. 
" t 
t 
. I ' 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
Q.l 
S 
..... 
.... 
Rema~ing 
Accepted 
Fig. 22 Block diagram shpwing the sophisticated choosing 
'. process for the final ;et of characters for Ferrodot 10x7 / A 
(See 7.13.5). 
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where: 
C = all the choices available 
n 
., -. '-\~.: '-', 
'(VC ,-), = the targeting process of,-' removing all the' unwanted, . 
nw 
choices 
C
w 
= the target of w&nted choices, (Fig~ 22). 
9.4.2 During case number 7.18' Company D : Product, Bench 
Power Supply:-
'"7.1S.S The people present were all standing and moving 
around. The Designer cleared the paperwork from the desks 
and laid out the eight models M1_S '- but before the Designer 
could say anything the, General Manager said that he liked 
'that one' M3 , which the Designer didn't like personally. 
'The Designer stated that it would be a much more - . 
sophisticated method of choosing if the General Manager 
decided which of the q.esign proposal I!lodels he didn't like 
and remove these from the table to leave eventually one that 
wo~ld appear more suitable than the others rather than, 
immediately trying to"choose one that at present appeared to 
appeal to him. The General Manager 'agreed to this selection 
method and proceeded to select and remove those which did not 
appeal to him. 
From the possible choices M1_S he removed M1 , M4 , MS 
leaving M2 , M3 , M6 , M7 and HS' He removed M2 , M7 and MS 
leaving M3 , and M6 • He removed M3 then which left M6 (M6 
was the favoured'choice of the Designer) • 
The General Manager expressed great delight in this choosing 
method and replaced all the models on the desk top and 
----'telephoned ,the -Sales Manag'er t-o-invi te -him --to join -the 
meeting. -When the Sales Manager arrived, the General 
Manager outlined the project and asked the Sales Manager 
to choose from the eight models by removing those he didn't 
like. The Sales Manager proceeded to do this. From the 
choices of M1~S he removed M1 , MS and M7 , foll~wed by MS' 
then M6 , leaving M2 • • 
The General Manager decided to ignore the Sales Manager's 
choice and began to explain why that which he had chosen 
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would b"e the best model to choose." 
This may be summarised as:-
where: 
"M1_8 = the 
C1_8 = the 
7Cnw = the 
.C6 = the 
eight 
eight 
seven 
c 
w 
models 
choices 
choices 
under consideration 
available 
not wanted 
choice wanted 
= all the choices available 
',- ,~ -
= the targeting process of removing 'all the not 
wanted choices 
C
w 
= the target of wanted choices (Fig. 23) 
_ f '. 
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6J 6J ,...., M-4~ L~_5..J 6J b 15] 
~-:--' , . , 
·1 
M2 5J 
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Fig. 23. Block diagram ~howing the sophisticated choosing 
process from eight models of bench power supply units. 
(See 7.18.8). 
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9.4 Detailed analysis of the desk data 
(For full detailed analysis see Appendix 12.3) 
9.4.1, The subject ,o'f the visual assessments listed in the 
desk data may be summaris~d as:~ ',' . 
1. Two and three dImensional information 
2. Two and three dimens ional idea,s 
3. Activities 
4,. Iconic, analog ,symbol ic model s and actual nature 
9.4.2 The reason for the visual assessments listed in the 
desk data may be summarised as:-
1~ To examine existing situations 
2. To brief the designer 
3. To check the design progression 
4. To make decisions 
5. To check before a client presentation 
',6. To present th~ ,work, 
" ' 
seek approval and instructions 
7. To check work other than the designers 
8. 'To check or seek information Id 1. 
9. To placate the client It " 1 
The personnel listed in the desk data may be 
summarised 
~' 
as:-
1. Indus tr'ial Designer 
2. Industrial Designer's Associate 
3. Company management 
4,. Company marketing 
5. Company engineering 
9.4.4 The types of environment listed in the desk data 
may be summarised as:-
1. Company location 
2. A neutral location 
9.4.5 The methods of visual assessment listed in the desk 
data may be summarised as:-
1. By subjective appraisal 
2. By subjective appraisal and verbal comments 
~. " -
". .'".7, __ , .... : 
3. By sophisticated subjective appraisal and verbal comments 
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4. By subjective appraisal and sophisticated verbal 
comments 
5. Bi confusing subjective appraisal 
6. By confusing subjective appraisal and confusing verbal 
,-comments , -, . - "': 
7. By, objective assessment 
9.4.6 The stages in the desigri process listed in the desk 
data may" be summarised as:-
1. Designer getting the work 
2. Organising the work 
3. Presenting the outcom'e 
4. Doing the work 
5. Producing the ideas 
,6. Company obtaining the des~gner 
7. Marketing 
R. Production 
9. Examining the present situation 
10. Pre-design phase 
11. Beginning design' phase 
12. Middle design phase 
13. End design phase 
14. Post-design phase 
1:;. Re-employing the designer: 
9.4.7 The additional analysis, of the desk data listed 
may be summarised as:-
1. Some tYPES of presentation work unacceptable to engineers 
2. Designer not given all the information at the right time 
3. A company person presents the designer's work 
4. Meeting increases in size during a visual assessment 
5. There are human factors and politics during a commission 
and pr,esentation 
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9.4.8 The sophisticated choosing activities from the desk 
data are:-
8.5.1 Battleaxe 
8.5.1 T chClrt 
~.5.1 Decision ·matrix 
Decision trees 
Optimisation 
Checklists 
Selection criteria 
Selection criteria 
Specification writing 
Quirk's Reliability Index 
Optimisation 
Trade of decisions 
Analytical methods 
Decision matrices 
General decision matrix 
Feasibility testing 
8.5.1 
8.5.1 
8.5.2 
8.5.2 
8.5.2 
8.5.2 
8.5.2 
8.5.3 
8.5.3 
8.5.4 
8.5.4 
8.5.5 
8.5.6 
8.5.6 Appeal, where I recognise that this conforms well 
to those criteria which are generally accepted to be the J< 
mark of good ~,? 
8.5~7 Pupilography 
8.5.7 ElEctro-oculography 
8.5.7 Time lapse recordings 
This may be summarised as:-
1. Analysing charts 
2. Analytical objective ergonomic data 
" .' 
• 
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10 SYNTHESIS ;. .\::.-, 
10.1- There are six main groupings OI Iactors that Iorm 
the basis oj visual assessment methods used by 
consultant industrial designers:- ,t,' ,'t" 
1. - The work being assessed / 
2. The reason Ior the assessment {J 
3. The assessors 
4. The method OI assessment 
5. The environment OI " assessment , 
6. The stage in" the design process I 
• 
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10.2 The work being assessed 
10.2.1 We can term the work being assessed as.-
1. Two and/or three dimensional information 
.': ~ ,; , 
.. , -
': 2.'" Two and/or three dimensional ideas . \" ~~ . . ... 
3. Activities 
4. Models of an iconic, analog, symbolic, or real nature 
10'.2.2 There may be:-
1. One piece of work submitted for assessment 
2. Several pieces of work submitted for assessment 
3. One major piece of work together with one minor piece of 
work submitted for assessment. 
4. One major piece of work together with several minor 
pieces of work submitted for assessment. 
5. Several major pieces of work together with one ,minor 
, piece of work submitted for assessment. 
6. Several major pieces of ~ork together with ~everal 
minor pieces of 'work submitted for assessment. 
10.2.3 The work may have:-
1. Existed before the assessment 
2. Been created during the assessment 
3. Part existed before the assessment, and part created 
, during the assessment. 
10.2.4 If there is more than one piece of work submitted 
for assessment then:-
1., It may have been assembled before the assessment 
2. It may never have been assembled before the assessment 
10.2.5 The work may be considered:-
1. Appropriate for that assessment 
_~. "Inappropria~e for that assessment 
3. Part appropriate, and part inappropriate for that 
asses'sment 
10.2.6 The work may al~o be considered as:-, 
1. Satisfactory for that assessment 
2. Unsatisfactory for that assessment 
.3. ,Part satisfactory, and part unsatisfactory for that 
,167 
assessment. 
10.2.7 Therefore the work being assessed may be represented 
as:-
" 
"." ,'-!' ", 
~'/ •• I ,I ~ ! \' , -.~:' ;.;., ,~. 
where: 
IN2&3d = two and three dimensional 'information 
ID2&3d = two and three dimensional ideas 
Ac = activities 
Mo. = models of an iconic, analog, symbolic or real 1,a,s,r 
nature 
, n = one or more of 
Note: the representati~n is subject to the remainder of 10.2 
(Fig., 24}.' 
• 
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WORK BEING ASSESSED 
... , , 
' - , ' , 
" 
," -'-,~ '~~.". 1" ': •••• - " : ... " , '. 
I I 
2 & 3D 2 & 3D Activities 
Infonnation Ideas 
l J 
, I I I 
Iconic Analog Symbolic Real 
Model Model Model Nature 
Model 
l I I 
I 
1 Piece ~ Several 
" Pieces 
I 
I 1 I I J 
1 Minor ' 1 Major Several Several Several Several 
Piece Piece Minor Major Minor Major 
Pieces Piece~ Pieces Pieces 
+ + 
1 Major 1 Minor 
Piece Piece 
Fig. 24 Block diagram Qf the work being assessed 
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10.3 The reason ~or,the assessment ." ,- '>. ". ~ "" 
10.3.1 Assessments occur in order:-
1. To transmit inIormation 
2. . To' receive in~ormation - ',',' .' , ' " - ' 
3. To monitor informati'on 
4. To modulate information 
10.3.2 In the sequence of the design process this would 
be:-
1.' For the company to check the work before deciding to 
contract a designer 
2. For the company to check the work of the designer before 
contracting him 
3. For the company to .check their work before briefing the 
designer !' 
4. For the company to brief the designer 
5. ' For the designer to check the' work after a briefing 
6. For the clesigner to identify problems in the work 
7. For the designer to resolve problems in the work 
8. For the designer to check solutions in the work 
9. For the designer to make decisions on the work 
10. For the d'esigner to check the progression of the work 
11: For the designer to check the work before 
subcontracting 
12. For the desig~er to check the progress of the 
subcontract~d work 
13. For the designer to check the su'bcontracted work 
before acceptance 
14. For the designer to check the work before a client 
presentation 
15. For the designer to present the work to the client 
16. For the designer to seek approval of the work from the 
client 
. -. ~"". ' 
,; ."'"' 
·'·'-..0· ••• :. 
17. For the designer to receive instructions from the client 
18. For the company to check the work from the designer 
19. For the company to give approval of the work from the 
designer 
20. For the company to give instructions on the work from 
the' designer 
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21. For the company to' identify problems in the work from 
the designer 
22. For the company to resolve problems in the work from 
the designer 
, - ,23 •. ·For the -company to check solutions in ,the work' from 'the' 
designer 
24. -For the company to make decisions on the work from 
the designer 
25. For'the company to check the work from the. designer, 
after·,the presentation 
26. For the company to assess the work from the designer 
to 'date 
27. For the designer to assess the work for the client to 
date 
10.3.3 Therefore the reason for the assessment may ,be 
represented as: 
(IN t r mm) , , 
where 
IN = information transmitted, received, monitored or t,r,mm 
modul'ated 
Note: the representation is subject to the remainder of 
10.3 (Fig. 25). 
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Fig. 25 Block diagram of the reason for assessme!1 t 
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10.4 The Assessors '-'; 
10.4.1 There are six types of ass'essors :-
1. The designer 
.,' 2. The designer's associates ~ ... " ,.: '~, .:.' ... "~, :-,,: ~~ . ~:,\, .rj:~:' " _ ... """'~:;' ~ 
3. The company engineering personnel 
4. The compapy marketing personnel 
5. The company management personnel 
6. The company. associated client 
10.4.2 Th~re are 63 groupings of assessors:-
1. .Designer only 
2. 
.. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Design associates only 
Designer and de~ign associates 
Company engiJ?-eering 'on~y 
Company marketing only 
Company ~anagement only 
Company associated client only 
Company engineering and marketing 
9. Company engineering and management 
10. Company engineering and associated client 
11. Company engineering, marketing and management 
12. Company engineering, marketing and associated client 
13. Company engineering, marketing, management and 
associated client 
14. Company engineering, 'management and associated client 
15. Compa~y marketing and management 
16. Company marketing, and associated client 
17. Company marketing, management and associated client 
18. Company management and associated client - ~ :-
19. Company engineer and the designer 
20. Company engineer anq. the design'associates 
21" Company engineer, the designer 'and the design associates 
22. Company marketing and the designer 
23. Company marketing and the deSign associates 
24. Company marketing, the designer and the design 
associates 
25. Company management and the designer 
.26. Company management and the design associate 
27. Company management, the designer and the design 
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associate 'r', '. 
28. Company associated client~ and the designer 
29. Company associated client and the design associates 
-'30. Company associated client, the designer and the design 
associat~s 
31. Company engineering, inarketing and the designer 
32.' Company engineering, marketing and the design associates 
33. Company engineering, marketing, the designer and the 
design associates 
34. Company engineering, management and the designer 
35. Company engineering, management and the des.ign associates 
36. ,Co~~any engineering, management, the designer and the 
design associates 
37. Company engineering, associated client and the designer 
38~ Company engineering, associated client and the design 
. assoc~iates 
39. Company engineering, associated -client, the design 
and the design associate 
40. Company engineering, marketing, management and the 
designer 
41. Company eJ.1.gineering, marketing, management and the 
design'associate 
42. Company engineering, marketing, mal?-agement, the designer 
and the design associate 
43. Company engineering, marketing, associated client and 
the designer 
44. Company engineering " marketing, associated client and 
the design associates 
45. Company engineering, marketing, associated client, the 
designer and the design associates 
46. Company engineering, marketing~ management, associated 
client, and the designer 
47. Company engineering, marketing, m~nagement, associated 
client 'and the design associates 
48. Company engineering, marketing, management, associated 
client, the designer and the design associates 
49. Company engineering, management, associated client and 
the designer 
50. Company engineering, management, associated client and 
the design associates 
17'4 
-~ ...... 
51. Company engineering, management, associated client, the 
des~gner and the design associates 
52. Company marketing, management and the designer 
53. Company marketing, management and the design associates 
54. 'Company marketing, management, the designer and the 
design associates 
55. Company marketing, associated client and the designer 
56. Company marketing, associated client and the,design 
associates 
57. ~ompany marketing, associated client, the designer and 
the design associates 
58. Company marketing, management, associated client and the 
designer 
59. Company marketing, management, associated client and 
the design associat~s 
60. Company, marketing" management, .associated client, the' 
designer and the design associates 
61. Company management, associated client and the designer 
62. Company ~anagement, associated client and the.design· 
associates 
63. Company management, associated client, the designer 
and the design associates 
This may be represented as:-
(PD + CP) + (DP x ,CP») /IJ 
where: 
DP = Design personnel 
, , ...... 
CP = Company personnel 
10.4.3 Also the assessment evaluation may'be considered 
as being by:-
1. A single' person only 
2. A single person with a single person confirmation 
3. A single person with a group confirmation 
4. A group only 
5. A group with a single person confirmation 
6. A group with a'group confirmation 
Which will be:-
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'1. In the presence of the designer 
2. In the absence of the designer. with the designe~ being 
oficially informed later 
3. In the absence of the designer with the designer being 
'unofficially informed later ", ...... : ~ ;!:"""" 
4. In'the absence of the designer and the designer 
subsequently is Dot informed 
This may be ,represented as:-
where: 
P
n 
= any number of personnel 
P = any number ,of personnel cchoosing 
, ne . 
* = including or excluding the designer 
10.4.4 Therefore the assessors may be represented as:-
'«DP + CP) + (DP x CP) + (P
n 
+ P
nc
) ± D) 
Note: the representation is subject'to the remainder of 
10.4 (Fig. 26). 
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··10.5 The method of assessment 
rO.5.1 The method of assessment will consist of choices 
10.5.2 The process of choosing-may.be:--
f~- A-simple process 
2~ A long and harrowing process 
to.5.3 The chotces will be, positive, negative or neutral 
and could be qualified by a verbal response:-
1. Fositive, '·1 like that' 
2. Negative, 'I don't like that' 
3. Neutral, 'I din~t knowt 
With the following variations:-
4. Positive positive, 'I like that, and my choices are 
invariably right' 
5. Positive negat;ive, "I like that, 'and my choices are 
invariably wrong.!_ 
6. Positive neutral, 'I like that, and my choices' are 
invariably invalid' , 
7. Negative positive, 'I don't like- :that,· and my choices 
are invariably right' 
8. Negative negative, !I don't like that, and my choices 
are invariably wrong' 
9. Negative neutral~_ 'I don't .like that,and my choices 
are invariably invalid'-
10. Neutral positive, 'I don't know, and-my choices are 
invariably right' 
i1. Neutral negative, 'I don't know, 'and my choices are 
invariably wrong' 
12. Neutral neutral, ' I don't know, a-nd my choices are 
invariably invalid' 
A pleurality of choice will be:-
13. Plural positive, 'I like them all' 
14. Plural negative, 'I don't like any of them' 
15. Plural neutral, 'I laon't-know apout any of them' 
With the following variations:-
16. Plural positive positive, 'I like them all, and my 
choices are invariably right' 
17. Plural positive negative; 'I like them all, and my 
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choices are invariably wrong' ' ~'" '-< 
18. Plural positive neutral, 'I like them all, and my 
choices are invariably invalid' 
19. Plural negative positive, 'I don't like any of them, 
and my choices are invariably right t 
' " " 
20. Plural negative negative, 
' I don't like any of them, 
and my choices are invariably wrong' 
21. Plural negative neutral, 
' I don't like any of them, 
and my, choices are invariably invalid',' 
22. Plural neutral gositive, 'I don't know about any of 
them, and my choices are invariably r.ight' 
23. Plural neutral negative, 'I don't know about any of 
them, and my choices are invariably wrong' 
24. Plural neutral neutral, 'I don't know about any of 
them, and my choices are invariably invalid' 
10.5.4 The choices may be divided by:-
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I 
1. An I bar process such as:-
I bar positive, 'Yes that one' 
I bar ~egative, 'No not. that one' 
I bar neutral, 'Don't know' 
::5I 
2. A T bar process dividing the choices into Yes, and 
No as:-yeTo 
,",..-' 
3. A Y bar process, dividing the choices into Yes, No, 
and Maybe as:- , 
4. An X bar.process dividing the choices into Yes, No, 
Maybe Yes, and Maybe No as:-
• 
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10.5.5 The choic~s available will· be:-
Not kno'wn 1. 
2. Partly known 
3. Totall¥ known 
'·4 • . 'Not known, but eventually partly known ' 
5. 
6. 
Not .known, but eventually total.ly known 
Partly known, but eventually totally known 
1Q.5,6 The ch60sing process may:-
1. Come to a conclusion 
.2. 'Not come to a conclusion 
3. Defer coming to a conclusion 
4. .Become confused 
10.5.7 The choosing process may alsb:~ 
1. Reduce the number of choices available 
2. Keep to the same number of choice~ available 
3. Enlarge th~ number of' choices available 
10.5.8 The choosing will be based on:-
1. The evidence presented • 
2. The evidence implied 
3 • The evidence 
. 
presented and implied 
10.5.9 The opinions for the choosing will be from:-
1. The people present 
2. Implied on behalf of people absent but with a vested 
interest in the choosing 
3. Implied on behalf of the ultimate consumer 
·10.5.10 Therefore the method of assessment may be 
represented as:- . 
(Cl T Y x) , , , 
where: 
C = I bar, T bar, Y bar or X bar choosing methods I,T,Y,X 
.. 
Note: the representation is subject to the remainder of 
10.5 (Fig. 27) 
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Fig. 27 Block diagram.of the method of assessment 
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10.6 The environment o.f assessment 
10.6.1 There are five main locations for assessment 
2. Company location 
2. Company associated cilient location 
'3. Designer's location ') • I, "-. ~, 
4. Designer's associated location 
5. A neutral location 
10.6.2 In the client location the environment may be:-
1. Company reception area location 
2. Company open plan work bench location 
3. Company open plan drawing board location 
4. Company open plan office desk location, 
'5. Company small office work bench location 
6. Company small office drawing board location 
7. Company small office desk location 
8. Company office with'conference desk location 
9. Company conference room location 
10. Company l'ecture theatre location' 
'--
10.6.3 In the associated location the environment may b~:-
1. Company associated client reception area location ~ 
)i~' 2. Company associated client open plan 
3. Company associated client open plan 
work bench locat?~n, 
d . b d /' rawlng oar 
location 
4. Company associated client open plan office desk location 
5. Company associated client small office work bench 
location 
6. Company associated client small office drawing board 
location 
7. Company associated client small -office desk location 
'8. Company associated client office with conference desk 
location 
9. Company associated client conference room location 
10. Company associated client le~ture theatre loca~ion 
10.6.4 In the designer's location the environment may be:-
1. Designer's house location 
2. Designer's studio location 
3. Designer's workshop location 
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",.,' 
~.Designer's conference room locatiori 
10.6.5 In the designer's associated loca~ion the 
environment may be:-
1., "Designer's associat~s house location· 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Designer's 
Desi.gner's 
. 
'Designer's 
associatds studio location 
associatds workshop location 
associatds conference room location, 
10.6.6. 'In a neutral location the enyironment may be:-
1. Any place and appropriate for assessment 
2. Any place and inappropriate for assessment 
10.6.7 Principally the locations are interior, but 
allowance must be made for exterior locations. 
1. Interior locations 
2. Exteriorlocations 
10.6.8 The lighting for the interior locations , may be:-
'1. Daylight only 
2., Daylight plus artificial supplementary lighting 
3. Daylight plus permanent artificial supplementary 
lighting 
I. P t t . f' . I I .Jk:?t . I ~. ermanen ar 1 lCla ~/~~n lng on y, 
10.6;9 The lighting for the exterior locations may be:-
1. Daylight only 
2., Half light only 
3. Half light plus artificial supplementary lighting 
4. Artificial lighting only 
10.6.10 Location control: of the five main locations for 
assessment only one is within the designer's control:-
1. The designer's location 
10.6.11 The environment of the assessment may be 
represented as:-
(L ) 
c, ca, d, da, ne • 
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where: 
Le = company location 
L = company associated client's lo~ation 
ca 
Ld = designer's location 
'''Lda'- designer's associated location 
Lne = neutral location 
co' 
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Fig. 28 Block diagram of the environments of asse~sment 
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,- 10.7 The 'stage in the design process 
10.7.1 At the beginning of the association of the 
consultant industrial ~esignera:Q-dhisindustrial clients, 
. ' ·the company may, or may ·not,. assess 'the -designer's work. ,'.{,.:; 
10.7.2, At the brie~ing of the designer by any of the 
company personnel there may, or may not, be an assessment. 
10.7.3 Within a design phase there may, or may not, be an 
assessment: 
1. Before a design process 
2. During a design process 
3. - After a design process 
10~7.3 Within an .industrial production phase there may, or 
may not~ be an assessmerit 
10.7.4 Within an industrial marketing phase there may, or 
may not, be an assessment. 
10.7.5 After the design and industrial phases there may, 
or may not, be an assessment of the product. 
10.7.6" After the design and industrial phases there may, 
"or may not, be an assessment of the designer's capabilitieS 
with a view to future association. 
10.7.7 There may, or may not, be an assessment before 
·a--client presentation. 
10.7.8 At a client presentation there may, or may not, be 
an assessment 
10.7.9 After a client presentation with, or without, an 
assessment there may, or may not, be an assessment. 
10.7.10 The assessment may be:-
1. Unexpected and unprepared for 
2. Unexpected and prepared for 
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. 3 •.. Expected and unprepared for 
4. Expected and prepared for 
10.7.11 The assessment may occur:-
1. once at the same meeting. in ·the 
. ,'-':', -' .-.:.-, .. 
same location -~, _ ~: :~~~' >'r, ~"i'~:':i 
2. More than once in the same meeting, at the same location 
3. More than once in more than one ineeting, in the same 
location. 
4. More than-once in more than one meeting, in different 
locations. 
10.7.12 Therefore the stage in the design process may be 
represented as:-
wh~re : 
PD = the des~gn process 
Sn = the stuges in the design process 
Note.: the representation is subject to the remainder-of 
10.7 (Fig. 29). 
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Fig~ 29 Block diagram of the stages in the design process 
when the possibility of .visual assessment occur. 
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10.8 Synthesis o:f constituents 
; , 
10.8.1 The six main groupings of factors that form the 
constituents of visual assessment methods may be expressed 
'., 
'. "'-,; ~ '~ . .. ", -:' . --~ ":;. ,-;:.:- ,.,: 
where: 
VA = the visual assessment 
F = a function of n 
a = an aspect of n 
W = the work being assessed 
R = the reason :for the assessment 
A = the assessors 
M = the method of assessment, 
E = the environment of assessment 
S = the stage in the design process 
10.8.2 These constituents may be further expressed as: 
2. R =F9(INt ) 2 _ ,r,mm a 
3. A = F 3« DP + cp) + (DP x CP) + (p + P ) + D)a3 n nC! 
-
4. M = F4 (C1 T Y X)a4 , , , 
5. E = F (L ) 5 c,ca,d,da,ne a5 
6. S = F6 ( PD(Sn» a6 
where: 
---1-. « IN2&3d' ID2&3d,AC)-(HO i , a, s, r) (n}) = two and th'ree 
dimensional information ,two and three dimensional ideas and 
activities expressed in iconic, analog, symbolic or actual 
nature models, in terms of one or more than one of, as 
explained in 10.2, and subject to the reaminder of 10.2. 
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2. (INt ) = information transmitted,- received, monitored ,v,mm 
or modulated as explained in 10.}, and subject to the 
remainder of 10.3. 
"'3: - (DP+CP} + (DPxCP)- + -(p +P- ) + D) = the design-
n nc -
.. ' -
personnel and the company personnel" in terms of any number 
of _persons, with any number of' persons -choosing, with, "or 
without, the designer being present. "As explained in_ 
10.4, and subject to the remainder of 10.4. 
4. "(Cl T Y x) = I bar~ T bar, Y bar or X bar choosing 
, , , 
methods, as explained in 10.5, and subject to the remainder 
of 10.5. 
5. (L d d " ) = Company location, company associated 
c,ca, , a,ne 
location, designers location, designers associated location 
or a neutral location, as explain-ed in 1~.6, and subject 
to the "remainder of lb.6. 
6.- (PD(Sn» = The stages in_ the design process, as explained 
in 10.7, and subject to the remainder of 10.7. 
10.8.3 Therefore VA = (F1Wal+F2Ra2+F3Aa}+FqMaq+F5Ea5 
+F6Sa6) 
may be further expressed as (Fig. 30). 
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'F'3' ((DP+CP) + (DPxCP) '+ (P.+P ) + D)' . -
n,,, nc a3 
VA = 
F (L ) 5 c,ca,d,da,ne a5 
F 6 (PD ( Sn ) ) a6' 
Fig. 30 
10.8.4 Further, we may regard aspects of the visual. 
assessment as: 
1. The work being assessed in a state of being pushed or 
pulled to the visual assessment by the.reason of the th~« 
. // 
assessment. 
As depicted by (Fig. 31): 
( IN ) 
t,r,mm 
(IN2&3d' ID , Ac ) ( Mo. )( » . 2&3d 1, a, s, r n 
Fig. 31 
,-
2-. The method of assessment as practiOd by the' 
assessors in the environment of assessment . 
• 
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As depicted by {Fig,. 32): . ' . > • .fT,:: ,. :,,' 
( ( DP + GP ,) + ( DP x CP) + (P + P ) + D) 
n ne-
.. : .. ' 
,''', ,:". 
(C ) 
I, T, Y;X 
Fig. 32 
3. The stage in the design process considered as the two 
, 
parallel activities o~,the client's product planning, and· 
·the designer's activities. 
As depicted by (Fig. 33): 
Fig. 33 
elienf s product planning 
>expressed as a .network of 
activities and events 
joint events 
~ _ designer's activities 
~expressed as a series 
of events 
4. Time in the project development may be eA~ressed as a 
progression o:f visual assessments such that (Fig. 34): 
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J':', 
I 
, 
i 
c 
'\ 
", .... : 
'---c 
{'I ~n+l, 1\+2, 1\+3. 
Fig. 34 
10.8.5 These as~ects may be assembled to 10rm a model for 
visual assessment methods, as depicted by (Fig. 35): 
.. 
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1.--,- . -
A./I (I r . ..J~·~., ",:/1:- c:\..--ut> ..... --.\ 
1,Y'" '-" 'V" 1-'1/"'" '-. , i' ,I / 
«DP + CP ) + (DP x CP ) + (P + P ) + D) 
, n ne 
(I~ ) . 
t,r,mm 
(PD(S » 
n 
(L ) 
e,ea,d,da,ne 
~\ ...... ~~n 
«I~2&3d' ID2&3d' Ac)(Mo. ») ( \ \ 1, a, S, r (n 
~ .. /\ r,ulv~ , 
"vYvv IJ-' 
, (VA 
, n+l,n+2,n+3, n+n) 
" 
,Fig. ,35 Model depictiRg ,the visual assessment method 
\ 
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11. CONCLUSIONS' -: ,~' 
11.1 Visual assessment methods used by designers in 
Industry may be represented by four models: 
I~. -
\":"!" ,'1·.' A word mod'el (Fig. 36) P., ,'.:.~'; c;·/,r'.,:,,:;' :.,;!'/.':, .. '~'. _, ...... >', .. ;.('.;:,.~,'., 
2. An alpha numeric model (Fig. 37) 
3. An alpha numeric and illustrative model (Fig. '38) 
4~, A block diagram model (Fig. 39) 
11.2 While compiling this research project the author was 
struck by the following three points:-. " 
11.2.1 There is very little published work on the theory 
and practice of industrial design consultancy. Van 
Doren's publication of 1940, 'Industrial Design' (Ref. 20) 
ii the only substantial work on the subject that the 
author has found. It is acknowledged that industrial J 
,design consultancy i~ a 'produce or perish' profession, as // - Jl: 
opposed to a 'publish or perish' profession. This may be /~ 
a reason for a ~ack of published information. V 
rtV 9:V' 
\J! r -..J 
11.2.2 There exists a body of knowledge on various ~,;;L<"'. 
sophisticated techniques and aspects of designing under 
the genoral heading of design methods, but this knOWledgif/, 
seems rE'mote from the practice of industrial design r/ 
. / 
consultancy. 
11.2.3 It appears that the Industrial Design Consultant 
has very little control over his: work when it is in the 
-hands of the company. Conversely, the company has probably 
very little control over its work while it is in the hands 
of the Industrial Design Consultant • 
• 
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Visual assessments 
are functions of 
1. The wor~ being assesf?ed 
2. The reason for the assessment 
3. The assessors 
4. The method of assessment 
5. The environment of assessment 
6. The stage in the design process 
Fig., 36 A word model of visual assessment methods 
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FI «IN2 &3d' ID2&3d' Ae )(Mo, )( » I 1, a, S, r n a 
F (IN ) 2 t, r, mm a2 
F.3«DP + CP ) + (DP x CP ) + (P +'p ) ± D ) 3 n ne a 
'VA= 
'F (L ) S e,ea,d,da,ne as 
where: 
an explanation is given in ID.Synthesis 
Fig. 37 An alpha numeric model of visual assessment 
methods 
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«DP + CP ) + (DP x CP ) + (P +.p ) + D) 
n ne 
(IN ) 
t,r,m~ . 
(C ) 
_. I,T,Y,X. 
(PD(S H 
-n 
(~ ) 
e,ea,d,da,ne 
(VA-
n+l, n+2, ri+3, n+n) 
where: 
an explanation is given in 10 Synthesis 
Fig. 38 An alpha numeric and illustrative model of 
visual assessment methods 
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: J- ' f All the Possible Choices To rf 1 Minor 
Monitor , Piece 
Infonnation 
YesI 
Yes I No I No To ,-:r ~ To i 1 Major Transmit ~ Receive i ""- Piece ? 
'Infonnation Infonnation 
To c- 2 & 3D Iconic ~ Several 
Modulate Information Model r-- Minor MaY/ Maybe Information ! Piec,es i No I 
Yes No 2 & 3D An~log r- 1 Piece Several Yes, No 
- Ideas Morlel r- r- - Major " 
.' sal.. I Pieces aqAaw ~ l- f t-f 
" " 
Activities S~bolic Several Several 
Q. REASON ,~ Model Pieces Minor r.- I I- ..... The Choices Wanted I Pieces 
1 i METHOD WORK , + 
R,e~l 1 Major 
.-i 
L N atLr re ~ Company Engineering ~ Piece Designer, Model Personnel c 
~ .I Several 1 Person ASSESS07 Major H VISUAL Company Marketing , , D' ~ Pieces ASSESSMENT, , ,1' Person + 1 Person Personnel J I- i + Confirmation : 
- . 
. 
, 
-
,- I Minor Company Management - - ; , ---
" Piece Group of Persons ~ Personnel " C; -y,-----. - -- ~ , , , . --. - ..,--- , .- -..,-..... __ .- - -~-" •• _~_. ___ •• "0.' .... - .. -- --- '"-~--- .. - --. - ~ ~-Group of Persons Company Associated ENVIRONMENT - STAGE -' 
+ Single Person I- Clie~t ' ! 
-
Confirmation ~ -
- Designers 
. i Group of Persons + ' Associate I 
I Group of Persons I-
Confimation ~ Designer Client I 
. Presenti,tion 
T , 
: I I [ I - , - I I , 
Company Company Neutral Designers Designers - ,Company Company Design Indusr:rial Industrial Company 
t Location Associated Location Location Associated Contacts Briefs Phase Production Marketing Re-assess 
Location Location Designer Designer Phas€l Phase Designer 
, 
Fig. 39 A block diagram model of visual assessment methods 
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11.3 While reconsidering the field data the author vias m?de aware of the 
following points: -
11. 3.1 The case study data presented are unique in industrial design consultancy 
at the present time but there are a number of limitations inherent in them. 
!hese limitations obviously could also affect the valididity of the models derived 
from the analysis. Any future readers who may wish to use the case study 
data, or apply the theoretical models, should be aware of these limitations. 
11.3.2 The heart of the problem in collecting case study ~ata is the validity and 
reliability of the observer and his method. The propositions are either intense 
. ' 
participation and personal subjectivity or non- involvement and personal . 
objectivity • 
In collecting data the observer has to: 
1.Accumulate as much data as possib~ 
·,-__ l. " 
2.Not influence that data and data source in obtaining it. 
, , 
. " 
" "" 
If the observer becorries too involved he may collect additional data but he will 
. . 
\ 
-
, '. 
begin to subjectively bias that data.' .The d~ta may become valid bllt ~nreliable. ' 
- .' ~ ",. - -,." .'. - '. -.. ' " - ,... 
Cpnverseiy if 'the ~bserv·~r'· is' less· iliv~l v~cr he ~~y 'fail to '~bllect 'sufficient ," - , .. ~.' ',. ,., 
data, however, the data he does collect will be subjectively unbiased. 'The . 
.. data may become reliable rut unvalid. 
- . . 
11.3.3 All the case histories sampled were practised by the author, collated 
. . 
by the author, and analysed by the author, and this will obviously add a 
subje'ctive bias by the author to the results. The author; tried to compensate for 
this by' calibrating his research results against established data, however, the 
established data were thin and the calibration could be suspect .. 
11.3.4 No weighting was giyen to the consideration of the personality of the 
personnel involved in the sampling. It could be considered that an extreme we,ak 
or strong personality could have biasep the results •. 
,For example in presentation for assessment the personality of the de~igner as.' 
demonstrated by his· confidence and competence in his presentation techniques 
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Should be further cmsidered and also the receptiveness of his audience. 
Obviously and audience with an hostile attitude to the designer will create 
extra difficulties during the visual assessment. 
In the visual assessment model, (Fig. 37) the author \\Q uld consider 
personality to be implicit in tl1e presence or absence of the personnel 
in that line devoted to the assessors. Any further data would form a subsection 
• to this line. 
11.3.5 Also no weighting was given to the degree of commitment involved to 
. derive a satisfactory design sqlution. It could be considered that the commitment 
-' 
of the designer to the design service he is providing and the commitment of . 
the company to derive a satisfactory product w,ould have further .biased the 
results. 
For example if the designer were at the beginning of his career in industrial 
qesign consultancy the need to produce a 'good' design to satisfy his industrial 
clients and enhance his career prospects would intensify his commitment to " 
I 
~ ...... the succes;=> ~+ the .. design so lutiqnthat h~ is .p;.es~nt,ing. : . Alternati ye~y ... if ~'.::'. :i,:", :,.:,~.-:'" 
'" : ':' t.ii~Lde~igri~~ ~~~ "~i :th~"~~~:'oi h'ts 'ca~e'~~"i~' i~d~s~~ial 'desi~ ~on~ultallcy ,> .' ".; 
then the need to produce yet another 'good' design to satisfy yet another '.' 
industrial client may result in a lower drive incentive to the commitment for 
the success of his design solution. 
In'the visual assessment model. (Fig. 37) the author would consider the 
amount of co'mmitment involved to be a subsection of that line devoted to . 
\ 
the assessors ~ 
. . 
11.3 Jj On any further similar case study in vestigat ion the author W) uld 
recommend the use of standard personality inventories as a matter of form •. 
Although it is appreciated that the act of gathering the personality inventories 
. would contaminate the sample group and bias the data accordingly. 
11. 3. 7 The author would further recommend that any future investigator 
using' a case study approach to industrial design consultancy should consid.er 
experimenting. with a different approach to his task • 
. For example the investigat?r may decidet.o carry out his field studies in a 
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role other than that of the principal industrial design consultant concerned. 
He may also decide to use more than one i'adustrial design consultant, and 
. a greater variety of product types from different companies. . 
Consideration ,should be given to an investigation of the practice 'of ,an 
industrial design consultancy from the viewpoint of his industrial clients..·: 
although the author appreciated the difficulties in obtaining case study 
information on this type of employment from industrial sources. 
11.3.8 In industrial design the practice is concerned with qualifiable data 
rather than quantifiable data, and with visual data rather than numerical 
dat a. As will be appreciated qualifiable visual data is difficult to collect and 
. collate compared with quantifiable numerical data. 
. " 
Handling qualifiable visual data is one of the major problems we are faced 
with in industr:~l qesign research • 
.... - : 
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12.2 Detailed Analysis of.the Case Studies 
12.2.1 The subject of the visual assessments in the case 
studies sequentially are:-
1.1 Existing range of-products· 
1.2 Coiou~ cards 
1.3 Colour cards 
1.4 Displayed colour cards 
1.5 Colour cards 
1.6 Displayed colour schemes 
1.7 Displayed colour schemes 
1.8 Prototype appearance model 
1.9 Prototype appearan~e model and possibly other designs 
2.1 Existing range of company:products 
2.2 Design options on a diagram. 
2.3 Coloured full size block models 
2.4 Cardboard appearance models 
2.5 Cardboard appearance models 
2.6 Cardboard appearance models 
2.7 A finished appearance model 
2.8 A finished appearance model 
3.1 Existing products, manufacturers' brochures and product 
planning charts 
3.2 D~sign matrices drawings 
3.3 12 appearance drawings 
3.4 12 appearance drawings 
3.5 Design drawings 
3.6 3 cardboard models 
3.7 4 cardboard models 
Design drawings 
2 c~rdboard models 
A cardboard model 
A sele~tion of colour cards 
16 colour permutation models 
Pre-production model 
Pre-production model 
An appearance model 
", "I ' 3.8 
3.9 
3.10 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
4.5 
4.6 
4.7 
4.8 
An appearance moqel + new construction model 
2 structural models 
2 structural models 
A3 
4'.9 16 colour permutation models' 
4.10 A structural model 
4.11 A structural model 
4.12 Pre-production model 
4.13 COlo'ur samples ' ;" ~, 
- ' 
" ~~:~,~"' J •• '. 
5.1 An existing company ,product 
5.2 2 appearance models 
5.3 2-appearance models 
6.1 An existing 'company product 
6.2 An existing company product-
6.3: 3 appearance models 
7.1 A photoanalysis of the existing product and a sheet 
of design proposals 
7.2 A photoanalysis of the existing product and a sheet 
of'design proposals 
7.3 A dummy product 
7.4 A dummy product 
7.5 A dummy product 
7.6 A dUIlllP..y.product and artwork 
7.7 An existing product 
7.8· A dummy product and artwork 
8.1 
8.2 
8.3 
8.4 
9.1 
9.2 
9.3 
9.4 
'9.5 
9.6 
9.7 
9.8 
9.9 
10.1 
10.2 
11.1 
11.2 
11.3 
11.4 
Existing company product 
Design drawings and 2 appearance models 
2 appearance models 
An appearance model 
Graphic design drawings' 
Graphic design drawings 
A report 
A report 
Design sketches 
Graphic design sketches 
Graphic simulations 
Production simulations 
Product'simulations 
Design sketches and models 
Design sketches and models 
Existing company product 
Existing company ~roduct and design sketches 
An appearance model 
Finished model 
A4 
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11. 5 Finished model 
12.1 Existing company model 
12.2 . Existing company product, competitor product and 
design sketches 
'. ".". '. 12.3 
12.4 
12.5 
13.1 
13.2 
13.3 
13.4 
Finished appearance :model 
Finished appearance model 
Finished appearance model 
Drawings on graph paper 
Drawings on graph paper 
Print-out from a machine 
.1-: 
Actual machine print-out, photoenlargements and 
graphic representations 
13.5 Actual mac'hine print-out, photoenlargements and 
. graphic representations 
13.6 Drawings on graph paper 
13.7 
14.1 
Drawings and patt~rns on graph paper 
Existing product housing, prototype product, 
engineering drawings 
14.2 
14.3 
14.4 
Engineering drawings + design sketches 
Design and engineering drawings 
Engineering drawings, design matrix drawings, volume 
'and idea models 
14.5 Engineering drawing,s, design matrix drawings, volume 
and idE.:a models 
14.6 Wooden models and ergonomic aspects 
14.7 Volume and assembly models 
14.8 Volume models 
14.9 Volume models and logic diagrams, 
14.10 Volume models, logi,c diagrams and ergonomic 
simulations 
·14.11 Prototype model drawings 
14.12 Prototype model drawings 
15.1 Existing company products 
15.2 Presentation drawings + 2 volume models 
15.3 Presentation drawings + 2 volume models 
15.4 Presentation drawings + 2 volume models 
15.5 Presentation drawings + 2 volume models 
15.6 Design drawings 
• 
15,.7 Design drawings 
15.8 Presentation drmvings + 2 cardboard models 
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. 15.9 
15.10 
15.11 
15.12 
".:".1'5.13 
15.14 
16.1 
16.2 
16.3 
16.4 
16.5 
16.6 
16.7 
16.8 
16.9 
16.10 
17.1 
17.2 
17.3 
17.4 
17.5 
17.6 
18.1 
18.2 
18.3 
18.4 
18.5 
18.6 
18.7 
18.8 
Presentation drawings + 2 cardboard models 
Design drawings 
Design drawings 
2 finished appearance' models 
2 finished appearance models· 
2 finished appearance models 
Design analysis sketches 
Appearance models 
Finished models 
Design diagrams 
Finished appearance models 
Appearance models 
Finished life size drawings 
Finished life size drawings 
Design detail drawings 
2 appearance models 
Existing product range 
Design diagram .sketches 
Design drawings 
Finished models 
Presentation models and written specifications 
Finished models 
Sketches and components 
Existing products' 
Design sketches 
Cardboard model 
Cardboard "model 
Existing components and sketches 
Design sketches and cardboard models 
8 cardboard models 
.A finished cardboard model 
Several rough cardboard models 
Sophisticated cardboard model 
18.12 Design sketches 
18.9 
18.10 
18.11 
'18.13. 2 sophisticated cardboard models 
18.14 
18.15 
18.16 
18.17 
18.18 
2 sophisticated cardboard models 
Design sketches and components 
Design sketches ~nd cardboard models 
2 cardboard models 
Sketches on paper 
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·18.19· 
18.20 
18.21 
18.22 
18.23 
18.24 
18.25 
18.26 
18.27 
18.28 
18.29 
18.30 
18.31 
18.32 
18.33 
.18.34 
18.35 
18.36 
19.1 
19t2 
19.3 
20.1 
20.2 
20.3 
20.4 
Design sketches, components. and cardboard models 
Design sketches and cardboard models 
Design sketches and cardboard models 
Design sket·ches and a cardboard model 
Working prototype model 
General appearance models 
Engineering drawings and cardboard ·model· 
Design sketches 
Block model 
Design sketches + block model 
Design sketches + components 
Design sketches + components 
.Design sketches + components 
Artwork 
Artwork + components 
Fin~shed appearance model 
Finished appearance model 
Finished appearance model 
Design sketches 
Appearance model 
Appearance model 
Sketches + existing prototypes 
Design sketches 
Constructed displays 
Constructed displays 
This may be summarised as:- I, 1. 2 arid J dimensional information 2. 2 and 3 dimensional ideas 
3. Activities 
• 
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12.2.2 Th~ reasons for the case study visual assessments 
sequentially are:-
1.1 To examine the present market, discuss improveme~ts 
and brief the designer 
1.2 To check design options ·.·c '.:., . 
... "", " -~ '., .. .., . -
1.3 To check the work before a. client p~esentation 
1.4 To present th.e work and seek instructions 
1.5 To make design decisions 
1.6 To' present the wo-rk and seek i'nstructions 
1.7 To assess the work to date 
1.S To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
1.9 To present the work and discuss future product 
. planning 
2.1 'To examine the existing market and brief the desigrier. 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2.S 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.6 
3.7 
--.' -3.S 
3.9 
3.10 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
To select design options 
To check design decisions, 
To check the wor~before a clie~t presentatioti 
'To ,present the work, to seek approval and instructions' 
To present the work, to seek approval and instructions 
-To check the'work before a client presentation 
To present the work, to seek approval and instruction5 
To examine the present market and brief the designer 
To select design options 
To check the.~ork before a client present~tion 
To present the work, to seek approval and instructions 
To select and check design decisions 
To check. the work before a client presentation 
To present the work, to seek approval and instructions 
To select design options 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To present the work, to seek approval and instructions 
To select design options 
To check the .work before a -cl ient presentation 
To assess th~ work of company engineers 
4.4 To examine the work of the company engineers and-
discover design options . 
4.5 Tb check the work before a client presentati6n 
4.6 To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
4.7 To check the work before a- client presentation 
4.S To present the work, to seek approval and instructions, 
4.9 To gather design data 
AS 
4.10 
4.11 
4.12' 
4.13 
5.1 
5.2 
5.3 
6.1 
6.2 
6.3 
7.1 
" , I ,~ , '"'~ -,- t· <, ,> _ "'" ..... , r •• .:,,' ~._ _ , '.. , ",~" ' • 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To present the work, to seek approval and instructions 
To present the work and seek approval 
To check des'ign and production tolerances 
To examine the existing product and.brief the designer 
To check the work before a client p~esentation .. ' 
To present the work, to seek approval and instructions 
To examine the present pro.duct and brief the designer 
To examine the present product and decide what to do 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To examine the existing product and design options 
7.2 To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
7.3 To check the work before a.client presentation 
7.4 To present the work, seek approval and inst~ctions 
7~5 To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
7.6 To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
7.7 To present the work and receive instructions 
7.8 To piesent the work; seek ~pproval and instructions 
8.1 To examine the present product and. brief the designer 
8.2 
8.3 
'8.4 
9.1 
9.2 
9.3 
9.4 
9.5 
9.6 
9.7 
9.8 
.9.9 
10.1 
10.2 
11.1 
11.2 
11. 3 
11.5 
12.1 
12.2 
To 
To 
To 
To 
check the work before a.client presentation 
present the 'wo~k, seek approval and instructions 1 
check the work before a client presentation ~ 
check the work before a .client presentation 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To examine the work, seek approyal and instructions' 
To check the work and make decisions 
To present the work and seek future development 
To check the work 
To check the work before a client presentation 
Tb present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To check the work before. a client presentation 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To examine the present product and brief the designer 
To select design options 
To assess the ~ork before a client presentation 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To examine the present product and brief the designer 
To select design options 
.1.9 
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12.3 To check the work before a client presentation 
12.4 'To present the work and seek approval, 
12.5 To present the work to company personnel and discu~s 
the future 
13.1 
13.2 
13.3 
13.4 
13.5 
Toe~amine,design proposals 
To s~lect design options 
~',. ~ -» 
',-,--. \ :,' 
,To examine the design implementations 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To present the wqrk, reduce the design options and 
receive instructions 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To examine the present work and brief the designer 
To examine the design options 
To examine the design options 
To check the work before a. client presentation 
, . ~ , 
_ :~ •• 1,.! . "'.:"" 
13.6 
13.7 
14.1 
14.2 
14.3 
14.4 
14~5 
14.6 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To examine the work done and specify future work 
'14.7 
'14.8 
14.9 
'14.10 
14.,11 
14.12 
15.1 
To examine the work before'a client presentation 
To examine the work and specify future work 
To exa~ine the work and specify, future work 
To examine the work and specify future work 
To examine the work to dat~ 
To examine the work to date 
To exami~e the existing product and brief the 
designer 
15.2 To check the work before a client presentation 
"'15.3 To present the \vork, see~ approval and instructions 
15.4 To check the work before a ~lient presentation 
15.5 To present ~hework, seek approval and instructions 
15.6 To check the work before production, 
15.7 
15.8 
-15.9 
15.10 
15.11 
-15.12 
15.13 
15.14 
16.-1 
To present the work for production 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To check the work before production 
To present the work for production 
To examine the work before acceptance 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To present the work, seek'approval and instructions 
"~ ·examine the work to date 
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16.2 
16.3 
16.4 
16.5 
·16.6 
16.7 ' 
16.8 
16.10 
17.1 
17.2 
17.3 
17.4 
17.5 
17.6 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To examine the design options 
To check the work before.a client presentation 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To check ~he work:before a client presentation 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To examine the present market 
To examine design options 
To check the work before production 
To check the work before acceptance 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To present ,the work, seek approval and instructions 
18.1 To examine design proposals, components and'brief 
the designer 
18.2 To examine existing products and brief the designer 
18.3 To examine the design options' 
18.4 To check the' work before a client presentation 
18.5 To present the worl(" seek approval and instruct ions 
18.6 
18.7 
18.8 
18.9 
18.10 
T'o examine design data and receive instructions 
To check the work before a client presentation 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To present the work and seek appr?val 
To check the work 
18.11 ,To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
18~12 To examine the existing work and brief the, designer 
18.13 To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
18.14 To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
18.15 To examine the existing design 
18.16 To check the work before a client presentation 
18.17 To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
18.18 To check the work before a client presentation 
18.19 To examine the work to date 
18.20, To check the work before a client presentation 
18.21 To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
18.22 
18.23 
18.24 
18.25 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To examirie trie work of company engineers 
. 
To check the work before production 
To present the work for production 
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18.26' To check the work 
18.27 
18.28 
18.29 
18.30 
18.31 
18.32 
To check the work, before acceptance 
To present the wo-rk, seek approval and instructions 
To check the work before production 
To present the work for production '".~ . 
. , . 
To present and examine the wdrk before production 
To check the work, before production 
. 18.33 
18.34 
18.35 
18~36 
19.1 
19.2 
19.3 
To present the work for production 
To check the work before acceptance 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions' 
To present' the work, seek approval and instructions 
To examine the design options 
To 'check the w~~k' befor~ a c1-:l,e~t. __ presentation 
, .,-:.' " . :;. 
To present the work, seek ~pproval and instructions 
'20.1 
20.2 
20.3 
To examine the present products and brief the designer 
To examine the design options 
To examine and check the ~ork before a client 
presentation 
20.4 To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
This may be summarised as:-
To examine existing situations .. 
To brief the designer 
To check the design progression 
To make decisions 
.To check before a client pr~seritation 
To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
To check-~ork other than the designer's 
• 
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12.2.3 The personnel involved in the case study visual 
assessments sequentiallY,are:-
1.1 Industrial Designer + 5 marketing men 
1.~ Industrial Designer 
1."3 ' Industrial Designer 
\- ,.' I~' 
1.4 Industrial Designer + 5 
-., -,' .,. ~ , ~. ~ 
marketing men 
1.5 Industrial Designer 
,1.6 Industrial Designer 
,;.J ' • 
,<;r •• ~ "' • 
1.7 Industrial Designer + associates + 2' marketing, men 
1.8 Industrial Designer +' 2 marketing men 
1.9 Company personnel 
2.1 Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
-2.2 Industrial Designer-
2.3 Industrial Designer + 2 marketing men 
2.4 Industrial Designer, 
2.5 Industrial Designer + 1 marketing man 
2.6 Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
2.-7 Industrial Designer 
2.8 Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
3.1 Industrial Designer + 2' marketing men 
3.2 Industrial De3igner 
3.3 Industrial Designer 
3.4 Industrial Designer + 2-4 marketing men 
3.5 Industrial Designer 
3.6 Industrial Designer 
3.7 Industrial Designer + 2 engineers + 2 marketing 
3.8 Industrial Designer 
3.9 Industrial Designer 
3.10 Industrial Designer + 2 marketing men 
4.1 Industrial Designer + 1 associate 
4.2 Design studio personnel 
4.3 Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 2 engineers 
+ 1 marketing man 
-4.4 ,Industrial Designer + 3 associated + 1 company _ 
-manager 
4.5 __ Design office personnel 
4.6 Industrial Designer + 3 associates + 1 manager 
+ 4 engineers + 3 marketing men 
4.7 
. -4.8 
4.9 
Design studio personnel 
-Industrial Designer + 3 associates + 3 engineers 
Company engineers 
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',' 4.10 Design studio' personnel 
4.11 Industrial Designer + 3 associates + 3' engineers 
4.12 Industrial Designer + 1 marketing man 
4.13 Industrial Designer ~ 
'~, '", :.' 5.,1 Industrial Designer +' 2 associates + 4:' engineers .\ -,;.¥: 
"" 
5.2 Industrial Designer + associate 
5.3 Industrial Designer + 1 engineer 
6.1 Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 5 engineers 
6.2 Industrial Designer + associates 
6.3 Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 5 engineers 
7.1 Industrial Designer 
7.2 Industrial Designer + 1 assistant + 2 engineers 
+ 2 marketing men + a manager 
7.3 Industrial Designer 
,7.4 Industrial Designer + 2 engineers 
7.5 Industrial Designer + 2 engineers 
7.6 Industrial Designer + 2 engineers 
7.7 Industrial Designer +' 2 engineers 
7.8 Industrial Designer + 2 enginel"rs 
8.1 Industrial Desig~er + 2 engineers 
8.2 'Ind.ustrial Designer 
8.3 Industrial Designer + 1 engineer 
8.4 Industrial Designer 
9.1 L'1dustrial Designer 
9.2 Industrial Designer + 1 manager 
9.3 Inilustrial Designer + associates 
.,' 9.4 Industrial Designer + 1 manager 
9.5 Industrial Designer 
9.6 Industrial Designer + 1 associated engineer 
9.7 Industrial Designer 
9.8 Industrial Designer + associate 
9.9 Industrial Designer + 1 manager 
10.1 Industrial Designer 
10.2 .Industrial Designer + 1 engineer 
11.1 Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
11.2 Industrial Designer 
11.3 Industrial D~signer 
11.4 Industrial Desigl1er 
11.5 Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
12.1 Industrial Designer + 1 engineer + 1 marketing man 
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~+ 1 manager 
12.2 Industrial Designer 
12.3 Industrial Designer 
Industrial Designer + 1 marketing man 
-" 
12.4 
12.5 Unknown company personnel 
J .' _, _; ~ " , ,r " 
13.1 
13.2 
13.3 . Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 1 engineer 
13.4 Industrial Designer + associate 
13.5 Industrial Designer +-1 associate + 1 manager 
+ 1 client manager. + 1 client engineer 
13.6 Industrial Designer + associate 
13.7 Industrial Designer + associate 
14.1 Industrial Designer + 2 associates +7 engineers 
14.2 Industrial Designer + associates 
'14.3 Industrial Designer + 3 associates 
14.4 Industrial Designer + 3 .associates 
14.5 Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 7 engineers 
14.6 Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 2 engineers 
14.7· Industrial Designer 
14.8 Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 2 engineers 
14.9 Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 2 engineers 
14.10 Industrial Designer + 2 associates + 2 engineers 
14.11 Indllstrial Designer + 1 engineer 
14.12 Industrial Designer + 1 engineer 
15.1 Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
15.2 Industrial Designer 
15.3 Industrial Designer + 4 marketing men 
-15.4 Industrial Designer 
15.5 Industrial Designer + 2 marketing men 
15.6 Industrial Des,igner 
15.7 Industrial-Designer + Modelmaker 
15.8 Industrial Designer 
15.9 Industrial Designer + 2 marketing men 
15.10 Industrial Designer 
15.11 Industrial . Designer + Modelmaker 
15.12 Industrial Designer + Modelmaker 
15.13 Industrial Designer 
• 15-.14 Industrial Designer + 3 marketing men 
16.1 Industrial.Designer 
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'16.2 
16.3 
design 
16.4 
:,16.5 
16.6 
Industrial Designer 
Industrial Designer + 1 associated designer + 1 
co-ordinator + ~ engineer + 2 marketing men 
Industrial Designer 
Industrial Designer _,_.: .... ' t, : , "O't- ', .. 
. ',," , , • . ,,'. -: ,'~ '.'- _. ?-! - ,'.~" - . ," , •. "' 
Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 1 engineer 
+ 2 marketing men 
16.7 Industrial 
16.8 Industrial 
16.9 Industrial 
16.10 Industrial 
17.1 Industrial 
17.2 Industrial 
17.3 Industrial 
17.4 Industrial 
17.5 Industrial 
17.6 Industrial 
18.1 Industrial 
18.2 Industrial 
+ 1 manager 
Designer 
Designer + 3 engineers + 2 marketing men 
Designer 
Designer + 1 engineer + 3 marketing men 
Designer 
Designer 
Designer 
Designer + Modelmaker 
Designer 
Designer + 2 engineers + 2 marketing men 
Designer + 1'engln~~r': 
Designer + 2 engineers + 1 marketing man 
18.3 Industrial Designer 
18.4 
18.5 
Industrial Designer 
In~us~rial Designer + 1 engineer + 1 manager 
18.6 Industrial Designer + 2 engineers + 1 manager 
18.7' Industrial Designer 
18.8 Industrial Designer + 1 engineer + 2 marketing men 
+ 1'manager 
18.9 Industrial Designer + 1 marketing man 
18.10 Industrial Designer 
18.11- Industrial Designer + 1 'engineer + 1 manager 
18.12 Industrial Designer + 2 engineers 
18.13 Industrial Designer + 1 engineer + 1 manager 
18.14 Industrial Designer + 2 engineers + 2 marketing men 
+ 1 manager 
18.15 Industrial Designer + 2 engineers 
18.16 Industrial Designer 
18.17 Industrial Designer + 1, engineer + 1 marketing man 
18.18 Industrial Designer 
. 
18.19 Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 2 engineers 
18.20 Industrial Designer 
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Industrial Designer + 1 associate + __ 2/ engineers 18.,21 
18.22 Industrial Designer + 2 engine'~rs/ + 1 marketing man 
+ 1 manager 
18.23 Industrial 
18.24 Industrial 
18.25 Industrial 
18.26 Industrial 
18.27 Industrial 
18.28 Industrial 
18.29 Industrial 
18.30: Industrial 
18.31 Industrial 
18.32 Industrial 
18.33 Industrial 
18.34 Industrial 
Designer + 3 engineers 
Designer 
D~signer + Modelmaker 
Designer 
Designer + Modelmaker 
Designer +, 3 engineers 
Designer 
Designer + Modelmaker 
Designer + engineer 
Designer 
Designer + Modelmaker 
Designer + Modelmaker 
18.35 Industrial 
18.36 Industrial 
Designer + 1 associate + 1 engineer 
Designer + 1 associate + 2 engineers 
+ 2 marketing men + 1 manager 
19.1 Industrial Designer 
19.2 Industrial Designer 
19.3 Industrial Designer + 1 engineer 
20.1 Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 1 manager 
20.2 Industrial Designer 
20.3 Industrial Designer 
20.4 Industrial Designer + 1 associate + 1 engineer 
+ 1 manager 
This may be summarised as:-
1. Industrial Designer 
2. Industrial Designer's associates 
3. Company management 
4. Company marketing 
5. Company engineers 
6. Company's client management 
7. Company's clien~ engineering 
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'12.2.4 The environments of' the visual assessments 'in 
the case studies sequentially are:-
1.1 
~:":/'''J':~''-',''';:'" (',~,>" '1.2 
1.3 
Company conf'erence room 
Design studio "'" 
Design studio 
1.4 Company o1:'i'ice 
1.5 Design stUdio 
1.0 Company o~1:ice 
1.7. 
1.8 
1.9 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2.8 
3.1 ' 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
3.9 
3,10 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
4.5 
, 4.6 
4.7 
4.8 
4.9 
4.10 
4.11 
Company of'f'ice 
Company of'f'ice 
Company location 
Company locCf,tion 
Design studio 
Company of'f'ice 
Design studio 
Company of'f'ice 
Company off' ice 
Design studio 
Company office 
Company office 
Design studio 
Design studio 
Company of'f'ice 
Design studio 
Design studio 
Company location, 
Design studio 
Design studio 
Company office 
Design studio 
Design studio 
Company off'ice' 
Design studio 
Design studio 
Company conf'erence room 
Design studio 
Company f'oyer :room 
Company location 
Design studio 
Company location 
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4.12 Hire,d conference room 
4.13 Colour scie:r;lCe laboratory 
5.1 Company conference room 
, '; .... ~.~":,'}~:~ "'.-- .. ,', 5 '2 Desi'gn', studio ,',' ~ ':, ~ ~ ,.,', . ' -
5.3 Desi'gn studio 
6.1 Company conference room 
6.2 Design studio, 
6.3 Company conference room ,c 
7.1, Design studio 
, 
'7.2 Company office 
7.3 Design studio 
7.4 Company office 
7.5 Company office , " 
7.6 Company office 
7.7 Company office 
7.8 Company office 
8.1 Design studio 
8.2 Design studio 
8.3 A motel 
8.4 Design studio 
9.1 Design studio 
9.2 Company office 
9.3 Design studio 
9.4 Company office 
9.5 Design studio 
9.6 Computer office 
'9.7 Design ,studio 
9.8 Design studio 
9.9 Company office 
10.1 Design studio 
10.2 Company laboratory 
11.1 Company conference room 
11.2 Design studio 
11.3 Design studio 
11.4 Design studi'o 
11.5 Company office 
12.1 Company offic.e 
12.2 Design studio 
12.3 Design studio 
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12.4 
'12.5 
13.1 
Marketing man's house 
Unknolffi company location 
Company office 
.,,( ••• ..p..; ;',,:-.:;':;; ;',,:,~,",':1'3. 2 
13.3 
13.4 
13.5 
13.6 
13.7 
Design studio' 
Company laboratory 
Design studio 
;: \' ~- [ ,>' 
: 14.1 
,',14.2 
14.3 
14.4 
14~5 
14.6 
14.7 
14.8 
14.9 
14.10 
,14.11 
14.12 
15.1 
15.2 
15.3 
15.4 
15.5 
15.6 
15.7 
15.8 
15.9 
15.10 
15.11 
Client 'office 
Design studio 
Company office 
Company conference room 
Design studio 
Design studio conference room 
Design studio 
Company conference room 
Company conference room 
Design studio 
Company conference, room 
Company conference room 
Company conference- room 
,Company drawing office 
Company drawing office 
Company office 
Design studio 
Company office 
Design studio 
Company office 
Design studio 
Modelmaker's studio 
Design studio 
Company office 
Design studio 
Modelmaker's studio 
15.12 Modelmaker's studio 
15.13 Design studio 
15.14, Company office 
16.1 Design studio 
16.2 Design studi,o 
16.3 Company office 
16.4 Design studio 
'16.5 Design studio 
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1.6 
16.7 
16.8 
:/ " ,. '" '.':;' , ,/::'::"16. 9 
16.10 
17.1 
17.2 
17.3' 
17.4 
:17.5 
17.6 
18.1 
18.2 
18.3 
18.4 
18.5 
,18.6 
18.7 
18.8 
18.9 
18.10 
18.11 
18~12 
18.13 
Company office 
Design studio 
Company office 
Design studio 
Company conference room 
Desi'gn studio 
Design studio 
Design studio 
Modelmaker's workshop 
Design studio 
Company conference room 
Company open plan office 
Company off.ice 
Design studio 
Design studio 
Company op'en plan office 
Company office 
nesign studio 
Company office 
Marketing man's house' 
Design studio 
Company office 
Design studio 
Company office 
..... :. 
18.14 'Company conference room 
18.15 Company location 
18.16 Design studio 
'18.17 Company office 
18.18 
18.19 
18.20 
18.21 
18.22 
18.23 
18.24 
18.25 
18.26 
18.27 
18.28 
Design studio 
Company conference room 
Desig;n studio 
Company conference. room 
Company conference room 
Company office 
Design studio 
Modelmaker's studio 
Design studto 
Modelmaker's studio 
Company office 
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18.29 Design studio 
18.30 Hodelmaker's studio 
18 0 31 Public house 
'-.')(f;::,~ 8 • 32 Design studio 
18.33 Modelmaker's studio 
18.34 ' Modelmaker~ s studio 
18.35 Company office 
18.36 Company office 
19.1 Design studio 
:19.2 Design studio 
'19.3 Design studio 
: 20.1 Company .office 
20.2 Design studio 
20.3 Design s'tudio 
20.4 Company of.fice 
_This may be summarised as -:-
1. Compa,ny location -
2. Company associated location 
3. Designer~s location 
4. Designer's associated location 
5. A neutral location 
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12.2.5 The method of visual assessment in the case 
studies sequentially are :-
1.1 By subjective appraisal + verbal comments 
. .. -1.'~-2 . By :subjectiye . appraisal '. -,'.:''::,.' .. c".·". :-;'!' :-·:;,;;,;;:;:''''';''·;-:--';~':~~:·'':';';i.;:;;·~~'; 
1.3 By subjective appraisal 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
.1.7-
1.8 
1.9 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
Not known 
By subjective appraisal with verbal directions 
By subjective appraisal 
By subj~ctive appraisal with verbal directions 
By subjective appraisal 
By-subjective appraisal with verbal directions 
By subjective appraisal with verbal directions.· 
2.7 By subjective appraisal 
2.8 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
By subjective appraisal wjth verbal comments 
By subjective appraisal with verbal directions 
By subjective appraisal 
By subjective appraisal 
3.4 By subjective appraisal based on a consensus of 
verbal opinions. 
3.5 By subjective appraisal 
3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
3.9 
3.10 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
4.5 
4.6 
4.7 
4.8 
4.9 
4.10 
By subjective appraisal 
By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
By subjective appraisal 
By subjective appraisal 
By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
By subj ec.ti ve appraisal wi th verbal discussions 
By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
By _subjective appraisal 
~y subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
By subjective appraisal 'vi th verbal comments 
By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
By subjective appraisal survey 
By subjective appraisal 
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. 4.11 By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
4.12 By subjective- appraisal with verbal discussions 
4.13 By objective assessment 
5.1 By subjective appra'isal with verbal discussions 
~ .. " , 
. 5.2 By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions r. 
: ,; <' ~~ ... 
By subjective appralsal with verbal discussions 
. , ..... (.~' 
5.3 
6.1 'By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
6.2 By subJective appraisal 'with verbal discussions 
6.3 By subjective appraisa~ with verbal discussions 
7.1 By subjective appraisal 
7.2 By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
7.3 By subjective appraisal 
7.4 By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
7.5 By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
7.6, By subjective appraisal with verbal approvals 
7.7 By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
7.8 By subjective appraisal wlth verbal comments 
8.1 By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
8.2 By subjective appraisal 
8.3 ,By subj ecti ve appraisal with verbal discuss'ions 
8.4 By subjective appraisal 
9.1 By subjective appraisal 
9.2 By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
9.3 By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
9.4 I By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
9.5 By subjective appraisal 
9.6 By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
9.7 By -subjective appraisal 
9.8 --By .. subj ecti ve .appraisal with .verbal .discussions 
9.9 By subjective appraisal with verbal discussions 
10.1 By subjective appraisal 
10.2 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
.11.3 By subjective appraisal 
11.4 By subjective appraisal 
I 11. 5 By subjective appraisal 12.1 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
12.2 By subjective appraisal 
12.3 By subjective appraisal 
12.4 By subjective appraisal 
12.5 Unknown 
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'13.1 By subjective appraisal ' . 
13.2' By subjective appraisal and discussions 
13.3 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
13.4 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
, ",:' :,~,; ~ :';"< :, .. 13.5 . :By subjective analytical appraisal with analytical ~ ~ \~!. ~y.,J 
discussions 
13.6 By subjective detailed examination and discussion 
13.7 By subjective appraisal of" graphical details 
14.1 By subjective appraisal and discussion 
14.2 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
'14.3 By subjective appraisal' and discussions 
14.4 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
14.5 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
14.6 By subjective, appraisal and discussions 
14.7 By subjective appraisal 
14.8 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
14,.9 ,By subjective appraisal and discussions 
14,.10 By subjective ~ppraisal and discussions 
14.11 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
,14.12 By subjective apprai,sal and discussions 
• 
15.1 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
15.2 By subjective appraisal 
15.3 By subjective appraisal anti discussions 
15.4 By subjective appraisal 
15.5 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
15.6 B)' subjective appraisal 
15.7 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
15.8 By subjective appraisal 
-'15.9 By subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
15.10 By subjectiv.e appraisal' 
15.11 By subjective' appraisal and discussions 
15.12 By subjective 'appraisal and discussions 
15.13 By subjective appraisal 
15.14 By subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
16.1 By, subjective appraisal 
16.2 By subjective appraisal 
16.3 By subjective appraisal and discussions 
16.4 By subjective app:raisal 
16.5 By subjective appraisal 
16.6 By subjective appraisal and verbal discussions 
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16.7 By subjective appraisal 
16.8 By subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
16.9 ,By subjective appraisal 
16.10 
17.1 
17.2 
17.3 
17.4 
17.5 
17.6 
18.1 
18.2 
18.3 
18.4 
18.5 
18.6 
18.7 
18.8 
By subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
By subjective appraisal , '_,' 
• I -,. • ~. < .~", 
By subjective appraisal 
By subjective appraisal 
By subjective appraisal and detailed discussiqns 
By subjective appraisal 
By subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
By subjective appraisal and detailed discussion 
By subjective appraisal and detailed discussion 
By subjective appraisal 
By subj eC,ti ve appraisal 
By subjective appraisal and verbal comment 
By subjective appraisal and detailed discussion, 
By subjective appraisal 
Subjective, but using a sophisticated decision 
process with verbal comments 
18.9 By subjective appraisal with verbal comments 
18.10 By subjective appraisal 
18~11 By subjective appraisal and discussion 
18.12 
18.13 
18.14 
18.15 
18,,16 
18.17 
18.18 
18.19 
18.20 
18.21 
18.22 
18.23 
18.24 
18.25 
18.26 
18.27 
18.28 
18.29 
By subjective appraisal and detailed discussion 
By subjective appraisal with v~rbal comment 
By subjective appraisal and-detailed discussions 
By subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
By subjective appraisal 
BY,subjective appraisal and -detailed discussions 
By subjective appraisal 
By subjectiv,e appraisal and detailed discussions 
By subjective ~ppraisal 
By subjective appraisal and detciiled discussions 
By subjective appraisal and verbal comments 
By subjective appraisal and discussions 
By subjective appraisal 
By subjective appraisal and detailed discussions 
By subjective ,appraisal 
By subjective appraisal and verbal comment 
By subjective appraisal and verbal comment 
By subjective appraisal 
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12.2.6 The stages in the design process of the visual 
assessments in the case studies sequentially are:-
1.1 Briefing the designer at the beginning by Marketing 
1.2 
f'" : ':L ';<:'1.3 
During. a design process 
Before a client presentation 
.~: . 
.-~:" ~-;:-.-: . 
/ 
1.4 A client presentatipn 
1.5 During a d~sign process 
1.6 A client p~esentation, 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2.8 
3.1 
, 3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
3.9 
Briefing the designer 
A client presentation 
Company review 
Briefing the designer at the beginning by Marketing 
During a design process 
During a design process 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentation 
A client presentation 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentation 
Briefing the designer at the beginning by Marketing 
During a design proc~ss 
'Before a client presentation 
A,client presentation 
During a design process 
Befure a client presentation 
A client presentation 
During a de~ign process 
Before a client presentation 
3.10 A client presentation 
4.1 During a design process 
4.2 Before a client presentation 
4.3 End of an engineering process 
4.4 During a design process 
4.5 Before a_client presentation 
4.6' A client presentation 
4.7 Before a client presentation 
4.8 A client presentation 
4.9 During an engineering process 
4.10 Before a client presentation 
4.11 A client presentation 
4.12 A client presentation and end of deSign phase 
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·4.13·'Post-design phase 
5.1 
5.2 
5.3 
:-,6 •. 1 
6.2 
6.3-
7.1 
7.2 
7.3 
7.4 
7.5 
7.6 
7.7 
7.8 
8.1 
8.2 
8.3 
8.4 
, 9.1' 
9.2 
9.3 
9.4 
9.5' 
9.6 
9.'7' 
9.8 
9.9 
Briefing the designer at the 'beginning by Engineering 
Before a client presentation 
A cli-ent presentation 
Briefing. the designer at the- beginning' by Enginee_ring -,': 
During a design process 
A client presentation 
During a design process 
A client presentation 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentation 
A client presentation 
A client presentation 
A client presentation 
A client presentation 
Briefini the designer at the beginning by Engineering 
Before a client presentation· 
A client presentation 
Before, a client presentation 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentation 
Before'a client presentation 
A client presentation 
During, a deiign process 
A client presentation 
During a design process 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentation 
10.1 Before a client presentation 
10.2 A client presentation 
11.1 Briefing the designer at the beginning by Marketing 
11:2 During a design process 
11.3 Before a client presentation 
11.4 Before a client presentation 
11.5 A client presentation 
12.1 Briefing the designer at the b~ginning by Management 
12.2.During a design process 
12.3 Before a client presentation 
12.4 A client presentation 
12.5 Company review 
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Briefing the designer';at the:,·':beg~i:.~~i.f~~f!(;J~y:,:M~nagement 
:' ";':; "~ .c'. }~'::.·':;;'::',~~r;:\>/:~{:,~/~':, :>, 13.2 ", During a design process 
13.3 
13.4 
. 
'i.'~::);;,~~;.':~";~':'~;;~~-;' 1.3.5 
During a design process 
Before a cl ient present'ation 
". client presentation " 
BBfor'e a cliBnt pr~senta~ion 
• ~-{ c 
13.6 
13.7 
14 .. 1 
14.2 
14.3 
14.4 
14.5 
14.6 
14'.7 
14.8 
14.9 
14.10' 
Before a cl ient presentati.QJi,<c'-.. ;.-:',: .. ;,.:- "-
" 
,Briefing the de~igner at, the 'b~'~~'~ning ,': . , . 
14.11 
During a design process 
During a design process 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentation. ',,.. 
. , , 
DUring a ,design process 
Before a client presentation· 
A client presentation 
A client, presentatio~. 
A rili~nt presentation 
During a design process. 
14.12 ,During a design process' 
'" ,'.,'. ~. '. 
.' ,,;~~' ' ...... , 
'. .~.-:: .-,' '.: 
~<-
" , 
\," . 
. '. " .. -".,' .. ~, ',,,,' 
.. \' ".~,: ~~;/:.<,'. 
. .,' .. 
.,,""',,"< .. , . ,~, \,- /i ,," ~~:/ .. ;~~~~ 
./ 
15.1 Briefing, the designer at the begi~g :bY···Marketing 
15.2 
15~3 
15.4 
15.5 
15.6 
15.7 
15.B 
15.9 
15.10 
15.11 
15.12, 
15.13 
15,.14 
16.1 
16.2 
16.3 
Before a client presentation, 
A,client presentation 
Before' ,a cl ient presentat'i'oIl", ""';"':,: '. 
A client presentation 
During a design process 
During a design process 
Before a client presentation. 
A clj,eat presentation 
During a design process 
Daring a des.ign .process 
During a desig~ process 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentatjon .'. 
Daring a. design proces,s 
'-. ""'-' 
Before a client presentation: 
A client presentat~on 
'~; '. 
" 
.,---. 
,( 
.-;. , ''';',''' 
, '" 
16 •. 4 .' 'Du:rtng 'a design process' 
16.5 Before a client presentation 
16.6 A client ~resentation ';, ::::. :,c"}~:~' '; .::;:;":',:;.: ,: 
16.7 
L. 
Before a client pres·entat,ion:.":':,.· .. ~::;:,~":):<:' 
- '. .' ," . ;':. 
16.8:' A client presentation 
. " 
-,'" :,' 
'A3D. 
16.9 
16.10 
17.1 
17.2 
17.3 
• ',. 'J 
-' " -, 
'.A '-,t 
17.4 
17.5 
'17.6 
18.1 
18.2 
18.3 
18.4 
18.5 
18.6 
. 18~ 7 
18 0 8 
18.9 
18.10 
18.11 
18.12 
18.13 
18.14 
18.15 
18.16 
18.17 
18.18 
18.19 
18.20 
18.21 
18.22 
18.23 
18.24 
18.25 
18.26 
18.27 
18.28 
18.29 
18.30 
18.31 
18.32 
18.33 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentation 
During a design process 
During a design process 
During a design process 
During a design prQcess 
','- . 
'" "',' 'f-
Before a client presentation 
A client presentati~n 
Briefing the designer ~t the beginning 
Briefing the designer 
During a design process' 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentation 
. " 
Briefing the designer during a design process 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentation 
A client presentation 
During a client presentation 
A client presentation 
During a design process 
A client presentation 
A client presentation 
During a design process 
Before a client. presentation 
A client presentation 
Before a client presentation 
During a design process 
Before a client presentation 
A client presentatic:>n 
A client presentation 
During a design process 
During a design process 
During a design process 
During a design process 
During a design process 
A client presentation 
During a design process 
During a design process 
During. a design process 
During a design process 
During a design process 
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18.34 
18.35 
18.36 
19.1 
, .19 .. 2 
19.3 
------
During a 
A client 
A client 
During a 
Before a 
A client 
design process 
presentation 
presentation 
design process 
client presentation 
presentat'ion 
20.1 
20.2 
Briefing 
During a 
the designer at the beginning by Management 
design process 
20.3 Before a client presentation 
20.4 A client presentation 
This may be summarised as:-
1. Briefing the designer at the 
2. . Briefing the designer at the 
the designer at the 3~.· . Briefing 
4. . .: Before a client presentation 
5. A client presentation 
6~ A design process 
7,. At'l.engineering process 
8. Re-briefing the designer 
9. End of the design process 
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beginning by Management 
beginning by Marketing 
beginning by Engineering 
, \ 
'12.2.7 The addi tional analyses. of the visual assessments 
in the case studies sequentially are:-
7.1.3 A flop meeting, the work presented,was too timid 
7.1.4 No check before a client presentation 
.7.1.5' "No decision made at the time" the decision was 
deferred 
7.1. 7 No check before a client presentation 
7~2.2 No check be:fore a client presentation 
7.2.3 No assessment took place although one was expected 
7.2.7 No check before a client presentation 
7.2.9 No check on the drawing issued to the Modelmaker 
7.2.11 It could be presumed that the company made further 
visual assessments with the manufacturer 
7.3.7 It could be presumed that the. company made further 
visual assessments with engineering production 
, , 
7.4.2 The assessment was not expected 
7.4.5 No visual assessment occurred during this design 
appraisal stage 
7.4.6 A flop meeting with, a timid response from the client 
7.5.2 No visual assessment occurred during this design 
apprai sal s'tage 
7.5.3 It could be presumed that the company made further 
visual assessments 
7.6.2 No check before a client presentation 
7.7.1 It should be assumed that the designer had made a 
visual assessment of the product previously 
7.7.2 No check before a client presentation 
7.7.6 , No ch~ck before a client presentation 
7.7:8 No chebk before a client presentation 
,7.7.10 It should be acknowledged that the company had made 
a visual assessment before calling in the designer 
7.7.11 No check·before a client presentation 
7.7.13 It could be presumed that the company made a 
visual assessment of the product after production to check 
for themselves, as in 7.7.10 
7.8.5 The work was not assessed bY,the client on 
presentation 
7.9.8 It could be assumed that the company engineers 
assessed visually the work 
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7.9.9 It could be assumed that the·company engineers 
assessed visually the work 
7.10.3 The work was not assessed during the design develop-
- ment stage 
. 7.105/6 Tt ·could be assumed· that the engineers- assessed 
visually the work with someone else 
·7.11.2 On checking the work before a client presentation 
it was found to be wrong., and re-"done . . 
7.11.4 It could be assumed that the company made a visual 
assessment at this stage· 
7~13.6 The work was noi checked during design development 
ur before a.client presentation 
7.13.8 
7.13.9 
.. 
The work was not checked during design development 
It could be assumed that the client assessed 
visually the work 
7.13.11 It could be assumed that the patent officer assessed 
visually the work 
7.14.1 The assessment was not expected 
7.14.10 The assessment was not expected 
7.14.11 It could be assumed that the company assessed 
visually the work before production 
7.15.2 No assessment was made during design developmet 
7.15.11 It could be assumed that the Modelmaker made an 
assessment 
7.15.13 It could be assumed that the Modelmaker made an 
assessment 
7.15.15 It could be assumed ·that the company made a visual 
assessment 
7.16.1 The examination of the design analysis was not a 
visual assessment 
7.16.2 The size of the meeting increased during the 
assessment 
7.16.3 The work was displayed before the meeting and 
presented gradually during the beginning of the meeting 
7.16.5 The size of the meeting increased during the 
assessment 
7.16.8 No assessment was made during design development 
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"7.17.3 It could be 'assumed that the Modelmaker assessed 
. the drawings and finished models before presentation 
7.17.6 It could be assumed that the company assessed the 
work at a later date 
.~7.18.3 There were.two meetings and ~ssessments in immediate 
sequence 
7.18.6 It is implied that the company's Executive Director 
asses~ed the work 
7.18.7 No assessment was made during design development 
7.18.8 The designer had to clea~ a space on the desk for 
his models 
7.18.9 No assessment was made before a client presentation 
7~18.13 The final model was not assessed before a client 
presentation 
/ 
7.18.15 The work was not assessed before a client presentation 
7.18.17 There were two meetings and assessments in immediate 
s~quence 
7.18.~9 It could be~assumed that the company made an 
assessment before calling in the designer 
7.18.20 The work was not assessed during design development 
7.18.25 The work was presented even though the designer 
knew that the design solution was unsatisfactory 
7.18.26 'l'!le work was not assessed. before a client 
preseptation 
7.18.28 It could be assumed that the company assessed the 
work ·before calling in the designer 
7.18.33 It could be assumed that the Modelmaker assessed the 
work before preseritation 
7.18.40 It could be assumed that the Modelmaker assessed the 
development of the work 
7.18.41 It could be assumed that the Modelmaker assessed the 
development of the finshed model before presentation 
7.18.43 There were two· meetings and assessments in immediate 
sequence 
7.18.43 It could be assumed that the company assessed the 
work at a later date 
7.20.5 It could be assumed that the company' assessed the 
work at a later date 
• 
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This may be. summarised as:-
1. Unsuccessful meeting 
2. No check or assessment when expected 
3. Unexpected check or assessment 
' .... ; ... : ... ~ .... ', \'4': '~'Company make a vi:sual assessment· before calling. in a 
designer 
5. Company make a visual assessment and do not inform the 
designer 
6. Meeting increases in size during a presentation 
7. Work displayed gradually during a presentation 
8. Two meetings with assessment in immediate sequence 
9. Designer has to; clear a space for his work before a 
presentation 
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12.3 Detailed Analysis of the Desk Data. 
12.3.1 The subject of the visual assessments listed in the 
desk data are:-
",-.8.1.3 
8.1.3 
8.1.6 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
8.3.1 
8.3.1 
8.3.1 
8.3.1 
Consumer Products,-
Engineering products 
Finished 'products without the coat of paint 
Idea drawings 
Successful and unsuccessful prototypes 
Analysis models and illustrations 
The product 
Idea sketches 
Rough clay'model8 
Ergonomic assessments 
Working draw,ings and pillot model 
Prototype model and production model 
Sketches 
Renderings 
Engineering drawings 
Modp-Is 
8.3.2 'Pictorial drawings, models and illusioned engineering 
drawings and optica~ly deceiving presentation drawings 
8.3.3 Models and drawings 
8.3.3 
8.3.4 
8.3.4 
8.3.4 
8.3.4 
8.3.4 
8.3.4 
8.3.4 
8.3.4 
8.3. 4, 
8.3.4 
8.3.4 
8.3.5 
8.3.5 
8.3.5 
8.3.5 
8.3.5 
8.3.5 
Diagrams illustrations, surveys, working drawings 
t scale sketches' 
! sca,le model 
Ergonomic aspects 
Ful~ size air brushed drawings 
-Photographs 
Full size mock up and mirrored half model 
t scale finished model 
Full size clay model 
Fibre glass moulds and working prototypes 
Detailed design and modp-Iling components 
Full size appearance mock-up 
Rough visualisations 
Renderings 
Clay studies 
Scale mode-Is 
Mock-ups 
Prototypes -
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8.3.5 
, 8 •. 3 .. 5 
8.3.5 
8.3.5 
'8.3.5 
Mechanical drawings' 
The existing machine in use 
The existing machine at rest 
First life scales 
A . study' mode'l 
8.3.5 First renderings 
8.3.5 Oversimplified renderings 
8.3.5 
8.3.5 
8.3.5 
8.3.5 
8.3.5 
8.3.6 
Detailed renderings 
Plaster presentation model 
Clay ~odified model 
Finshed design 
Consumer surveys 
A form ofl words 
8.3.6 . Symbolic logic 
8.3.6 Diagrams 
8.3.6 Sketches 
8.3.6 
8.3.6 
8.3.6 
8.3.6 
8.3.7 
8.3.7 
8.3.8 
8.3.8 
8.3.8 
8.4.1 
8.4.1 
8.4.1 
'8.4.1 
8.4.1 
8.4.2 
8.4.2 
8.4.3 
8.4.3 
8.4.3 
8.4.3 
8.4.3 
·8.4.3 
8.4.3 
8.5.1 
Formal drawings 
Simple models 
Working analogues 
Prototypes 
Functional visualisations with idea diagrams 
Idea matrices and conceptual sketches 
Iconic models 
Analcg models 
Symbolic mod'els 
Research analyses 
Prelinimary sketches 
Renderings. 
Mock-ups and prototypes 
Design solut·ions 
Design solutions 
New design model 
Ideas 8.4.3 design solutions 
Flip charts media 
Viewgraph media 
Lantern slides medis 
Movie projector media 
Mock-up media 
Chalk board media 
Battleaxed ideas 
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8.5.1 T chart characteristics 
8.5.1 Decision matrix alternatives 
8.5.1 Decision .treed subjects 
8.5.1 - Optimised subjects 
. ,:.:"-,::,-!:<-,'t: ":.j;-8·.5 •. 2 Checklist requirements .. :::.,.,: 
8.5.2 Selected criterion 
. } - , '.' .', 
8r5.2 Ranked and weighted alternative designs 
8:5.2 Written specifications 
8~5.2 Reliability indexed components 
8.5.3 Criterion 
8.5.3 Optimised procedures 
8.5.4 Optimised terms 
8.5.4 Engineering drawings 
.8.5.4 Mathematical equations 
8.5.4 Criterion 
8.5.5 Decision factors 
8.5.6 Designs, built design~ and calculat~d designs 
8.5.6 Perceivable qualities 
8.5.7 Eye observation data 
8.5.7 Eye mov~ment data 
8.7~7 People's movements 
This may be summarised as:-
Two and three dimensional in:formation 
Two and three dimensional ideas 
Activities 
.': . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. Iconic, analog, symbolic models and actual nature \ ~ 
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12~3.2 The reason for the visual assessments listed in the " 
desk data are:-
8.1.4 
8.1.4 
"t,.l":.:' L', 8.1.4 
8.1.6 
8.1.6 
design 
8.1.6 
8.1. 6 
8.1. 6 
8.2.1 
8.2.2 
To check the making and performance of the product 
To check the se11in~ and promotion of the product 
"To check the overv~ewing "and: progress :of the prdd~ct 
To check the design progress 
To check before calling in the local industrial 
consultant 
To check the problem 
To check the prototype 
To check the selling 
To check the profit 
To study the competition 
'8.2.2 
manufacturing"facilrties 
To familiarize themselves with the client's 
"8.2.2 To learn how the product will be used 
8.2.2 To develop idea sketches 
8.2.2" To study" the design in three dimensions 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
8. 3~ 1 
8.3.1 
8.3.3 
8.3.3 
8.3.3 
8.3.5 
8.3.7 
8.3.8 
8.3.8 
8.3.8 
".8.4.1 
8.4.1 
To study the ergonomics 
To collaborate with the "client's engineers 
To check the prototype model 
To assess the G A drawing 
To visualize al ternative solutions. 
To'diagnose 
To determine and present conclusions 
To prescribe instructions 
To get consumer reactions 
To vlsualize functionally 
To check looks 
To check behaviour 
To check principles 
To predict designs 
To let the client exercise his prerogative of 
choosing 
8.4.1 To 
8.4.1 To 
8.4.1 To 
8.4.2 To 
8.4.2 To 
8.4.3 To 
placate the client 
check appeal for the customer 
check mak::ill g 
present the design solutions 
display the new design model 
check the planning and preparing of a presentation 
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8.5.1 To evaluate the,design 
8.5.2 To evaluate or converge the designs 
8.5.3 To optimise the designs 
8.5.4 
", '8"5.4 
8.5.5 
8.5.6 
To assess the designs 
Toguide.in making the best, decisions' 
To make decisions 
To evaluate the design 
8.5.7 To assess stimuli situations 
This may be summarised as:-
1. To examine existing situat,ions 
2. Tp brief the designer 
3. To check the design progression 
4. To make decisions 
5. 'To ~heck before a client presentation 
6. To present the work, seek approval and instructions 
7. To check work other than the designers 
8. To check or seek information 
9. To placat~ the client 
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"UL 3.3 The personnel listed in' the desk data are:-
8.1.1 Single staff Industrial Design~rs 
8.1.1 Group staff Industrial Designers 
8.1.1 Single Consultant Industrial Designers 
~·'~8.1.'~ Group ConsuLtant Industrial,Designers 
8.1.2 
8.1:2 
8.1. 2 
8.1. 2 
8.1.2 
8.1. 3 
8.1. 3 
8.1. 3 
8.1.4 
8.L4 
8.1.4 
8.1. 6 
8.1.6 
8.1.6 
8.1.6 
8.1.6 
8.1.6 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
8.2.3 
Impresario Industrial Designers 
Culture diffuser Industrial Designers 
Culture generator Industrial Designers 
Assistant Industrial Designers 
Parasite Industrial Designers 
Product Industrial Designers 
Consumer product Industrial Designers 
Engineering product Industrial Designers 
Engineering industrial pers~nnel 
Marketing indust,rial personnel 
Management industrial personnel 
Design management 
Management consultants 
Industrial Designers 
Local Industrial Design consultants 
Product design group practice personnel 
Design consultants 
Senior management, sales executives and engineers 
Client'~ engineers 
Consultant Industrial ~esigner 
8.4.1 Full dress group of executives 
8.4.1 ',Small groups of the product manager 
8.4.1 Engineers and factory men 
8.4.1 Executives of the client's organisation 
8.4.1 Marketing, 
8.4.1 Engineering 
8.4.1 Production management 
8.4.2 Senior executives 
8.4.2 Design manager 
8.4.2, Chairman 
8.5.2 Designers 
8.5.2 Inexperienced designers 
8.7.7 Ergonomists 
This may be summarised as:-
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1. Industrial Designer , -'':' :" .'.~ . 
2. Industrial Designeris associates 
3. Company management 
4. Company. marketing 
':',." .- ·5. ,Company engineering·; ,_" ,t, ''-'./' 
• 
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12.3.4 
B.2.2 
B.3.5 
B.4.1 
0', ,,~ .:~,.'!~,:.', ',. < ... ' ·.,B·. 4 •. 1 
B.4.3 
The types of environment listed in the desk data' are:-
Client's manufacturing facilities 
Halls 
Assembly rooms or auditoria 
Director's:board room or permanent <iisplay room. 
Lighted. and darkened rooms 
This may 'be summarised as:-
1. Company location 
2. A neutral location 
12.3.5 The methods of visual assessment listed in the desk' 
data are:-
8.1.2 
8.3.1 
By skimming of the cream 
By producing an illusion 
".-,', ,:':',8.4. 1 
8.4.1 
8.4.1 
8.4.1 
8.4.1 
8.4.1 
8.4.1 
By ~lient's pre~ogative,of choice 
By omniscient choice 
By non-omniscient, choice 
By confusing and exasperating situations 
I 
By countering awkward questions 
By long drawn out meetings 
By human nature, personality clashes, company politics 
and humorous interludes ' 
8.4.1 By has it appeal for the customer 
8.4.1 By how shall ,.".e make it 
8.4.1 By n~ver a~logising for the design 
8.4.3 By knowledge and enthusiasm 
8.4.3 By advantage and disad~antage pointing out 
8.4.3 By accepting criticism 
8.4.3 By arranging the presentation format 
8.4.3 By keeping to schedule 
8.4.3 By examination control 
8.4.3 By selling and defending 
8.5.1 By battleaxe 
8.5.1 By T chart 
8.5.1 ' By decision malrix 
8.5.1 By decision trees 
~.5.1 By optimisation 
8.5.2 By checklist 
8.5.2 By selection criteria 
8.5.2 By ranking and weighting 
8.5.;2 
8.5.2 
8.5.3 
8.5.4 
8.5.4 
8.5.4 
By specification writing 
By Quirk's Reliability Index 
By decisions of optimization 
By optimization 
By subjective decisions 
By rules-of-thumb 
8.5.4 By graphical methods 
8.5.4 By analytical methods 
8.5.4/5 By decision matrices 
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8 .• 5.6 .By feasibility testi'ng arid actual assessment 
8.5.6 By fea~ibility testing and paper testing 
8.5.6 By descriptive aesthetics 
8.5.6 By ethical aesthetics 
~ "'~~'.~;~ ... o. '\'.8.5 .. 6. By' case .law logic 
8.5~7 By appeal, I like this 
8.5.6 By appeal, I recognise that this conforms well to 
those cri teria which"are generally accepted to be the mark 
of good 
8.5.6 By intuition 
8.5.7 By objective eye observation cameras 
8.5.7 By objective eye movement cameras 
8'.5.7 By objective time lapse cameras 
This may be summarised as:-
1. By subjective appraisal 
2. By subjective appraisal and verbal comments 
3.' By sophisticated subjective appraisal and verbal comments 
4 .. By subjective appraisal and sophisticated verbal comments 
5. By confusing su·bj ecti ve appraisal 
6. By confusing subjective appraisal and confusing verbal 
comments 
7. B~ objective assessment 
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~2.3.6 The stages in the d~sign process listed in-the desk 
data are:-
8.1.2 Getting work 
8.1.2 Organising others to do the work 
','.',:':,:'" -":':8.1.2 - Prese'nting the outcome 
8.1. 2 
8.1.2 
8.1. 3 
8.1.3 
8.1. 3 
8.1.6 
'8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8'.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.1 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
Doing the work 
Producing ideas 
Administration or draughtihg 
Emphasising the appearance of the product 
Emphasising the production of the product 
Bringing in the local industrial design consultant 
Problem analysis 
Prototype analysis 
Marketing 
,Mass production 
Selling: 
Disposal 
State-of-the-art 
Identification of need 
Conceptualization 
Feasibility analysis 
Product 
Programming 
Data collection 
Analysis 
Synthesis 
Development 
Communication 
Analytical phase 
Creative phase 
Executive phase 
Studying the competition 
Familiarising with the client's manufacturing 
facilities 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
8.2.2 
Learning product performance 
Developing idea sketches 
Studying the design in three dimensions 
8.2.2 ErgonomiC assessment 
8.2.2 Collaborating with Client's engineering 
8.2.2 Producing a prototype model 
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8.2.2 Contacting the consultant industrial designer 
8.2.3 Pre-design phase 
8.2.3 
8.2.3 
. 'p ,:::' ;"',",8 • 2 • ,3 
Beginning design phase 
Midd~e design phase 
End design phase' 
8.2.3 Post-design phase 
8.2.3 Divergent activity 
8.2.3 Moto~ing activity 
8.2.3 Convergent activity 
" 
8.2.3 Re-employing the consultant industrial designer 
8.3.2 Prediction 
8.3.3 Diagnosing 
8.3.3 Determining conclusions 
8.3.3 Presenting the conclusions 
8.3.3 Prescribing 
8.3.4 . Producing visualizations 
8.3.5 'Getting consumer reaction 
8.3.7 Devising methods of achieving the functions 
'1,>', ; 
: .. ~ ;ff.~' 
8.3.7 Assembling the hardware necess?ry to support these 
functions 
8.4~1 Presenting research and analysis 
8.4.1 Presenting preliminary sketches 
8.4.1 
8.4.1 
8.4.2 
8.4.3 
8.5.1 
8.5.2 
8.5.3 
8.5.4 
8.5.5 
8.5.6 
8.5.6 
8.5.6 
Presenting renderings 
Presenting mock up and prototypes 
Presenting the design solution to senior executives 
Planning, preparing, and giving a presentation 
Evaluation 
Evaluation or convergence 
Assessment in terms of' decisions of optimization 
Assessment 
Dectsion making 
Evaluating designs 
Handling the aestheti'c side of design 
Objective a~sessment 
This may be summarised as:-
1. Designer getting the work 
2. Organising the work 
3. Presenting the outcome 
4. Doing the work 
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. 5. Producing'~he ide~s; 
6. Company obtaining the designer. 
7. Marketing 
8. Production 
'l.;;J;: ,;.". :·.9.· Examining the present situation,' 
10. Pre-design phase 
11. Beginning design phase 
12. Middle desi~n phase 
t3. ~nd design phase. 
1'4. Post-design phase 
15. Re-employing the designer 
.. 1 
" 
~12.3.7 The additional analyses of the desk data listed"are:-
8.3.2 Mayall, an engineer, finds optically deceiving 
presentation drawings inexcusable 
8.3.4 Dreyfuss uses a full size mirrored half model 
c," ',';~ '"~'" ,'"'. 8. -4. ~ Missed out information, leading ,to, confusing, and 
exasperating situations 
8.4.1 A company person presents the design to the company 
executive in th~ designer's preseNce 
8.4.1 The size of the meeting fluctuates during a 
.presentation 
8.4.1 The designer contends with human nature, pers6nality 
clashes, company poli tics and humorous interludes 
8.4.2 Exchanging eye cues during a presentation 
This may be summarised' as:-, 
1. Some types of presentation work unacceptable to engineers 
2. Designer not given all the information at the right time 
3. A~company person presents the designer's work 
4. Meeting increases in size during a visual assessment 
5. There are human factors and politics during a commission 
and presentation 
. . 
.. 
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12.3.8 The sophisticated choosing activities from the desk 
,data are:-
8.5.1 Battleaxe 
8.5.1 T Chart 
'.j~:'>.,"'<" -,'; 8.5.1 Decision matrix 
8.5.1 
8.5.1 
8.5.2 
8.5.2 
,8.5.2 
8.5.2 
8.5.2 
8.5.3 
8.5.4 
8.5.4 
8.5.5 
8.5.,6 
Decision trees 
Optimisation 
Checklists 
Selection criteria 
17 
Selection criteria 
Specification writing 
Quirk's Reliability Index 
Trade-off decisions 
Analytical methods 
Decision matrices 
General decision matrix 
Feasibility testing 
: \ - ,- - " ~, . . ':.,.',.'J. , 
8.5.6 Appeal, where I 'recognise that this conforms well 
to tho'se criteria which are generally accepted to be the 
mark of good 
8.5.7 Pupilography, 
8.5.7 Electro-oculography 
8.5.7 Time lapse recordings 
This may be summarised as:-
1. Analysing charts 
2. Analytical objective ergonomic data. 
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12.4. Formal Academic Listing.s 
12.4.1 Courses Taken 
1. Colour Science, Instrumental Colour Systems Ltd.,' 
~! y";':";" "'" · ... L. ,\ .. ; 'Newbury', April' 1973 (3 qays) ~'.' " " ... c. v"'," '," " "" 
2. Colour Science, Instrumental Colour Systems Ltd.,. 
London, October 1972 (1 day). 
3. Management for Designers, Middlesex Polytechnic, 
1972/73 (47 hours). 
~. Design Management, Middlesex Polytechnic, 1972/73 
(47 hours). 
5. Postgraduate diploma in Engineering Design Methods, 
Middlesex Polytechnic, 1973 (12 weeks). 
6. .Acquiring information for Engineering Design, Middlesex 
Polytechnic, 1973 (12 hours). 
12.4.2 Seminarg At~ended 
1. Innovation 80 I.E.D. Oxford, April 1972(3 days). 
2. 'De~ign as an investment, Company Design Seminar, Nash 
House, London, October 1971 (1i days). 
3.. Design Policy, Practice and Protection, Company & 
Middlesex Polytechnic Design Seminar, Nash House, 
London, November 1972 (2 days). 
4. Design as a Co-ordinating Discipline, Hornsey College of 
Art, February 1972 (1 day). 
12.4.3 Lectures Given 
1. Industrial Design of Public Address Equipment, March 
1973. 
Sound 73 International Exhibi·tion, Bloomsbury Centre 
. Hotel, London, for the Institution of Public Address 
Engi~ee·rs Ltd. 
2. Design Policies, July 1973, Company Design Co-ordination 
meeting, Coburg Hotel, London. 
3. 'Design in the Middlesex Polytechnic, November 1972, 
Middlesex Polytechnic Design Seminar, Nash House, London. 
12.4.4 Papers Published 
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1. Industrial Design of Public Address Equipment,' 
p p. 5 - 11, August 1973, Public Address, Institution of 
Public Address Engineers Ltd., LOlillon. 
2. Industrial Designers - who and what we are, 
,- ":,-.;"" .', ',~, . ;'p': p. 22 - 27, September/October 1973., Engineering 
Designer, lED London. 
3. Colour for Engineering Designers, 
'. ' .-:-:'" .,"': . 
p p. 9 - 14, 5 - 1974, Engineering Designer, lED London. 
12.4.5 Reports Issued 
1. Middlesex Polytechnic, A report on Design in the ' 
Middlesex Ply technic 1972/73, Middlesex Polytechnic, 
1973. 
2. Design of a control panel for a Marine Survival Radio, 
Project Design Report, Post Graduate Diploma in 
Engineering Design He.thods, Middlesex Polytechnic, 1973. 
12.4.6 Design Registrations 
Two design regi~tratioris have bee~ applied for during 
the course of the case studies. 
1. On behalf of the client, by Birchall, .Baron & Jackson, 
for a type font (USA' Pat. Office), Case Study No 13. 
2. On behalf of the client, by J Birchall, for a bench 
power supply unit, Case Study No 18 • 
• 
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